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ABSTRACT

In this work, several types of novel thermal energy storage (TES) materials and
composites are explored, and a series of numerical simulation models and experimental
protocols are developed to evaluate the potentials of these materials to be applied in
concrete, pavement, and thermal energy storage systems.
The first two types of novel TES materials/composites are at the micro-scale,
which use micro diatomite (DE) and cenosphere (Ceno) as carriers of phase change
material (PCM), respectively. The third type of novel TES material is at the macro-scale,
utilizing lightweight sand (LWS) and lightweight coarse aggregate as carriers to load
PCM. The last two types of novel TES materials are solid–solid PCM (SSPCM, i.e.,
PEG-PMDI-Graphite composite) and thermochemical material (TCM, i.e., struvite-K).
The above multi-scale TES materials and composites can be used independently
or in combination, according to application scenarios. To evaluate performance of TES
materials in various scenarios, numerical simulation frameworks and experimental
protocols have been developed and implemented. Three representative scenarios (i.e.,
thermal cracking control for concrete, thermal curling mitigation for pavement, and TES
enhancement for geothermal systems) have been selected for study in this work.
The studies presented in this work show that PCMs and TCMs are technically
feasible in mitigating thermal degradations of concrete and enhancing efficiencies of TES
systems. They have promising marketability upon they can be economically available.
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1. INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND
1.1.1. Climate Change. The atmospheric CO2 concentration has reached nearly
420 ppm in 20211. For millennia, atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) levels had never
been this high. A climate change driven largely by the increased CO2 emissions has
started for a while and is being accelerated. The planet's average surface temperature has
risen about 1.18 degrees Celsius since the late 19th century (Gaffney & Steffen, 2017).
Most of the warming occurred in the past 40 years, with the seven most recent years
being the warmest. The years 2016 and 2020 are tied as the warmest years on record.
Additionally, there are phenomena of warming ocean (Bronselaer & Zanna, 2020),
shrinking ice sheets (von Schuckmann et al., 2020), glacial retreat (Velicogna et al.,
2020), decreased snow cover (Kwok et al., 2020), sea level rise (Griggs, 2021), declining
arctic sea ice (Nerem et al., 2018), extreme weathers (Perera et al., 2020; Zhang, 2007),
and ocean acidification (Sabine et al., 2004) observed around the world. That is to say,
scientific evidence for the climate change of global warming is unequivocal.
The profound climate change requires all of us to depress the emission of CO2
from human activities. To avoid slowing down development of economy, the suggested
way is to explore advanced technologies of energy-saving, deployment of green energy,
carbon processing (i.e., capture/solidification/utilization of CO2 and low-carbon
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manufacturing), as well as prolonging the service lives of materials, devices, and systems
to avoid frequent reproductions.
1.1.2. Efforts of Energy Saving and Carbon Emission Control. For the sake of
energy-saving and carbon emission control, improving concrete durability to reduce
demands of cement materials (by avoiding reconstruction) and dwindling building energy
consumption are essential parts of the efforts.
Firstly, cement production is energy-intensive and the third-largest CO2 emitting
industry in the world, responsible for >5% of global CO2 emissions (Benhelal et al.,
2021; World Steel Association, 2018). Although there is a study showing that
carbonation of cement materials over their life cycle offsets 43% of the CO2 emissions
from their productions (raw materials processing, excluding fuel burning) (Xi et al.,
2016), the CO2 burden of cement industry is still heavy and not thoroughly known over
its entire life cycle in real life. Furtherly, it is currently getting popular to accelerate the
carbonation process of concrete by CO2 curing and mixing, which are also advertised as
types of CO2 capture and utilization technologies (Falzone et al., 2021; Monkman &
MacDonald, 2016; Shao et al., 2006; Shi et al., 2012). However, when leveraging these
technologies of CO2 capture and utilization in concrete production, there are some more
factors needed to be taken into consideration: the impact of CO2 utilization on the
concrete’s compressive strength; the sacrifice of life-cycle carbon sink due to the
premature carbonation; the CO2 impact on the capture, transportation, and utilization of
CO2; the CO2 emissions due to the energy consumption for capture of CO2 and
production of supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) that are by-products from
coal electricity and steel-making industry; and the uncertainty/variability in inventory
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data and process parameters. A comprehensive assessment of CO2 utilization in concrete
that accounts for the above factors demonstrates a higher likelihood of negative net CO2
benefit of carbon capture and utilization in concrete, since 56–68 of the 99 published
experimental datasets, depending on the CO2 source, show a net rise in CO2 emission
(Ravikumar et al., 2021). To get a positive net CO2 benefit to our climate, it must ensure
an increment in compressive strength due to CO2 curing and mixing and to decrease the
electrical energy used in CO2 curing (Ravikumar et al., 2021). On the other hand,
improving concrete durability leads to less construction by reducing necessary
maintenance and replacement frequency, thus whittling the demand for cement materials;
this, though indirect, should be considered as one of the reliable strategies for
decarbonizing the cement and concrete industry.
Secondly, building energy consumption is responsible for a large portion of the
total energy consumption and CO2 emission. In 2018, 20% of global delivered energy
usage was attributed to the energy consumption in the buildings sector that includes
commercial and residential buildings (Boden et al., 2017). In the Reference Case of
International Energy Outlook 2019 (Capuano, 2019), the U.S. Energy Information
Administration projected that global energy consumption in buildings would grow by
1.3% per year on average from 2018 to 2050. Consumption of energy in commercial
buildings declined in 2020 due to the economic downturn during the COVID-19
pandemic, leading to the most significant single-year decline in the delivered energy
consumption of buildings sector since 2012. Whereas, according to the Reference Case,
energy consumption would increase and return to 2019 levels by 2025 (U.S. EIA, 2021).
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For this reason, reducing building energy consumption will help saving energy
significantly and, thus, reduce CO2 emission.
1.1.3. Deployment of Green Energy. Usagege of green energy helps to cut the
consumption of conventional fossil energy that emits enormous CO2. To deploy
sustainable energy at a larger scale, flexibility of demand-side management and resilience
of grid that integrates renewable energy resources must be enhanced. Buildings account
for ~75% of all electricity consumption of the U.S., in which a significant portion (e.g.,
>70% for residential buildings) can be attributed to thermal loads (e.g., heating/cooling of
space and water). Data has also shown that the thermal loads are major drivers of
electricity-demand peaks. Therefore, thermal energy storage (TES) – in view of
supplementing energy consumption of buildings and improving demand flexibility and
overall resilience of grid – is naturally desired.
A TES system can be charged using sustainable sources (e.g., solar thermal or
waste heat) or off-peak surplus electricity, store heat and/or cold, and deliver the stored
energy when needed (mainly to meet on-peak demand). However, though desired,
deployment of TES has been limited by low volumetric energy density and energy loss of
existing TES materials (e.g., water and ice) and, thus, high cost associated with the
volume of TES materials and insulation. Breakthroughs in TES materials, devices, and
systems are therefore in urgent need. Breakthroughs in TES materials, devices, and
systems are therefore in urgent need.
1.1.4. All Application Scenarios of Thermal Energy Storage (TES) Materials.
Thermal energy storage materials here mainly include phase change materials (PCM) and
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thermochemical materials (TCM). A sketch about application scenarios of TES materials
in concrete, pavement, and building energy storage systems is presented in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 Application scenarios of thermal energy storage (TES) materials, including
phase change material (PCM) and thermochemical material (TCM).

As depicted in Figure 1.1, TES materials have various applications in our
construction and life, including but not limit to daily/ seasonal energy storage, green
energy buffering pool, smart micro-grid resilience enhancement, concrete/pavement
durability fortifier (which simultaneously mitigates the heat island effect in urban areas),
and building energy efficiency booster. The variety of application scenarios can be
ascribed to the surging out of types of PCM composites and the increasing attention on
TCM in the last one and a half decades.
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However, some fetters still exist, thus impeding the widespread application of
TES materials in practice. Representative fetters are the adverse effects of these materials
(when incorporated in matrixes) on mechanical properties of hosting construction
materials, poor effectiveness (due to limited loading rate of TES materials), and the
immature performance evaluation techniques of concrete or energy storage systems
incorporated with the TES materials. Studies included in this dissertation are dedicated to
solving these problems to promote deployments of the TES materials.

SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES
The goal of this work is to utilize TES materials to assist in the concrete durability
improvement, energy saving, and deployment of green energy, addressing climate change
issues. The sketch of TES application scenarios in Figure 1.1 is the blueprint of specific
ways to achieve the goal, in which TES materials are able to be seen around our
surrounding environment.
This research's scope includes exploring multi-level novel TES materials and
developing a series of simulation and experimental frameworks for evaluating the
potentials of these TES materials in applications in concrete, pavement, and geothermal
energy storage system. They are coping with the abovementioned two fetters of wide
application of TES materials, i.e., compromise in mechanical properties of concrete and
immature/incomprehensive performance evaluation techniques for applications of TES
materials. To this end, the objectives of this research include the following points:
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(1) To prepare and investigate pozzolanic reactivities of micro-size PCM-loaded
cenosphere/diatomite in cementitious materials and their effects on
mechanical properties of cement paste;
(2) To prepare and characterize macro-scale lightweight sand (LWS) composited
with PCM and its performance on alleviating compressive strength
compromise of the mortar due to incorporation of PCM;
(3) To synthesis a type of shapable solid–solid PCM using a facile method
without costly solvents and study the effect of addition of graphite;
(4) To explore the potential of struvite-K, the primary hydration product of
magnesium phosphate cement, as a new type of thermochemical material
(TCM);
(5) To develop a framework for simulation of thermal properties of functional
concrete incorporated with porous carrier-PCM composites;
(6) To build a model of pavement slab, coupling heat transfer and solid
mechanics, in order to study curling behavior of pavement after incorporation
of PCM;
(7) To establish a simulation framework for performing heat exchange analyses of
a large-scale geothermal borehole field using PCM-modified grout; and
(8) To design equipped experimental systems to validate the numerical models
and evaluate performance of the PCM-incorporated systems.
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RESEARCH STRATEGY
To tackle the obstacles of strength compromise, poor effectiveness, and immature
performance evaluation techniques, innovations in materials, simulation techniques, and
experimentation methodologies are desired in this research, respectively. For the sake of
material innovation, multi-scale (i.e., micro-size, macro-size, and bulk-size) and multitypes (i.e., carrier-PCM composite, solid–solid PCM, and TCM) TES materials are
explored. With regard to innovations of performance evaluation techniques for
applications of TES materials, different application scenarios will be selected for
developing evaluation techniques. More details about the strategies to address the
problems have been organized in Figure 1.2.

ORGANIZATION OF THIS DISSERTATION
The dissertation is organized into seven sections. After an overall introduction and
a literature review in the first two sections: Section 3 is to explore five novel TES
materials in different types and at different size scales; and Section 4 through 6
investigate the experimental and/or numerical methods to evaluate the performance of
TES materials in three applications scenarios, including applications in concrete,
pavement, and geothermal system. Conclusions and perspectives are given in Section 7.
The dissertation begins with an introduction, Section 1, in which the background,
objectives, and strategy of this research are introduced.
Section 2 reviews all aspects involved in the research strategy, as shown in Figure
1.2, including classification of TES materials, incorporation methods of PCM in concrete,
survey of strength degradation of concrete with PCM, effect of high-conductivity
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particles on the properties of solid–solid PCM (SSPCM), simulation methods of porous
media-PCM composite and concrete with PCM composite, and application of TES
material in geothermal heat exchangers and its analytical and numerical modeling
methods.
Section 3 discusses the exploration results of several types of novel TES
materials, including two types of micro PCM composites (i.e., diatomite/cenospherePCM composites), a type of macro PCM composite (i.e., lightweight sand-PCM
composite), a type of SSPCM (i.e., PEG-PMDI-Graphite composite), and a type of TCM
(i.e., struvite-K).
Section 4 presents an imaged-based three-level simulation framework for
predicting effective thermal conductivity and hydration heat of PCM-Lightweight
aggregate incorporated concrete, for the sake of performance evaluation of PCM in
thermal cracking of mass concrete.
Section 5 develops a heat transfer and solid mechanics coupled model for the
predictions of heat transfer and thermal curling behavior of pavement slab before and
after the involvement of PCM, in order to study the application scenario of PCM utilized
for thermal curling mitigation of pavement.
Section 6 concentrates on the application scenario when PCM is used for heat
exchange enhancement of geothermal boreholes. A two-dimensional borehole field
model was built for performing heat exchange analyses before and after introducing
PCM-modified grout in the borehole.
Section 7 summarizes the findings of the present study, draws conclusions, and
recommends possible extensions of the study for future work.
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Figure 1.2 Overall research strategy of this dissertation (TESM=Thermal energy storage
materials; PCM=Phase change materials; TCM=Thermochemical material; PEG=
Polyethylene glycol; PMDI= Polymethylene polyphenyl isocyanate).
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE (TES)
Thermal energy storage (TES) is a technology to stock thermal energy in a
storage medium so as to be used in the heating/cooling applications and power generation
later. TES solutions can be classified into sensible, latent, or thermochemical energy
storage (Tatsidjodoung et al., 2013). A classification figure is presented in Figure 2.1. It
has been noticed that one more solution of TES is sorption energy storage, which
includes absorption material, physical adsorption material, and chemical adsorption
material that also belong to the thermochemical energy storage (Wang et al., 2016).
Though there are overlaps as well as differences between sorption energy storage and
thermochemical energy storage, sorption energy storage has not been included in the
classification as an independent category yet and can be placed in the group of
thermochemical energy storage currently (N’Tsoukpoe et al., 2009; Tatsidjodoung et al.,
2013).
2.1.1. Sensible Heat Storage (SHS) Material. Sensible heat storage material is
able to absorb thermal energy from the temperature change but without a phase transition.
It is the result of a change in temperature of an object or gas, rather than a change in
phase, like latent heat. Sensible heat storage materials have been studied a lot. These
materials can be organized into two major groups: liquid storage mediums (e.g., water,
thermal oil, etc.) and solid storage mediums (e.g., rocks, iron, dry/ wet earth, bricks,
concrete, etc.). Specific heat capacity is used to measure the energy storage ability of
SHS material.
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Figure 2.1 Classification of TES materials, adapted from (Baylin, 1979).

2.1.2. Phase Change Material (PCM). Phase change material (PCM) has a large
latent heat capacity allowing it absorbs/releases a great amount of heat within a narrow
temperature range (i.e., phase transition zone). A phase change is able to occur in the
following routes: solid–liquid, solid–solid, solid–gas, liquid–gas, and vice-versa. So,
according to the phase change route, PCM can be classified into four groups: solid–solid
PCM, solid–liquid PCM, solid–gas PCM, and liquid–gas PCM.
Take solid-liquid PCM for example, it works on the principle that as the
temperature increases, the material stores energy by changing from a solid to a liquid at a
discrete temperature. Similarly, when the temperature decreases, the PCM releases heat
by changing from a liquid to a solid. The cases of solid-gas PCM and liquid-gas PCM are
similar to the above mechanism. However, there is a special case of solid–solid PCM. Its
phase transition is referring to the transition between different crystalline forms
(polymorphs) of the same compound.
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In the current research, solid-liquid PCM is the most popular, solid–solid PCM is
less, and the other two are the most rarely studied.
2.1.3. Thermochemical Material (TCM). Thermochemical energy storage is a
wide concept that includes sorption processes as well as chemical reactions. In
comparison with the above SHS material and PCM, TCM can store a much larger amount
of heat without heat loss, relying on chemisorption or physisorption of a sorbent
substance. The energy density of thermochemical energy storage can reach up to 1510
MJ/m3 (Lizana et al., 2017). Moreover, an essential difference between phase change
materials (PCMs) and TCMs is that a phase change relates to temperature only, while a
thermochemical reaction can have extra control parameters, namely the existence and
pressure of sorbent gas, offering more control handles for long-term energy storage.
These features make TCM outstanding in mass-energy storage. Early in 1958, Goldstein
(1961) was the first one who proposed the concept of a thermochemical heat battery.
However, TCM has not been commercial yet and needs more studies.

SOLID-LIQUID PCM IN CONCRETE
To apply solid-liquid PCM in construction materials, many methods have been
proposed. These methods have been put into five groups: direct incorporation, macroencapsulation, micro-encapsulation, shape-stabilization, and form-stabilization. Figure
2.2 is a summary of these methods.
2.2.1. Direct Incorporation of PCM. At the early stage, solid-liquid PCM is
directly mixed with (fresh) concrete during production; however, it interferes with the
hydration process (Eddhahak et al., 2014) and hydration products, the bonding between
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the paste and the aggregate, the mechanical properties, and the durability properties.
Another way is that the concrete specimen, after hardening, is immersed into liquid PCM,
utilizing capillary action of pores to absorb PCM. It avoids interference of cement
hydration but brings in many severe PCM leakage problems, which has been reported
after being subjected to a large number of thermal cycles (Hawes et al., 1989).
Nowadays, there appears to be a scarcity of research studies in the direction incorporation
method.

Figure 2.2 Incorporation methods of solid-liquid PCM in construction materials.

2.2.2. Macro-encapsulated PCM. In the macro-encapsulation method, the
PCMs are loaded into containers such as spheres, tubes, or panels (with
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diameter/thickness ratio larger than ten) (Cabeza et al., 2011), which are then
incorporated into concrete (Memon, 2014). Since the thermal and geometrical parameters
of the container directly influence the heat transfer rate with the PCM, it requires an
effort to design the macro-capsules for the sake of optimization of heat transfer rate,
leakage prevention of PCM, and balance between performance and cost.
2.2.3. Micro-encapsulated PCM. Small PCM particles (1μm–1000μm) are
encapsulated in a thin solid shell that is made of natural or synthetic substances (e.g.,
silica and polymers) (Memon, 2014). With a large surface area, the micro-size PCM has a
high heat transfer rate per unit volume, comparing to the macro-encapsulation method.
However, the ruptures of micro containers during mixing and the cost are needed to be
taken into consideration.
2.2.4. Shape-stabilized PCM. Regarding shape stabilizing techniques of PCM,
supporting materials such as high-density polyethylene (HDPE) are first melted with
PCM and then mix well at a high temperature. The mixture is then cooled down until it is
solidified. The shape-stabilized PCMs are usually presented in the form of a panel or
column that works as an independent layer/component from concrete. It should be kept in
mind that they are not very stable at high temperatures.
2.2.5. Form-stabilized PCM Composites. Form-stabilized PCM composites are
prepared by load PCM into supporting/porous materials (e.g., diatomite, expanded
perlite, expanded graphite, vermiculite, and kaolin) through immersion and/or vacuum
impregnation methods. The vacuum impregnation method is considered to be a more
effective method than immersion impregnation. When using this method, the formstabilized composite PCM is meant to retain an optimum amount of PCM when there is
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no leakage issue. Secondly, the surface residue of PCM on the supporting materials or
agglomeration of particles harms the properties of concrete, which needs to be addressed.
In addition, an extra coating may need to be applied to the porous carrier after
impregnation of PCM.

STRENGTH DEGRADATION ISSUE OF PCM-INCORPORATED
CONCRETE
2.3.1. Severance of Strength Degradation. A negative effect on the concrete
strength is usually observed after PCM incorporation. This strength degradation can be
severe in an even better part of those cases. For example, concrete mixed with 20 vol%
micro-encapsulated PCM (MPCM) was reported to have a 40% and 45% drop in
compressive strength, when it was cured at a temperature below the phase change zone
(i.e., 20 °C) and a temperature above the phase change zone (i.e., 40 °C), respectively
(Pilehvar et al., 2017). For a mortar with 20, 40, 60, or 80 vol% sand replaced by formstabilized PCM (i.e., expanded perlite-PCM composite), a 12%, 33%, 53%, or 70%
reduction is found in compressive strength by Ramakrishnan et al. (2017a), respectively.
When using hollow steel ball as PCM carrier, the macro-encapsulated PCM had 16-42%
adverse effects on concrete’s strength when the coarse aggregate in concrete was replaced
by 25–100 vol% (Cui et al., 2017).
2.3.2. Analyses of Reasons Behind the Strength Degradation. Despite the
employment of various carriers, most previous studies have come across the same
problem that the incorporation of PCM into concrete is very likely to compromise part of
mechanical properties of concrete (Cui et al., 2014; Drissi et al., 2019; Li et al., 2013),
resulting from the following reasons: (1) the PCM residue on the surface of PCM
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composite and/or the PCM leakage may poison cement hydration process, leading to a
lower degree of hydration; (2) low strength of carriers (e.g., microcapsules and porous
carrier) which act as defects in the matrix of concrete; and (3) poorer interfacial transition
zone (ITZ) between PCM composites and cement paste, which can be attributed to the
PCM residue on the surface of PCM composite or hydrophobic surface of PCM carriers
(e.g., polymeric microcapsules, epoxy wrapping, and steel ball) (Ling & Poon, 2013).
2.3.3. Methods to Enhance Strength. The raised problem of strength reduction
can be mitigated by engineering the cementitious matrix, improving interfacial transition
zones between matrix and PCM composite, and/or using high-strength PCM carriers.
Accordingly, measures have been taken to improve the mechanical properties of the
cementitious matrix in the PCM-incorporated concrete, adding supplementary
cementitious materials (SCMs) (Nochaiya et al., 2017), nanomaterials (Yang et al.,
2017), fiber (Payakaniti et al., 2017), and so on. It is also noticing that some studies
claimed that choosing PCM inclusions in concrete within certain stiffness and volume
fraction limits can avoid adverse influence on the fracture resistance of mortars, in which
soft PCM inclusions were used to replace stiff quartz particles (Aguayo et al., 2017; Das
et al., 2018). However, it means that such a method sets limitations for the type and
amount of PCM that can be embedded in concrete, which may fail to meet desired cost
and performance targets.

ADDITION OF HIGH-CONDUCTIVE PARTICLES TO POLYMERIC
SSPCM
2.4.1. Formation Mechanism of Polymeric SSPCM. To obtain SSPCMs,
crystallizable moieties are chemically bonded with a secondary structure that stops them
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from freely flowing when they are at the state of non-crystalline liquid. As shown in
Figure 2.3, there are four mechanisms of synthesis of polymeric SSPCMs. In polymeric
SSPCMs, the phase change component is integrated into the structure of macromolecular
backbone by means of side-chain grafting (Sarı et al., 2011; Yanshan et al., 2014), blockpolymerization (Alkan et al., 2012; Su & Liu, 2006), hyper-branching (Sundararajan et
al., 2017a), or crosslinking copolymerization with non-crystallizable motifs (Huang et al.,
2016; Yanshan et al., 2014; Zhou, 2009). In these ways, the “soft phase change segment”
of linear chains (e.g., poly-(ethylene glycol) (PEG) or poly-(ethylene oxide) (PEO)) can
be grafted onto the “hard segment” of polymeric backbone (Pielichowska &
Pielichowski, 2011). As a result, when the soft segments absorb a large quantity of
thermal energy and store it as latent heat, they undergo a fist-order phase transition and
melt; however, due to the existence of the hard segments bonded, the
movements/mobilities of these soft segments are restricted, which maintain the system to
be solid overall. Moreover, the phase transition zone of the SSPCMs can be tailored via
adjustment of their structures, like altering the soft segments’ chain length or the hard
segments’ rigidity (Du et al., 2016).
2.4.2. Addition of Particles to SSPCM. Recently, most of the researches about
particles-added SSPCMs are mixing high-conductive particles in SSPCMs for a higher
thermal conductivity, since bulk polymers usually possess small thermal conductivity,
about 0.1–0.3 W/mK (Henry et al., 2010; Henry & Chen, 2008). The low thermal
conductivity is ascribed to defects such as crystalline structure, polymer chain ends,
voids, impurities, entanglement, random orientation, etc. Typically, a second phase with
high thermal conductivity is introduced to the polymer SSPCM matrix for thermal
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conductivity enhancement.; however, the enhancement is usually just one order of
magnitude, owning to high thermal resistance between the polymer SSPCM matrix and
the second phase.

Figure 2.3 Mechanisms of syntheses of polymeric SSPCMs.

Wang et al. (2009) studied the PEG and the graphite to prepare form-stabilized
TES composites with superior thermal conductivity. The PEG-graphite composite had a
good conductivity of 1.324 W/mK when adding 10 wt% expanded graphite (EG). The
thermal conductivity’s increment was mostly due to the thermal conductive
bridge/network created by the EG’s pore structure that accounts for efficient thermal
diffusion. Other than adding EG, silicon dioxide can also be an option. The thermal
conductivity of PEG-SiO2 composite rose from 0.36 to 0.51 W/mK when there was 20–
50 wt% SiO2 in the composite, as recorded by Wang et al. (2009). It suggested an about
71.7% or 21% increment in the thermal conductivity of SSPCM for the SiO2 dosage of
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50% and 20%, respectively. Hence, taken the heat storage capacity of SSPCM into
consideration simultaneously, the SiO2 dosage was finally selected. Li et al. (2013)
prepared shape-stabilized PCM (silica gel-PEG composite) and leveraged graphite as a
high thermal conductive filler. When the PEG content in the composite was 80%, the
thermal conductivity of composite without graphite was measured as 0.279 W/mK, while
the thermal conductivity of composite with 2.7% graphite was increased by 100% and
reached 0.558 W/mK. Therefore, the increase in thermal conductivity via addition of
highly thermal conductivity particles could be significant, which was meaningful to assist
in the applications of TES materials with low thermal conductivities.

NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION OF HEAT TRANSFER IN POROUS
CARRIER-PCM COMPOSITE
To obtain the thermal properties of the porous carrier-PCM composite, the
solid/liquid phase-change heat transfer in porous carriers need to be investigated.
Generally, the simulation methods can be organized into two groups, one is
representative elementary volume (REV)-scale method, and the other one is pore-scale
methods, as shown in Table 2.1 (Liu et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2021). In Table 2.1, the
comparisons between the two methods are presented, including features, advantages,
disadvantages, application conditions, and approaches.
Regarding the REV-scale simulation, the porous carrier-PCM composites are
considered as uniformly mixed media that do not need to accurately describe the porous
structures, ignoring their complex geometric information. To define the porous structure,
the statistical parameters (e.g., permeability, porosity, effective thermal conductivity,
etc.) are leveraged in the simulation. Consequently, this method is suitable for simulating
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large-size porous carrier-PCM composites. Moreover, for the sake of considering the
presence of a porous structure, the governing equation needs to be modified with the
addition of terms based on semi-empirical models. Thereby, it is essential to find
appropriate semi-empirical models. With the appropriate models, the REV-scale
simulation approach is able to provide reasonable results. In addition, the REV-scale
simulation has approaches including the traditional CFD methods (e.g., finite-difference
method (FDM), finite-volume method (FVM), and finite-element method (FEM)) and the
REV-scale lattice Boltzmann method (LBM).

Table 2.1 Comparison between REV-scale and pore-scale simulation (Zhang et al.,
2021).
Method

REV-scale simulation

Pore-scale simulation

Feature

Treat the porous ss-PCM as a uniform

Directly simulate the

mixture commonly by volume average

phase change of PCM in

and simulate the phase change of the

porous structures.

mixture.
Advantages

(1) Simple input;

(1) Exhibiting flow and

(2) Less computational sources

heat transfer in pores;

required;

(2) Reflecting the effect of

(3) Large simulated system.

porous structure on phase
change.
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Table 2.1 Comparison between REV-scale and pore-scale simulation (Zhang et al.,
2021). (cont.)
Method

REV-scale simulation

Pore-scale simulation

Disadvantages

(1) Lack of flow and heat transfer

(1) High computational

characteristics in pores;

cost;

(2) Disability in revealing the effect of

(2) Complex geometry

the porous structure.

input.

Macroporous material.

Macroporous material;

Application
conditions

Mesoporous material;
Microporous material;
Hierarchical porous
material.

Simulation

Finite-element method (FEM);

Direct numerical

approach

Finite-volume method (FVM);

simulation (DNS);

Finite-difference method (FDM);

LBM.

Lattice Boltzmann method (LBM).

Regarding the pore-scale method, it is featured by the adoption of the actual
porous microstructure in the computational domain. The interaction between the porous
media and PCM is simulated directly. Hence, this method is able to reflect the effect of
porous media’s structure on the phase transition process, offering richer information than
the REV-scale method. Since more and more microporous, mesoporous, and hierarchical
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porous materials are adopted as the PCM carriers (Feng et al., 2019), the pore-scale
simulation offers an extraordinary inspiration for understanding the flow and heat transfer
inside the pores of these new materials. By virtue of the robust ability to address
complicated boundaries, LBM is drawing more and more attention from researchers;
thus, there is an increasing amount of adoption of LBM to perform the pore-scale
simulation of phase-change heat transfer in porous medium-PCM composite (Ma et al.,
2017).

MICROSTRUCTURE-GUIDED AND IMAGE-BASED MODELING
When mixing porous carrier-PC M composite in the concrete, the predictions of
the concrete's heat transfer or mechanical properties are meaningful. Traditionally, the
influences of additional inclusions (e.g., fillers, aggregate) on the heat transfer properties
and mechanical behavior (elastic modulus, strength) of cementitious systems are
evaluated experimentally (Bogas & Gomes, 2013; Chi et al., 2003), through analytical
approaches such as Mori-Tanaka (Nilsen et al., 1995; Yang, 1997) and double inclusion
(Stora et al., 2006; Yang & Huang, 1996) models, or using iterative homogenization
techniques (Ke et al., 2010). It has been proved that analytical homogenization
techniques are able to get reasonable results for estimations of the cementitious systems’
effective properties (Das et al., 2015; Dunant et al., 2013, 2013). Nevertheless, these
analytical and semi-analytical homogenization techniques can not evaluate local stress
concentrations around inclusions; however, the stress concentrations have an impact on
the macroscopic behavior, especially for cementitious systems that exhibit heterogeneity
at a microscopic scale. Therefore, microstructure-guided numerical modeling is the
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approach preferred by giving such considerations, leveraging microstructures that are
randomly generated or from imaging.
In 1999, Wang et al. develop a procedure for generating random aggregate
structures for rounded and angular aggregates based on the Monte Carlo random
sampling principle and generate mesh using the advancing front approach. Based on this
method, Wang et al. developed a two-dimensional heterogeneous mesoscale concrete
model, in which the multi-phasic features include random shape, size, volume fraction,
and spatial distribution of aggregates and pores. The model was successfully used to
investigate the effects of key multi-phasic features on the fracture patterns and loadcarrying capacities of concrete. Das et al. (2016) presented a microstructure-guided
simulation method to estimate the effective elastic response of heterogeneous materials.
The approach was successfully applied to two highly heterogeneous, unconventional
structural binders, i.e., iron carbonate and fly ash geopolymer. The microstructural
information used in the modeling is originated from reconstructed images using
synchrotron X-ray tomography (XRT).

APPLICATIONS OF TES MATERIALS IN GEOTHERMAL HEAT
EXCHANGER (GHE)
Regarding applications of TES materials in the geothermal energy systems, there
are mainly following ways: (1) PCMs mixed in the grout of geothermal well/borehole;
(2) PCMs mixed in the back-filled soil; (3) PCM composite layer added to the geothermal
well/borehole; (4) PCM slurry as the circulating media rather than water in the
geothermal system; (5) Independent PCMs cell/unit added to geothermal system; (6)
Independent TCMs battery/unit added to geothermal system. Currently, more studies are
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about independent TES cells/units in the geothermal system and PCMs in the grout of
geothermal boreholes.
PCM can be incorporated in the GHE to increase its capacity and help enhance
resistance to high peak loads. Due to the higher heat capacity of the GHE modified with
PCM, the PCM-addition is able to curtail the total volume of installation, thus decreasing
capital cost. In addition, the higher heat capacity of GHE helps reduce soil thermal
interference radius, which can decrease the required space between pipes and thereby the
smaller installation volume. The soil thermal interference radius was decreased by 13%
when replacing soil backfill with PCM, as reported by Yang et al. (2019). Kong et al.
(2017) investigated the use of microencapsulated phase change materials (MPCM) slurry
as the circulating media to improve the coefficient of performance of a ground source
heat pump in which it was enhanced up to four. PCM is also capable of reducing the
outlet temperature fluctuations of the earth-to-air heat exchanger. Liu et al. (2019)
compared the use of PCM in the earth-to-air heat exchanger and traditional system to
show that the temperature fluctuations can drop 31% at most. PCM can also be used as a
TES tank to store energy excess, especially in hybrid systems incorporating geothermal
energy and solar energy (Koukou et al., 2020).

MODELING OF GROUND HEAT EXCHANGER (GHE)
Up to now, a number of analytical/numerical models with varying complexities
have been developed and adopted as a design tool for GHEs.
Regarding analytical models, Li and Lai (2015) had summarized important
advances in the analysis of heat transfer of GHE, including heat-source models, short-
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time models, in situ thermal-response tests, models for energy piles, indoor sandbox
experiments, and parameter estimation as an inverse problem. Particularly, the unit-step
temperature response (i.e., G-function) of a ground heat exchanger with a U-shaped pipe
was estimated and compared using six analytical models. The six analytical models
consist of an infinite cylinder-source model, two finite line-source models, two infinite
line-source models, and a composite-medium line-source model.
Many design tools based on FEM and FVM were utilized to develop fully
discretized borehole heat exchanger models to account for transient effects and correct
borehole geometry. The developed models allowed the predictions of temperatures in and
around the GHE, based on the heat transfer inside a borehole, the conductive heat transfer
from a borehole, and the thermal interactions between boreholes. The studies carried out
by Al-Khoury et al. (2005), Al-Khoury and Brinkgreve (2006), Signorelli et al. (2007),
Marcotte and Pasquier (2008), and He (2012) are some of the most significant models.
Comparing the analytical and numerical methods, the analytical model's required
computation time is significantly less than the numerical models. The straightforward
algorithms deduced from the analytical models can be easily incorporated into a design or
simulation program. However, the developments of analytical models usually need some
hypotheses and simplifications in order to solve the complicated mathematical
algorithms; thus, there are some compromises in the accuracy of the analytical results.
Therefore, when accurate solutions are desired or parametric analyses are needed,
numerical simulations are preferred. In Table 2.2, comparisons of the reviewed GHE’s
analytical and numerical models are summarized.
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Table 2.2 Comparison of the current models of GHEs (Li & Lai, 2015).
Model

Method

Thermal

Boundary

interference

effects

between boreholes
Outside

Kelvin’s line

borehole

source

Infinite line source

Yes

No

Cylindrical source Infinite cylindrical

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Numerical methods

Yes

Yes

Method

Thermal

Heat flux

interference

along with

between U-tube

the depth

source
Eskilion’s model

Combination of
numerical and
analytical methods

Finite line- source Analytical method
solution
Short time-step
model
Model

pipes
Inside

One-dimensional

borehole

model (equivalent

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

pipe)
Two-dimensional
model
Quasi-threedimensional
model
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3. MULTI-SCALE NOVEL THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE MATERIALS

To achieve the multi-scale applications of PCMs in concrete and TES, TES
materials in different sizes and forms are investigated comprehensively. In this section,
diatomite and cenosphere are used as microscale PCM carriers (i.e., functional fillers),
lightweight sand/aggregate is used as macroscale carrier (i.e., functional fine/coarse
aggregate), solid–solid PCM is considered as a functional construction element (e.g.,
panel), and TCM is explored as a functional component of building and/or TES systems.

MICRO DIATOMITE/CENOSPHERE-PHASE CHANGE MATERIAL
COMPOSITE
3.1.1. Micro Diatomite-PCM Composite. Regarding microscale PCM
composites, two types of micro-size carriers (i.e., diatomite and cenosphere) are used as
the PCM carriers. In this section, the first type of microscale PCM composite using
diatomite is studied.
3.1.1.1. Background. Diatomite, also known as diatomaceous earth (DE), is a
biogenic siliceous sedimentary rock. There are 250,000 tons of diatomite reserves in the
United States. Its occurrences are at or near Earth’s surface so that recovery from most
deposits is achieved through low-cost, open-pit mining. The United States remained the
leading global producer (estimated 34% of total world production) and consumer of
diatomite. World resources of crude diatomite are adequate for the foreseeable future
(Robert, 2020). The diatomite consists of naturally occurring fossilized remains of
diatoms that are single-celled aquatic algae. The fossil remains consist of a pair of
symmetrical shells or frustules, and the diatom species determine the shape of diatomite.
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The diatomite is very finely porous, low in density, and microparticles ranging from less
than 3 µm to more than 1 mm, possessing typical chemical composition of 80–90%
silica, 2–4% alumina, and 0.5–2% iron oxide (Lloyd, 1998). Taking advantage of the
highly porous microstructure and the vast specific surface, diatomite is now used
principally as a filter aid. The second-ranked use of diatomite is as a silica additive in the
production of cement due to its micro grain size and main chemical composition of
vitreous and/or amorphous silica.
Diatomite with pozzolanic activity has been studied as a cement additive or blend.
Diatomite sources of non-volcanic origin are categorized as natural pozzolans just like
volcanic tuffs (Lea, 1971). They are siliceous sedimentary rocks of amorphous silica
(SiO2·nH2O) structure formed as a result of the accumulation of the siliceous shells of
diatoms, a type of aquatic organism. Their most important characteristics are their porous
structures, high amorphous silica (Liebig & Althaus, 1998), and low alkali contents.
Thus, using diatomite as a component of composite cement may be beneficial by
improving the qualities of pozzolans that have poor properties. Studies on diatomite from
various regions revealed that they increase strength development (Stamatakis et al., 2003;
Davraz & Gunduz, 2005), and the high content of reactive silica plays an important role
in strength development (Fragoulis et al. 2004) of cement-based materials.
However, diatomite has a highly porous structure, increasing water demand in
concrete and limiting the use of diatomite as a mineral additive in the cement industry.
Diatomite could improve the mechanical properties of cement-based materials even when
it includes impurities such as limestone and clay; therefore, it was determined that they
could be used, but together with superplasticizers which tradeoff the negative effect of
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diatomite on water demand (Fragoulis et al., 2005). Yilmaz (2008) found that using
diatomite in certain amounts as a blend material mixed into cement improved the
mechanical properties. Still, strength values decreased as a result of the increase in water
demand as the blend ratios increase. Rahhal and Talero (2009) also indicated that, like the
silica fume, diatomite particles could separate the particles of Portland cement, but the
amount of water needed in the respective blended cement can be even more significant.
This was due to the fineness and porous structure/low density of this addition, and
especially to the shape of its frustules (empty, perforated sheaths) that drew mixing water
into diatomite via capillary suction pressure.
With this weakness of diatomite in mind, a novel usage of diatomite as the carrier
of PCM in the phase change concrete for thermal energy storage has been noticed. The
highly porous microstructure of diatomite has been leveraged as the absorber of PCM.
Nomura et al. (2009) fabricated erythritol/diatomite composite PCM with an onset
melting temperature of 116.5 °C and latent heat of 237.4 J/g. Also, by using diatomite as
a supporting matrix, Karaman et al. (2011) reported that polyethylene glycol (PEG) could
be successfully impregnated into diatomite pores without PEG leakage observed during
solid-liquid phase transition cycles. Sarı and Biçer (2012) presented that fatty acid esters
could be greatly absorbed by diatomite, and the fabricated composite PCM had high
latent heat of 96.21 J/g and presented good thermal stability.
From the previous review, it can be found that, for diatomite, its pozzolanic
reactivity is beneficial while its porous structure is adverse to the mechanical properties
of cementitious materials; however, the porous structure of diatomite is an advantage as
the absorber/carrier of PCM in the functional cementitious materials. Therefore, a win-
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win situation can be achieved from the combination of cementitious material, diatomite,
and PCM, taking advantage of pozzolanic reactivity and porous feature of diatomite.
After loading diatomite to PCM, diatomite’s interior will be filled with PCM. It is
hypothesized that this combination not only limits the extra water demand but also
endows the thermal energy storage capacity for the concrete mixed with diatomite-PCM
composite. Moreover, diatomite-PCM composite is likely to maintain the pozzolanic
reactivity of diatomite that is helpful to the mechanical properties of cementitious
materials.
Up to now, literature on applications of paraffin/diatomite composite PCM in
cementitious materials can rarely be found. In 2013, paraffin/diatomite composite PCM
was firstly fabricated by Xu and Li (2013); then, characterization and properties of this
composite PCM were determined. Its pozzolanic property contributes to the good
compatibility between the carrier and cement matrix (Kastis et al., 2006; Sierra et al.,
2010). Therefore, different from small dosages of composite PCM adopted in previous
investigations (Hunger et al., 2009; Meshgin et al., 2012; Meshgin & Xi, 2012; Zhang et
al., 2013), paraffin/diatomite composite PCM had been incorporated as cement
replacement at up to 30%, by weight of cement. It was found that, in comparison with
normal cement-based composite, maximum reductions on 28-day compressive strength,
flexural strength, drying shrinkage strain, and thermal conductivity after incorporation of
paraffin/diatomite composite PCM are 48.7%, 47.5%, 80.7%, and 33.6%, respectively.
Good thermal energy storage performance of cement paste with paraffin/diatomite
composite was proved by results of specific heat capacity test and heating test.
Furthermore, confining paraffin inside diatomite pores would greatly reduce the
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flammability of paraffin at high temperatures, since the inflammable diatomite could act
as a fire protection shell for paraffin.
Despite the limited studies of paraffin/diatomite composite PCM, the abovehypothesized synergies of paraffine and diatomite in suppressing the disadvantages and
maintaining the advantages of both components have not been elucidated. In this study,
the pozzolanic reaction of the diatomite-PCM composite in saturated calcium hydroxide
solution and in cement paste are examined; moreover, the effects of PCM loading on the
water demand, microstructure, and thermal/mechanical properties of paste are
investigated.
3.1.1.2. Materials and methods. Chemical compositions of the Type I cement
and diatomite (DE) were determined by XRF instruments and given in Table 3.1. DE was
from Florida Laboratories, Inc. It had a mean particle size of 22 µm. It had a loss of
ignition of 4.8% and is mainly composed of 87.66% silica, 4.8% alumina, and 1.2% iron
oxide. The cement had 65.34% calcium oxide, 18.76% silica, and small amounts of
alumina, iron oxide, sulfate, and magnesia. The main difference in chemical
compositions between cement and DE was that DE had a much higher silica content.
Calcium oxide powder, manufactured by HiMedia Laboratories, LLC., has a purity >
95%. De-ion water was used in the synthesis of samples. PCM of RT-28HC from
Rubitherm GmbH was used.
Regarding the preparation of DE-paraffin composite, it was prepared using
vacuum impregnation. The following procedure was adopted: first, the melted liquid
PCM (melt temperature of ~28 ⁰C) was poured into the beaker and then allow the PCM to
solidify at the room temperature of ~20 ⁰C; second, the carrier of DE was placed on top
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of the solid PCM in the beaker; third, the beaker was placed in the vacuum oven with a
vacuum pressure of 65kPa at room temperature for 5 min; fourth, turned on the heater of
the oven and heated it to 40 ⁰C for 30 min; fifth, turned off the vacuum switch and
allowed the pressure go back to atmospheric pressure; sixth, filter papers were used to
separate excess PCM and DE-paraffin composite. In Figure 3.1, the procedures are
sketched. The micropores and cavities of DE were able to hold PCMs due to strong
capillary action.

Table 3.1 Chemical compositions (unit: wt%).
Oxide

CaO

SiO2

Cement

65.34

18.67 4.48

3.43

2.39 2.04

0.31 0.37

0.86

1.28

87.66 4.80

1.20

0.14 0.34

0.14 0

0.35

4.8

Diatomite 0.57

Al2O3 Fe2O3 SO3

MgO K2O Na2O Minors LOI

Figure 3.1 Schematic drawing of vacuum impregnation method used in the of synthesis
of DE-Paraffin.

To evaluate the pozzolanic reaction of DE, first, it was reacted with saturated
calcium hydroxide solution. Diatomite or DE-paraffin composite was firstly dry mixed
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with calcium hydroxide powder, then water was added to the mixture. The mix
proportions are shown in Table 3.2. The potential pozzolanic reaction was observed by
SEM after 28 days.

Table 3.2 Mix proportion for samples reacted with Ca(OH)2.
Sample

Diatomite

DE-paraffin composite

Ca(OH)2

H2O

DE-CH

1

-

2

20

DE-paraffin-CH

-

1

2

20

Second, the DE and DE-paraffin were incorporated into cement paste with a
volume content of 20 vol%. The water/cement ratio was 0.45. The flowability of fresh
paste was measured. Compressive strength was measured using 2×2×2 cm cubic samples
at the ages of 3, 7, 14, and 28 days. Microstructure and pozzolanic reaction were
observed and evaluated by SEM after 28 days.
3.1.1.3. Properties of DE-paraffin composite. In Figure 3.2, the morphology
and composition of DE are shown. According to Figure 3.2(a-c), the DE has a cylindrical
shape and a porous structure that can be used to load with PCMs. Figure 3.2(d) exhibits
the XRD diffractogram of the as-delivered DE. Its XRD diffractogram shows an
amorphous silica hump at around 2θ=22°, which proves the existence of a large amount
of amorphous silica in DE. The morphologies of DE-paraffin composite under SEM are
displayed in Figure 3.3, which substantiates the successful loading of PCM.
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Figure 3.2 Morphology and composition of DE: (a-c) morphology of DE, (d) XRD test of
DE.

Chemical compatibility between paraffin and DE was determined by using FT-IR
spectroscopy. Figure 3.4 illustrates the FT-IR spectrums of paraffin, DE, and DE-paraffin
composite. Corresponding absorption bands and assignments are also summarized in
Table 3.3. It can be seen from the figure that paraffin has characteristic absorption bands
of 719 cm−1, 1473 cm−1, 2849 cm−1, 2916 cm−1, and 2955 cm−1, which indicate the
rocking vibration of –CH2 (719 cm−1), deformation vibration of –CH2 and –CH3 (1473
cm−1) and stretching vibration of –CH2 and –CH3 (2849 cm−1, 2916 cm−1, and 2955
cm−1), respectively. DE has four characteristic absorption bands that are 447 cm−1, 797
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cm−1, 1046 cm−1, and 3415 cm−1, which represent bending vibration of Si–O, SiO–H
vibration, Si–O–Si asymmetry stretching vibration, and H–O–H vibration of absorbed
water, respectively (Ilia et al., 2009; Xu & Li, 2013).

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.3 Morphology of DE-paraffin composite.

In the FT-IR spectrum of DE-paraffin composite, it includes all the characteristic
bands of both paraffin and DE. Moreover, there are no new peaks generated in the
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spectrum of DE-paraffin composite. This suggests no chemical reaction happened
between paraffin and DE. However, Table 3.3 shows that some characteristic bands of
DE-paraffin composite slightly shifted in comparison with that of DE or paraffin. This
could be explained by physical interactions between pore-confined paraffin and DE
matrix (Karaman et al., 2011; Xu & Li, 2013). FT-IR results shown in Figure 3.4 and
Table 3.3 imply good compatibility between paraffin and DE.

Figure 3.4 FTIR spectra of paraffin, DE and DE-paraffin composite.

Table 3.3 FT-IR absorption bands and assignments of paraffin, DE and DE-paraffin
composite.
Group

Si–O –CH2 SiO–H

Si–O–Si

–CH2 and –CH3

Paraffin

–

719

–

–

1473 2849 2916

2955 -

DE

447

–

797

1046

–

-

DEparaffin

442

717

794

1040

1470 2851 2920

–

–

H–O–H

3415

2954 3407
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In Figure 3.5, the DE and DE-paraffin composite are subjected to the TG and FTIR tests. Figure 3.5(a) shows that neat DE is thermally stable, with less than 5% weight
loss after heating up to 900 °C. A weight loss of 35% of DE-paraffin composite is found
after 900 °C in Figure 3.5(b), which suggests a PCM loading percentage of about 30
wt%.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3.5 TG results of DE and DE-paraffin composite: (a) TG result of DE, (b) TG
result of DE-paraffin composite.
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The DSC curve of the Paraffin PCM in Figure 3.6(a) manifests a latent heat of
233/238 J/g and peak phase transition temperature of 29/27 °C for the melting or cooling
process, respectively. The DSC curve of the DE-paraffin composite in Figure 3.6(b)
manifests latent heat of 68/68 J/g and peak phase transition temperature of 29/27 °C for
the melting or cooling process, respectively. So, according to the melting latent heat,
there are 29.2 wt% PCM loaded in the DE-paraffin composite. This value is consistent
with the above TG result of a 30 wt% PCM absorption rate.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6 DSC curve of (a) PCM and (b) DE-paraffin composite.

3.1.1.4. Pozzolanic reaction of DE-paraffin composite in saturated Ca(OH)2
solution. After 28 days of reaction, the X-ray diffractograms in Figure 3.7 look
markedly different; the amorphous hump at around 2θ=22° of DE is not detected and is
replaced by those of portlandite (Ca(OH)2) and calcium silicate hydrate (C–S–H) gel.
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Figure 3.7 XRD diffractograms of DE and pozzolanic reacted DE and DE-paraffin
composite.

Under the SEM, needle-like C-S-H gel is observed in both DE and DE-paraffin
particles.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8 DE after pozzolanic reaction in saturated Ca(OH)2 solution for 28 days: (a)
low magnification; and (b) high magnification.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.9 DE-paraffin composite after pozzolanic reaction in saturated Ca(OH)2 solution
for 28 days: (a) low magnification; and (b) high magnification.

3.1.1.5. Cement paste incorporated with DE or DE-paraffin composite. First
of all, the pozzolanic reactivity and microstructure are examined by SEM. The SEM
images of DE in cement paste are shown in Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11. The SEM
images of DE-paraffin in cement paste are displayed in Figure 3.12, Figure 3.13, and
Figure 3.14.
Figure 3.10 proves the pozzolanic reaction on the surface of DE. In Figure
3.10(a), an intact DE particle in the paste is mostly covered by the pozzolanic reaction
product of C-S-H gel, which indicates a high pozzolanic reaction degree. A close-up in
Figure 3.10(b) shows the needle morphology of the C-S-H gel and the exposed surface
pore of DE particle, manifesting the pozzolanic reaction and good bonding between DE
and paste.
In Figure 3.11, it can be that a large portion of the diatomite particles have been
reacted within the cementitious matrix and got broken. That is why a lot of crusts are
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observed instead of intact particles. It means a higher pozzolanic reactivity of DE than
DE-paraffin.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.10 An intact DE particle in paste: (a) C-S-H gel form on the surface of DE and
cover it up; (b) zoom-in image showing the product of need-like C-S-H and the exposed
surface pore of DE.

Figure 3.12 shows the pozzolanic reactions between DE-paraffin particles and
cementitious matrix. The reactions mostly happen on the DE surfaces, making them look
like fused together; thus, it is difficult to find any gaps in their interfacial transition zones.
It demonstrates the surfaces of DE-paraffin maintain good compatibility and pozzolanic
reactivity after PCM loading. The difference between the sample of DE-Paste is that the
DE-paraffin particle maintains a good shape after the pozzolanic reaction. This can mean
a reduction of pozzolanic reaction degree, and it is because the loading of PCM covers
the interior surface and maybe a small part of the exterior surface of the crust of DEparaffin that it slows down the pozzolanic reaction. However, in the case of DE-paraffin,
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the reduction of the pozzolanic reactivity prevents DE-paraffin from breaking. This
should be considered as a benefit since an intact shape of DE-paraffin is good for
carrying and holding PCM in position. In the mention, the C-S-H products from the
pozzolanic reaction are covering the surface and sealing the pores of the DE-paraffin
composite, assisting with stop PCM leakage during the service life of the material.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.11 DE particles distributed in cement paste.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)
Figure 3.12 DE-paraffin particles in the paste.
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In Figure 3.13, an image with a larger scale is presented, in which the DE-paraffin
particles assimilate into the cementitious matrix very well so that it is difficult to find the
DE and its interface with cement paste.

Figure 3.13 Distribution of DE-paraffin particles in cement paste.

However, an agglomeration problem of DE-paraffin particles is also identified in
few locations, as shown in Figure 3.14. This problem could be mitigated by improving
the DE-paraffin preparation procedures through better mixing procedures and/or adding a
dispersive agent.
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Figure 3.14 Agglomeration of DE-paraffin particles.

To quantify the effects of DE-paraffin composite on the properties of cement
paste, the flowability and compressive strength of the investigated cement pastes are
presented in Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16, respectively.
As shown in Figure 3.15, the flowability of cement paste is greatly affected by the
addition of DE and DE-paraffin, drop from 168 mm to 132 mm and 155 mm,
respectively. It is noticed that the DE-paraffin composite shows less influence on the
flowability of cement paste, since the DE-paraffin is less porous after PCM-loading, thus
reducing water demand of paste with DE. This partially validates the hypothesized
synergy between DE and PCM.
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Figure 3.15 Flowability measurements of cement paste blended without or without DE or
DE-paraffin composite.

Figure 3.16 Compressive strengths of cement paste blended without or without DE or
DE-paraffin composite.

In Figure 3.16, the developments of compressive strengths of the cement pastes
are provided. It indicates that the compressive strength of cement paste is fortified by the
inclusion of DE or DE-paraffin at the early ages. The strength of DE paste is 28.5 MPa at
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the 3-day-age, possessing a 30% increment with regard to the 22 MPa of the control
paste. The strength of DE-paraffin paste is 23 MPa after 28 days, possessing a 5%
increment compared to that of the control paste. These are due to the enhancement of
overall hydration from the pozzolanic reaction of DE and DE-paraffin at early ages.
Moreover, it proves that DE-paraffin has less (as suppressed by the adhered PCM)
pozzolanic reactivity than DE, consistent with the above SEM observation findings.
However, the 28-day strength of paste after addition of DE or DE-paraffin is slightly
lower.
3.1.1.6. Summary. In this study, DE-paraffin composite was manufactured and
characterized carefully, then its pozzolanic reactions in saturated calcium hydroxide
solution and cement paste are investigated. The following conclusions can be drawn:
1. The DE consists of a large content of vitreous silica, which endows it high
pozzolanic reactivity. It benefits the compressive strength of cement paste.
However, the porous structure of DE is a water absorber that has a significant
effect on the flowability of cement paste, leading to the flowability drop from
168 mm to 132 mm.
2. The porous feature of DE allows it to load PCM, producing DE-paraffin
composite. After loading PCM, it can improve the workability of DE paste
since it becomes less porous, increasing the workability from 132 mm to 155
mm, which is a great relief for the water demand of DE paste. Moreover,
loading PCM in DE does not affect the pozzolanic reactivity of DE
significantly, though there is a reduction in reactivity that dwindles the
compressive strength of DE paste from 30 MPa to 27 MPa. However, this
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reduction of pozzolanic reactivity has an extra bonus of maintaining the shape
of DE during the pozzolanic reaction, which is good for holding paraffin in
position in the DE-paraffin paste.
3. The DE-paraffin is able to carry 30wt% PCM with regard to its total weight,
yielding a latent heat of 68/68 J/g and peak phase transition temperature of
29/27 °C during melting or cooling process, respectively. This advantage of
DE-paraffin can apparently provide cementitious materials with better
performance on temperature buffering, control, and regulation functions.
3.1.2. Micro Cenosphere-PCM Composite. Regarding microscale PCM
composites, two types of micro-size carriers (i.e., diatomite and cenosphere) are used as
the PCM carriers. In the last section, the first type of micro DE-paraffin composite has
been discussed. In this section, the second type of microscale PCM composite using the
cenosphere is studied.
3.1.2.1. Background. Fly ash cenosphere is a lightweight and hollow sphere
mainly made of silica and alumina, typically within the size range of 1–600 µm and
produced as a coal combustion byproduct at thermal power plants. Cenospheres are hard
and rigid, light, waterproof, innoxious, and insulative. This makes them highly useful in a
variety of products, notably fillers. Cenospheres are now used as fillers in cement to
produce low-density concrete (Ranjbar & Kuenzel, 2017). Cenosphere behaves similarly
to sintered fly ash lightweight aggregate and shows a reduction in mechanical properties
(Satpathy et al., 2019). Use of fly ash cenosphere results in higher water absorption and
permeable pores (Patel et al., 2019). Cenosphere usually exhibits a great reduction in the
density of concrete, while retaining most of its mechanical strength; this results in higher
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mechanical strength per unit weight of concrete and makes cenosphere suitable for
preparation of lightweight concrete (Hanif et al., 2017). Moreover, some manufacturers
have begun filling metals and polymers with cenospheres (i.e., syntactic foam) to make
lightweight composite materials with higher strength than other types of foam materials
(Pandey et al., 2016). Aluminum-based syntactic foams are finding applications in the
automotive sector; silver-coated cenospheres are used in conductive coatings, tiles, and
fabrics; nickel-coated cenospheres show potential for shielding and microwave
absorption applications (Shunmugasamy et al., 2010).
Recently, the research group of Jialai Wang in the University of Alabama started
to fill PCMs with cenospheres before mixing in the concrete, referred to as CenoPCM
(Liu et al., 2017; Wang, 2017; Shen et al., 2021; Brooks et al., 2021). By removing the
nanosize glassy-crystalline film covering the cenosphere shell using chemical etching,
perforated cenospheres were produced for loading PCM in the liquid state, in order to
produce PCM microcapsules (i.e., CenoPCM) with 63.64 wt% PCM (i.e., n-octadecane)
inclusion. Cement composite with CenoPCM shows higher thermal conductivity overall
due to the higher thermal conductivity of cenosphere shell than that of the polymer
microcapsules. Integration of 4.7% unsealed CenoPCM into mortar caused a 10–15%
loss of compressive strength. However, such a reduction in the strength of mortar can be
recovered by coating the CenoPCM with a thin layer of silica sol. Therefore, this new
CenoPCM developed has advantages over currently available polymer-based microencapsulated PCMs, including low cost, high thermal energy storage capacity and
stability, and high mechanical properties.
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In this study, a series of experimental tests will be carried out to further
understand the chemical composition, microstructure, and pozzolanic reactivity of the
CenoPCM.
3.1.2.2. Materials and methods. Reagent grade n-octadecane (C18H38),
ammonium fluoride (NH4F) with a purity of 96%, and 50% silicon dioxide in water
(silica sol) were purchased from Alfa Aesar Company, United States. Hydrochloric acid
(HCl) was commercially available in VWR International (U.S.A.). Calcium gluconate gel
was always present during the handling of hydrofluoric-based acid solution (1.0 M
NH4F-1.2 M HCl-H2O). Cenospheres used in this research were obtained from CenoStar
Corporation (U.S.A.). It has sizes between 10 and 200 μm with d50 = 96.7 μm. As for the
preparation of cenosphere-PCM composite, it is referencing to the patent and literature
(Liu et al., 2017; Wang, 2017), which is consists of two steps: perforating cenospheres
with acid etching to remove the surface film of cenosphere and expose surface pores,
loading liquid PCM into perforated cenospheres by the abovementioned vacuum
impregnation method,
To this end, firstly, approximately 12 g of cenospheres were soaked into 250 mL
of 1.0 M NH4F-1.2 M HCl-H2O solution for two hours with occasional stirring. The
specific gravity of the cenospheres is about 0.75 g/cm3, thus 12 g of the cenospheres
corresponded to a volume of 16 mL. This made the volume ratio of solid to liquid to 1:15
in this acid treatment, which was among the range adopted by other researchers
(Fomenko et al., 2008; Xie et al., 2011). Occasional stirring was applied instead of a
continuous one to prevent the possible damage of the cenospheres during stirring. To
compensate for this mild stirring process, a longer treatment time was used (two hours).
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By the end of this treatment, more than 95% of the cenospheres, floating on the surface of
the acid solution at the beginning, sank to the bottom of container. The settlement of the
cenospheres indicates the completion of perforation. After etching, the perforated
cenospheres were vacuum filtered and rinsed with 1500 mL of water, followed by being
dried in an oven at 150 °C. Secondly, loading of PCM into the perforated cenospheres
was implemented via a vacuum impregnation process. The dry perforated cenospheres
were weighed and placed into a flask. The flask was exposed to a vacuum pressure of
approximately 80.5 kPa for two hours. Melted n-octadecane with volume as three times
as the cenospheres was then introduced into the flask. The vacuum pump was turned off,
and the air was allowed back into the flask to drive the n-octadecane into the hollow
space inside the cenospheres for about 30 min. The completion of loading was achieved
when the cenospheres settled down at the bottom of the flask. Before allowing the air
back, all cenospheres were floating on the surface of liquid n-octadecane. During the
whole impregnation process, the flask was heated to 60 °C by a hot plate. This
temperature was high enough to keep the PCM in liquid status once it was introduced
into the flask. This means the cenospheres were soaked in liquid PCM all the time when
they contacted each other. After completion of loading, the flask was quickly removed
from the hot plate for cenospheres to be filtered and washed with 60 °C water. Then the
cenospheres were left to be dried in the air for about 48 h.
3.1.2.3. Characterizations of cenosphere and perforated cenosphere. Table
3.4 shows the chemical composition of cenospheres used, gained by X-ray fluorescence
(XRF) analysis. According to the table, the cenospheres contain up to 54.38 wt% silicon
dioxide, 39.14 wt% aluminum oxide, and lower amounts of calcium, iron, titanium,
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magnesium, and potassium oxides, which range from less than one to two percent. That is
to say, the major elements in cenospheres are a mixture of aluminosilicate with a
moderate amount of Ca, Fe, Ti, Mg, and maybe limited occurrence of S, K, and trace
elements. Existing literature suggests that the chemical compositions of fly ash and
cenospheres are similar, since cenospheres’ composition is originated from the coal
source material and the combustion process (Drozhzhin et al., 2008; Li & Wu, 2012).

Step 1

Step 2

Figure 3.17 Two-step procedures of preparation of CenoPCM composite (Liu et al.,
2017; Wang, 2017).

Table 3.4 Chemical composition of cenosphere.
Oxide

SiO2

Al2O3

CaO

Fe2O3

TiO2

MgO

SO3

K2O

Cenosphere

54.58

39.14

1.53

0.94

0.74

0.55

0.22

0.20
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Figure 3.18 presents a perforated cenosphere particle from the chemical etching of
cenosphere. It is known that the cenosphere is mainly composed of silica and aluminate;
however, all these elements are not present in their pure oxides but as a mixture of
different crystalline and amorphous phases. According to Ranjbar and Kuenzel (Ranjbar
& Kuenzel, 2017), the skeleton of the cenosphere particle is formed by crystalline phases,
which can be divided into mullite, cristobalite–quartz, K-feldspars, acid plagioclases, and
magnetite. Next to these crystalline phases, cenospheres are infused by quartz, lime, and
periclase.

Figure 3.18 Perforated cenosphere from etching of cenosphere.

As seen from Figure 3.19 and Figure 3.20, the cenosphere shell is porous, and the
skeleton structure of cenosphere has a needle-like pattern and provides structural stability
of the cenosphere over a wide temperature range, which is consistent with the existing
findings (Vassilev et al., 2004; Fomenko et al., 2015). The skeleton of cenospheres is
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encapsulated by approximately 90 wt.% of an amorphous glass phase which provides a
smooth surface (Sokol et al., 2000; Sarkar et al., 2007). Due to the fact that this layer
consists of glass, it can be dissolved when it comes in contact with hydrofluoric acid; that
is the reason why hydrofluoric acid was used to do an etching of the cenosphere for the
sake of preparation of perforated cenosphere for loading PCM.
In addition, depending on the separation, drying, and storage of the material, some
other minor phases might appear on the surface of the shell, such as gypsum, portlandite,
calcite, and dolomite. These forms are mainly a result of the dissolution of lime,
periclase, and gypsum-anhydrite from fly ash during wet separation. When cenospheres
are dried, gypsum, portlandite, and brucite can transform into a more stable form such as
carbonates, namely calcite, dolomite, and probable magnesite, by absorbing carbon
dioxide from the air. A schematic structure of cenospheres adapted from (Ranjbar &
Kuenzel, 2017) is depicted in Figure 3.21.

Figure 3.19 Microstructure of shell of cenosphere.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.20 Surface of perforated cenosphere from etching of cenosphere: (a) surface
pores exposure after etching; (b) shell surface after etching that amorphous phases
dissolved in hydrofluoric acid and exposure the needle-like skeleton.

Figure 3.21 Schematic phase composition structure of a cenosphere (Ranjbar & Kuenzel,
2017).

3.1.2.4. Characterization of CenoPCM. In Figure 3.22, the microstructures of
CenoPCM under SEM are depicted. Figure 3.22(a-f) manifest the hollow and perforated
CenoPCM. Though it is challenging to see PCM in the inside of CenoPCM, some
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mixture of PCM and chips in the broken CenoPCM is observed and the success of
impregnation of PCM in CenoPCM will be substantiated by the DSC technique. Figure
3.22(h-j) reveal the needle-like phases in the skeleton of the shell of CenoPCM.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)
Figure 3.22 Microstructures of CenoPCM under the scanning electron microscope.
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(g)

(h)

(i)
(j)
Figure 3.22 Microstructures of CenoPCM under the scanning electron microscope.
(cont.)

Under the optical microscope, the CenoPCM particle has a white to medium grey
color, as shown in Figure 3.23. Most of the CenoPCM produced are intact without
broken, though a small portion of particles cluster. Some white spots in Figure 3.23(b)
and (c) found at the surface pores of CenoPCM are believed to be n-octadecane loaded.
The phases and functional groups of the CenoPCM are examined by XRD and
FT-IR, and the results are given in Figure 3.24 and Figure 3.25, respectively. According
to the XRD result in Figure 3.24, the main phases of CenoPCM are mulite, two types of
silica (i.e., low-cristobalite and quartz), aluminum hydroxide, and brucite. A small hump
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identified between 20-23°, where the peaks of phases of cristobalite low and quartz are
located, is believed to be rooted in the vitreous silica (Brooks et al., 2018). The PCM
inside CenoPCM is not found under the XRD test, since PCM is hidden under the crust of
the cenosphere.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)
Figure 3.23 Morphologies of CenoPCM under optical microscope.
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Figure 3.24 XRD diffractogram of CenoPCM.

In Figure 3.25, the FT-IR spectrum of the CenoPCM is exhibited, and the peak
values are labeled. The major component of PCM of n-octadecane, which has a
molecular formula of C18H38, is composed of methylene (–CH2) bonding and methyl (–
CH3) bonding. The peak at 2952 cm-1 is caused by the antisymmetric stretching vibration
of –CH3, whereas the peaks appearing at 2916 and 2848 cm−1 are related to the
antisymmetric and symmetric stretching vibration of –CH2, respectively. The peaks at
1463 and 1382 cm−1 are assigned to the bending vibration of –CH2 and –CH3,
respectively. The peak appearing at 719 cm-1 is assigned to the swing vibration of –
(CH2)4, which indicates that there are equal to or more than four –CH2 groups stuck
together in the molecular chain (Cui et al., 2015).
The small peak at 3460 cm-1 is ascribed to the hydroxyl group of silanols (–Si–
OH) of the cenosphere. There is a baseline shift at the wavenumber smaller than around
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1300 cm-1; it may be originated from asymmetric and symmetric Si–O–Si stretching of
the pristine cenosphere, which is also observed in (Chandane et al., 2017).
The peak at 1739 cm-1 may be assigned to the stretching vibration of the –C=O,
but not sure where the functional group is from yet. It could be due to the impurity, or it
may be because of the new bonding created by the chemical reaction of octadecane and
cenosphere, in which a chemical bonding is produced by the carbon of octadecane and
the oxygen of cenosphere. These need further study; however, it can be safe to conclude
that the PCM has been incorporated into the cenosphere successfully.

Figure 3.25 FT-IR spectrum of CenoPCM.

The phase change behaviors of the CenoPCM are evaluated by DSC, and its
thermograph is presented in Figure 3.26, where the upward peak indicates the exothermic
process while the downward corresponds to the endothermic one. The peak phase
transition temperatures (i.e., Tm and Tc) of the CenoPCM obtained from the DSC
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measurement are also displayed in the figure. The prepared CenoPCM has an
endothermic peak on the heating thermogram with Tm at 31.04 °C and a crystallization
peak Tc at around 26.63 °C. The phase-change enthalpies [i.e., the fusion heat (ΔHm) and
crystallization enthalpy (ΔHc)] of the CenoPCM are deduced from the DSC measurement
and also shown in Figure 3.26. The CenoPCM has a ΔHm of 109.0 J/g and ΔHc of 103.4
J/g, respectively. Knowing the latent heat of neat n-octadecane is 235 J/g, the loading rate
of PCM in the CenoPCM is estimated to be 46 wt%.

Figure 3.26 DSC curve of CenoPCM.

3.1.2.5. Pozzolanic reaction of CenoPCM in saturated Ca(OH)2 solution. The
CenoPCM was mixed with saturated Ca(OH)2 solution for pozzolanic reaction evaluation.
Based on the SEM images of CenoPCM in Figure 3.27, clusters of needle-like C-S-H (ac), scattered C-S-H particles on the particle surface (d), and CenoPCM fused together (e)
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are observed. It manifests the CenoPCM maintains the pozzolanic reactivity of
cenosphere, though the C-S-H is not covering the whole particles.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)
Figure 3.27 SEM images of CenoPCM in saturated Ca(OH)2 solution for 28 days.
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This is because the chemical etching process, when producing perforated
cenosphere, dissolves some amorphous silica, which leads to a lower pozzolanic
reactivity of CenoPCM (Kline & Fogler, 1981). This drawback of CenoPCM can be
solved by recoating with silica gel after loading PCM in the cenosphere, which will be
discussed in Section 3.1.2.6.
Moreover, in Figure 3.28, the XRD results of CenoPCMs before and after
hydrated in the saturated Ca(OH)2 solution show that the hump at around 2θ=22° due to
amorphous silica disappears after immersion, which means amorphous silica has been
consumed in the pozzolanic reaction. The new phases of Ca(OH)2 and CaCO3 are from
the saturated Ca(OH)2 solution and its carbonate. Also, there is a slight shift of the
diffractogram of reacted CenoPCM is highly likely due to the surface level problem
during sample preparation.

Figure 3.28 XRD diffractograms of CenoPCM before and after reaction in saturated
Ca(OH)2 solution.
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The FT-IR spectrum of pristine CenoPCM has been analyzed in Figure 3.25. In
Figure 3.29, it shows the comparison of FT-IR spectra of CenoPCM before and after
pozzolanic reaction, finding that they have major difference in peak shape and value at
the wavenumber below around 1750 cm-1, which may due to the formation of C-S-H gel
that change the status of functional group of Si-O-Si of CenoPCM.

Figure 3.29 FT-IR spectra of CenoPCM before and after reaction in saturated Ca(OH)2
solution.

3.1.2.6. Cement paste incorporated with CenoPCM composite. To evaluate
the pozzolanic effect of CenoPCM in construction materials, the mechanical performance
of CenoPCM in cement paste is examined. The compressive strengths of paste with and
without CenoPCM are measured and displayed in Figure 3.30.
From Figure 3.30, it can be seen that compared to the control mortar, the addition
of 20 vol% of CenoPCM resulted in a slightly strength increase before three days but a
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decrease afterward. The pozzolanic reaction can partially account for the rise, and the
reduction could be caused by the relatively lower strength (compression-resist capacity of
22 MPa for 90% cenosphere, according to the manufacture, but still lower than the
overall strength of 38 MPa) of CenoPCM and the PCM residue on the shell surface that
poisons the interface transition zone between CenoPCM and paste matrix. The 28-day
CenoPCM paste has a compressive strength of 38MPa, a strength loss of 11.6% in
comparison with that of 43 MPa of control paste.

Figure 3.30 Compressive strengths of mortars with and without CenoPCM at different
ages.

In the existing literature, after adding 3 wt% of CIBA's and BASF's phase change
materials microcapsules to the total mass, the strength reduction of mortar was 53%
(Hunger et al., 2009), and the compressive strength of concrete drops 70% (Dehdezi et
al., 2013). This is because the PCMs are encapsulated polymer soft capsules that have
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less compatibility with cementitious materials and create weak points (equivalent to small
pores) throughout the concrete body. Therefore, the final outcome of compressive
strength of 26.7 MPa (a strength loss of 21.5%) is satisfied when compared to existing
study results on polymer micro-encapsulated PCM, thanks to the pozzolanic reactivity,
the good compatibility to cement paste, and the relatively high compression-resist
capacity (90% cenospheres ≈ 22 MPa, data from manufacturer) of the CenoPCM.
The microstructure of paste with CenoPCM is also explored, unfolding in Figure
3.31 and Figure 3.32.

(a)

(a-1)

(a-2)
(a-3)
Figure 3.31 Morphologies of CenoPCM particles in paste.
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(b)

(b-1)

(c)

(c-1)

(c-2)
(c-3)
Figure 3.31 Morphologies of CenoPCM particles in paste. (cont.)

In Figure 3.31, three CenoPCM particles in (a), (b), and (c) are scrutinized to
learn the pozzolanic reaction of CenoPCM in cement paste better. The figures prove that
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the CenoPCM particles can obviously have a good physical and chemical interaction with
cement paste; thereby, it looks like they fused together, as shown in Figure 3.31(a, b, b-1,
c, c-1). This is due to the pozzolanic reaction of CenoPCM and its product of C-S-H gel
grown on the surface, as demonstrated in Figure 3.31(a-1, a-2, c-2, c-3), cultivating a
reliable bonding for CenoPCM cement paste. Moreover, although pozzolanic reaction
does not take place on some surfaces of the CenoPCM, the chemical composition of the
shell of CenoPCM is friendly to the hydration products, which makes it enable to have a
good ITZ with cement paste matrix, for example, in Figure 3.31(a-3), column aggregate
of hydration product of portlandite can be attached to the surface of CenoPCM.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 3.32 Agglomerations and some loose contacts of CenoPCM in cement paste.
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After SEM examination throughout the microstructure of hardened cement paste,
it is evident that a majority of CenoPCM particles are well distributed, and the shape of
CenoPCM is maintained intact after mixing in the paste. However, some agglomerations
of CenoPCM particles are still found, as seen from Figure 3.32(a-c); however, it can be
improved by better mixing procedures. Additionally, some ITZ between CenoPCM and
paste are not perfect bonding that a gap can be seen from Figure 3.32(d). It is partially
due to the lesson of pozzolanic reactivity after chemical etching, apart from the
interference of PCM surface residue on CenoPCM. A remedy for the downside of
chemical etching may be deploying silica gel coating, since the strength of mortar with
cenosphere had been found to be improved after silica coating on cenosphere (Liu et al.,
2017).
3.1.2.7. Summary. In this study, the CenoPCM was characterized for its
chemical composition and pozzolanic reactions in both saturated Ca(OH)2 solution and
cement paste.
Originated from fly ash, the cenosphere is mainly consisted of silicon dioxide
(54.38 wt%) and aluminum oxide (39.14 wt%), in which a large portion of them are
crystal while only a small percentage are amorphous and has pozzolanic reactivity (i.e.,
reacting with calcium hydroxide in the presence of water at room temperature to form
compounds with cementitious properties, e.g., calcium silicate hydrate and calcium
aluminate hydrate), according to the XRD results. However, the phase composition
structure indicates crystalline phases are forming the skeleton of cenosphere shell while
amorphous phases are fusing in the skeleton and encapsulating the surface. So even
though the amount of amorphous phases is not high, the surface film with amorphous
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phases and the shell with evenly distributed vitreous phases are good for creating a
chemical bonding with the cementitious matrix. The main crystalline phases in
cenosphere shell are mulite, two types of silica (i.e., low-cristobalite and quartz),
aluminum hydroxide, and brucite.
CenoPCM is produced by impregnation of PCM into the cenosphere after
perforation by chemical etching. The chemical etching dissolves part of the amorphous
phases of cenosphere shell and exposes surface pores of cenosphere for the following
PCM loading. The PCM is proved to be successfully loaded in CenoPCM. CenoPCM has
fusion heat of 109.0 J/g (melting peak at 31.04 °C) and crystallization enthalpy of 103.4
J/g (crystallization peak at 26.63 °C).
CenoPCM has pozzolanic reactivity both in saturated Ca(OH)2 solution and in
cement paste, as demonstrated by the hydration products found under SEM and the
consumption of amorphous phases in XRD results. The pozzolanic reaction that occurs
on the surface of CenoPCM is impressive, especially in the cement paste matrix.
Compared to the control mortar, the addition of 20 vol% of CenoPCM resulted in a
strength loss of only 21.5% at the age of 28 days, accompanied by a slight strength
increase at the age of 3 days. The strength compromise is much less than other studies,
which is mainly beneficial from the pozzolanic reaction and good compatibility with
cement paste and relatively high strength (compression-resist capacity of 22 MPa for
90% cenosphere) of CenoPCM, compared with some other porous PCM carriers/soft
capsules.
Compared with other microsize porous particles, CenoPCM has the potential of
compensating for the possible loss of strength due to PCM incorporation by pozzolanic
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reaction, which is good for strength conservation and showing a higher compressive
strength. In addition, comparing with existing and commercial microencapsulated PCM
(e.g., BASF Micronal® PCM), the expensive process to synthesize the polymer shell is
no longer needed with natural cenospheres, which makes this method more costeffective.

MACRO LIGHTWEIGHT SAND-PHASE CHANGE MATERIAL
COMPOSITES
3.2.1. Background. Lightweight sand (LWS) of crushed expanded shale has
been widely studied as a carrier of water for internal curing in ultra-high performance
concrete (UHPC), due to its porous nature and relatively high intrinsic strength (Liu et
al., 2017). Bentz and Turpin (Bentz & Turpin, 2007) preliminarily explored the feasibility
of LWS impregnated with large-volume PCM (LWS-PCM) to enhance the energy
storage capacity of concrete, thus manage the temperature rise (more than 1 hour delay
and 8 °C reduction of peak temperature according to the experimental results of semiadiabatic test) in mass concrete for mitigation of the risk of thermal cracking. It also
claimed that LWS-PCM could greatly alleviate the freezing/thawing damage risk
(average 30% reduction) of a bridge deck, based on simulation results. However,
replacing fine aggregate with LWS-PCM in concrete could lead to a significant reduction
in compressive strength (Farnam et al., 2017). Since the LWS can be considered as a
strong/tough enough carrier, the observed strength reduction should be attributed to the
adverse effects of leached PCM on the hydration of cement in the matrix and interfacial
bonding in the ITZs. A modified epoxy resin was applied to coat the LWS-PCM so as to
mitigate leakage of PCM. However, this still led to a 17% reduction of compressive
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strength at 100% replacement of sand by coated LWS-PCM, comparing to the mortar
prepared with LWS (Afghan, 2017). The epoxy coating could definitely control leakage;
however, it also created a soft yet weak ITZ (Memon, Cui, et al., 2015).
Due to the high intrinsic strength of LWS, we consider it as an ideal carrier for
loading PCMs into concrete, given that a sealing strategy can be developed to effectively
control PCM leakage without weakening the ITZ. Inspired by the success of internal
curing, we propose to use water and subsequently cement hydration products to seal the
LWS-PCM. It has been proven that when LWS is used for internal curing, hydration
products can penetrate into the surface pores of LWS particles, where the local density
becomes eventually high due to the restriction from the pore walls (Meng & Khayat,
2017a). In the present study, LWS-PCM particles are prepared firstly, and the
mechanisms of their negative effect on compressive strength are analyzed; then, an
effective yet simple method is proposed to eliminate this negative effect. This method
requests that the PCM adhered on external surfaces of LWS particles and in near-surface
pores is removed, and the near-surface pores are then saturated with water. Such a
method proposed against the strength-reduction mechanism is hypothesized to not only
prevent leakage of PCMs and functionalize the concrete with a heat energy storage
capacity, but also compensate for internal moisture loss, and, thus, mitigate shrinkage and
enhance ITZs. This hypothesis is eventually tested through measurements of thermal
properties, semi-adiabatic temperature rise, and shrinkage, as well as characterization of
microstructure.
3.2.2. Materials and Methods. In this section, the materials used, the
preparation techniques, and the test methods are described.
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3.2.2.1. Materials. A Portland cement meeting the requirements of ASTM C150
Type I cement was used in this study. Its chemical composition was examined by an
energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analyzer (X-Supreme 8000, Oxford
Instruments, Abingdon, UK). The result is presented in Table 3.5.

Table 3.5 Chemical compositions of cement (oxides, wt%).
Component CaO
Cement

SiO2

Al2O3 Fe2O3 SO3

65.34 18.67 4.48

3.43

MgO K2O Na2O Minors LOI

2.39 2.04

0.31 0.37

0.86

1.28

Type I

Two types of sands shown in Figure 3.33, i.e., normal river sand (NS) and
lightweight sand (crushed expanded shale, LWS), were used to make mortars. It can be
observed that the LWS has a porous structure, much rougher surface texture, and more
angular shape. The water-saturated LWS has a water desorption value of 96% under 92%
relative humidity (Meng & Khayat, 2017b), which means it can effectively release water
to compensate for internal moisture loss of mortar due to self-desiccation. The LWS is
originally coarser than the NS, based on the gradation curves in Figure 3.33(c). However,
to exclude the effect of aggregate gradation on compressive strength and only focus on
the effects of aggregate type (i.e., LWS vs. NS), the NS particles in different size ranges
were remixed to achieve the same particle size distribution curve as that of LWS. The NS
was first sieved and separated into different size ranges, then the NS particles in different
size ranges were mixed proportionally according to the measured curve of the LWS’s
particle size distribution. The sands’ physical properties are indicated in Table 3.6.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.33 Two types of sands: (a) normal river sand (NS); (b) lightweight sand (LWS);
(c) gradation curves of received sands.

Table 3.6. Physical properties of sands used in mixtures.
Type of

Fineness

Skeletal density

Apparent density

Water absorption

sand

modulus

(g/cm3)

(g/cm3)

(%)

NS

3.46

2.61

2.61

1.2

LWS

3.46

2.29

1.60

19.7

* The fineness modulus measurements conformed to ASTM C125-19. The skeletal
densities, apparent densities, and water absorption were obtained by following ASTM
C128-15. During the water absorption test, the saturated-surface-dry (SSD) conditions
of both sands were achieved by immersion in water for 72 hours and centrifuge at 2000
rpm for 3min (Miller et al., 2014).
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A PCM in the organic paraffin group purchased from Rubitherm GmbH was used.
Its temperature of phase transition is claimed to be 28 °C.
3.2.2.2. Preparation of LWS filled with PCM (LWS-PCM). The LWS-PCM
was prepared according to the following procedure. Firstly, oven-dried LWS particles
were soaked in liquid PCM (when the temperature was higher than 28 oC) for 72 hours to
load the PCM into LWS, then placed on a sieve and oven-dried for 48 hours at 38 oC with
mechanical ventilation. In Figure 3.34(a), it could be seen that a visible PCM film was
covering the surface of the LWS-PCM after oven-dry, which will definitely affect the
hydration of cement and the bonding between cementitious matrix and aggregate if the
LWS-PCM particles are used to make concrete (Bentz et al., 2008; Sakulich & Bentz,
2012; Eddhahak et al., 2014). Secondly, aiming to remove the PCM film, a warm-waterrinsing method was brought forward after oven drying. The LWS-PCM particles were
rinsed with warm water (around 40 °C) until little oily liquid PCM appearing on the
surface of the drained warm water. According to the authors’ experience, visual
observation can be a feasible but relatively rough way to tell the content change of oily
liquid PCM in the drained water during the rinsing process. However, to obtain a
benchmark for quality control in the future field practice, it is recommended to monitor
the paraffin oil content in drained water, aided by optional means of oil content meter or
corresponding oil-in-water analyzer available in the field. After rinsing, the surface PCM
residuum of the LWS-PCM could be effectively removed for relatively large LWS-PCM
particles, as testified in Figure 3.34(b). However, it was observed that the surface PCM
residuum of relatively small LWS-PCM particles was challenging to be removed.
Therefore, to avoid the potential adverse effect on compressive strength, only the portion
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of LWS particles larger than 1.19mm that takes up 81 wt% were selected to load the
PCM. The LWS were sieved and graded into two groups, i.e., one retaining on #16
(1.19mm opening) and the other passing sieve #16. The LWS grains that were retained on
sieve #16 were used to load the PCM before mixing mortar, while the particles passing
sieve #16 were used without loading PCM. The whole preparation process is summarized
in Figure 3.34(c).

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.34 Surface of the LWS-PCM (a) Before and (b) After Removing Surface PCM
Residuum Using Warm-water Rinse Method Among (c) the Proposed Preparation
Process.

3.2.2.3. Mix proportion of mortar. To study the difference brought by each step
abovementioned, five groups of mortars were designed as follows:
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1) LWS mortar with PCM loaded in all LWS grains without surface rinsing process
(Unrinsed LWS-PCM Mortar, UnR-LP-M)
2) LWS mortar with PCM loaded in all LWS grains with surface rinsing process
(Rinsed LWS-PCM Mortar, R-LP-M)
3) LWS mortar with PCM only loaded in the large-particle portion (retained on sieve
#16) of LWS grains with a surface-rinsing process (Graded and Rinsed LWSPCM Mortar, GrR-LP-M)
4) LWS mortar without PCM (LWS-M)
5) NS mortar (NS-M)
When preparing the mortar, we used a water-to-cement (w/c) ratio of 0.4. The
volume of sand accounted for 60% of total mortar volume. All types of sands were
soaked in water for 72 hours before mixing, to achieve a water-saturation status. the
mixing procedure of mortars abided by ASTM C305-14. After mixing, the obtained fresh
mortars were cast into molds of different dimensions for various purposes of testing. The
specimens were covered with wet burlaps and plastic sheets, demolded at one day,
wrapped with plastic film, and then cured in a chamber at 23.0 ± 2.0 °C until the age of
testing. It is worth noting that internal curing is in force for water-loaded (more or less,
through LWS) mortars (i.e., R-LP-M, GrR-LP-M, and LWS-M).
3.2.2.4. Geometry evaluation method of aggregate. The shape parameters of
NS and LWS aggregates were determined via digital imaging processing (DIP)
techniques (Liu et al., 2001), as shown in Figure 3.35. The DIP method is conducted as
follows: (i) imaging, to capture the image of aggregate particles, as shown in Figure
3.35(a1) and (b1) for NS and LWS, respectively; (ii) enhancement, to transform the
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images to black-white binary images in order to clearly differentiate the boundaries of
particles, as shown in Figure 3.35(a2) and (b2); (iii) segmentation, to label the particles
inside an image and detect the edges of particles; and (iv) analysis, to calculate the
geometrical properties of the aggregates using the UTHSCSA ImageTool software,
according to the principles shown in Figure 3.35(c).

Figure 3.35 Digital Image Processing (DIP) of Aggregates [a1, b1: Digital Images of the
NS and LWS Aggregates, Respectively; a2, b2: Enhanced Binary Images of the NS and
LWS Aggregates, Respectively; c: Detecting Edges of aggregates for Calculating Shape
Parameters (Liu et al., 2001) of Aspect Ratio (AR), Elongation (EL), Compactness (CO),
and Roundness (RO)].

In Figure 3.35(c), point O is the centroid as well as the center of gravity of the
particle. Aspect ratio (AR) is the ratio between the minimum (rmin) and the maximum
(rmax) distance from the particle’s boundary to its centroid, ranging from 0 to 1. Major
axis length (dmajor) is the maximum distance between points on the particle’s boundary,
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while minor axis length (dminor) is the length of the longest line that can be drawn through
the particle perpendicular to the major axis. Elongation (EL) is defined as dmajor/dminor,
which is not smaller than 1. If the ratio is equal to 1, the object is roughly square or
circularly shaped. As the ratio increases from 1, the object becomes more elongated.
Feret diameter (dFeret, also named equivalent circular diameter) is the diameter of a circle
having the same area as the particle. Compactness (CO) is representing the ratio of the
Feret diameter to the major axis length and ranges between 0 and 1. Particles with a
circularity of 1 are roughly circular. Objects that have complicated, irregular boundaries
have smaller compactness. Roundness (RO) measures the ratio of the area of a particle to
the area of a circle with the same convex perimeter. Its value lies between 0 and 1. It
equals 1 for a circular object and less than 1 for an object that departs from circularity,
except that it is relatively insensitive to irregular boundaries.
3.2.2.5. Testing methods of mortar. The compressive strength test was carried
out according to ASTM C109/109M. Two-inch or [50-mm] cubes of the mortar
specimens were used in the compression test at the ages of 1, 3, 7, 14, and 28 days.
The autogenous shrinkage test complied with the standard of ASTM C1698-09,
using a dilatometer with corrugated polyethylene tubes (approximately 400 mm in length
and 30 mm in diameter). The tubes were cast with fresh mortar and sealed with two end
caps, then readings of the length changes of the samples for 28 days at most were taken.
The autogenous shrinkages of the mortars (NS-M, LWS-M, or GrR-LP-M) with
consistent volume were measured.
Semi-adiabatic calorimetry (F-Cal 8000 semi-adiabatic field calorimeter,
Calmetrix Inc., Boston, U.S.A.) was used in this study to quantify the effect of the PCM
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(loaded in LWS) on the hydration heat accumulation and temperature rise of (largevolume) cementitious materials. The test is compliant with ASTM C1753. Once the
mortar was batched, it was cast in a 6 × 12 in. cylinder container and then placed in the
calorimeter. Each test was performed over a period of approximately 5 days. Semiadiabatic calorimetry tests were performed on three different mortar mixtures, i.e.,
mortars of NS-M, LWS-M, and GrR-LP-M.
A field emission scanning electron microscope (S-4700 FE-SEM, Hitachi, Japan)
equipped with an energy dispersive spectroscope (EDS) was used to analyze the
microstructural morphology and elemental compositions of the samples under backscattering mode.
A Quantachrome PoreMaster 60 (Quantachrome Instruments, U.S.A.) was used
for mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) test. The pore structure parameters are pore size
distribution curves of the LWS were determined through a data interpretation scheme as
recommended by Ma (Ma, 2014; Ma & Li, 2013). Maximum pressure of 30,000 psi was
applied in the MIP test.
3.2.2.6. Testing methods of thermal properties of PCM. The thermal
reliability of the PCM was examined via thermogravimetric analysis (TG), using a SDT
Q600 thermal analyzer (TA Instruments, New Castle, U.S.A.) with a heating rate of 10
°C/min from 25 to 300 °C in an argon atmosphere (100 mL/s). The thermal energy
storage properties of the PCM were tested using a differential scanning calorimeter (DSC
Q2000, TA Instrument, New Castle, U.S.A.) over the temperature range of 15-40 °C at a
ramping rate of 5 °C/min in a nitrogen atmosphere with flowing rate of 40 mL/s. The
temperature and enthalpy accuracy of the DSC tester were 0.1 °C and 1%, respectively.
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3.2.3. Characterizations of Aggregates and LWS-PCM Composite. Before
mixing in the cementitious materials, the aggregates’ shapes of NS and porous LWS are
characterized and quantified firstly in this section; then, the pore structure of the LWS is
studied, and its PCM-loading capacity is discussed.
3.2.3.1. Shape characterization of NS and LWS. Although NS and LWS with
the same size distribution (gradation) were used in the mortar mixture design, the shapes
of the two types of aggregates can also affect the strength of mortar. In this study, the
investigated shape parameters are elongation, aspect ratio, compactness, and roundness,
as shown in Figure 3.36.
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Figure 3.36 Elongations of NS and LWS (the particle colors in the images are
corresponding to colors of x-values in the bar chart).

In Figure 3.36, all NS and 97% LWS particles have an elongation lower than 2.0,
among which there are two classes of 1.0-1.5 and 1.5-2.0. In the two classes, 80% NS and
70% LWS are located in the former class, while 20% NS and 27% LWS fall into the
latter class. Furthermore, there are 3% LWS particles possessing an elongation larger
than 2.0 and up to 3.5. It can be concluded that LWS appears to be more elongated than
NS. In Figure 3.37, the shape parameters of elongation, compactness, aspect ratio, and
roundness of the aggregates are averaged and compared. LWS, with an average
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elongation value of 1.42, is 8.4% more elongated than NS. The lower aspect ratio of the
LWS proves its more elongated shape as well. It has been reported that the increase in
elongated and flat particles aggravates the stiffness degradation of aggregates (Kuang et
al., 2017), which is detrimental to the compressive strength of concrete. Moreover, the
particles with more complicated and irregular boundaries rather than smooth boundaries
have smaller compactness and roundness values (Wirth, 2004). Figure 3.37 indicates that
the LWS particles have smaller average values of compactness and roundness, thus more
complicated/irregular boundaries than the NS particle. These morphological
characteristics of LWS are positive in establishing the mechanical interlocking between
cement paste and aggregate, and, thus, in developing a better strength of mortar/concrete.

Figure 3.37 Shape parameters of NS and LWS, i.e., elongation, compactness, aspect ratio,
roundness.

3.2.3.2. Pore structure and PCM/Water absorption of LWS. As shown in
Figure 3.33(b), the LWS particles have open pores on the surface, which allows the
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access of liquid PCM/water. After impregnating the LWS particles with PCM, no
encapsulation action was taken because the melted PCM can be held by the capillary
force. For a given liquid, the capillary force of a pore is mainly determined by the pore
size and liquid properties, which can be calculated using the Young–Laplace equation
below.
𝑝𝑐𝑎𝑝 =

2𝛾𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
𝑟

𝐹𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑦 = 𝑝𝑐𝑎𝑝 ∙ 𝑆

(3.1)
(3.2)

where pcap is the capillary pressure, γ is the surface tension of liquid, θ is the contact
angle between the liquid and solid, r is the pore radius, S is the surface area of the pore,
and Fcapillary is the capillary force. For a given liquid, the smaller the pore is, the higher
the capillary force is. Although capillary action principles have been well understood,
their applications to practical problems of absorption capacity are often limited by
complicated pore geometries of porous solids (Kato et al., 2008; Morrow, 1970). Hence,
the pore structure of the porous LWS is characterized herein to analyze the stability of
PCMs in the porous medium in the light of the capillary action theory. In this section, not
only pores inside the LWS particles but also pores on the surface are studied.
The sizes of the surface pores determine the degree of difficulty for PCM and
water to enter or leak out from the LWS particles. For smaller surface pores, a PCM that
is wettable to the LWS surface can be loaded easier due to more significant capillary
action, while it is more difficult to leak out too. In Figure 3.38, the size distribution of
surface pores are measured.
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(g)
Figure 3.38 Surface pores of LWS particle: (a-f) Pores on LWS surface at different
magnifications; (g) Surface pore size distribution obtained by the DIP method.

In Figure 3.38(a), different surfaces (i.e., yellowish and grey) of the LWS
particles are found, which should be resulted from the calcination (yellowish surface) and
crushing (exposed grey surface) processes during the production of the LWS. Based on a
comparison shown in Figure 3.38(b-f), the yellowish surfaces have fewer and smaller
pores, whereas the grey surfaces apparently have more and larger pores. The surface pore
sizes of ten random 1.54×1.16 mm2 areas on different particles are obtained by the DIP
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method, and their distribution is presented in Figure 3.38(g). The surface pores have a
broad size range, among which most of them are below 60 µm. It should be noted that
pores smaller than 10 µm cannot be recognized very well due to the limitation of spatial
resolution of the microscope, so the counting of pores smaller than this limit has a nonpredictable error.
Internal pore geometry and pore wall roughness play important roles in the
efficiency of fluid flow and the adsorption of liquid inside the porous medium (Vanson et
al., 2017). Therefore, the pore structures inside the LWS are characterized and shown in
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Figure 3.39 Pores inside the LWS: (a) Pore structures imaged by SEM; (b) Pore size
distribution acquired by MIP.

In Figure 3.39(a), the pore structures and some internal wall surfaces of the LWS
are revealed using back-scattered electron imaging. It can be seen that the pore walls are
relatively smooth; nevertheless, pores inside the LWS are mostly irregular shapes. Based
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on the analysis of twenty-two random images via the DIP method, the porosity is more
significant than 50%. As shown in Figure 3.39(b), the porosity of the LWS was
determined to be 39.5% by MIP test, including relatively high fractions of pores with
sizes of 100nm – 6 µm and 30 µm – 100 µm. This result is consistent with the measured
water absorption of 19.7 wt% (or 31.2 vol%) in Table 3.6. The difference of porosities
determined by DIP and MIP measurements could indicate a portion of closed pores inside
the LWS that are not accessible to liquids (i.e., water and melted PCM).
The intrinsic pore structure of LWS allows it to work as a PCM carrier. As
described in the preparation of the LWS-PCM composite, three types of LWS-PCM
using different PCM loading techniques were prepared in this study, i.e., UnR-LP, R-LP,
and GrR-LP. The PCM absorption capacities of LWS in these three cases are compared
in Figure 3.40. With the same LWS, the PCM absorption rate decreases because of the
rinse-processing of the LWS-PCM. Without surface processing, the UnR-LP has an
absorption as high as 23.6 wt% (or 42.4 vol%); the rinsing-process can remove 7.4 wt%
(or 13.3 vol%) PCM from the surface of LWS-PCM particles (see R-LP vs. UnR-LP in
Figure 3.40); and the exclusion of the small LWS particles for PCM absorption leads to a
further reduction of 7.5 wt% (or 13.5 vol%). It substantiates the claim that there is a large
amount of PCM surface residuum without taking a measure of surface processing (i.e.,
rinsing). It is worth noting that the removal of the surface PCM residuum is necessary to
avoid compressive strength reduction, as will be shown in the coming section; and
fortunately, the GrR-LP can carry a sufficient amount of PCM to functionalize
mortar/concrete in some applications, as will be illustrated in a later section about the
regulation of hydration heat of concrete.
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Figure 3.40 PCM Absorption Ratios in Three Types of LWS-PCM Aggregates (wt% and
vol% are Respect to Dry LWS).

Table 3.7 Absorption of PCM and Water in the Saturated Graded LWS-PCM (GrR-LP)
and Their Densities.
Sieve No. retaining

#4

#8

#16

pan

Sieve opening

4.76 mm 2.38 mm 1.19 mm <1.19 mm

Gradation

PCM absorption to
10.3%

15.2%

15.7%

-

1631.6

1702.7

1789.3

-

dry LWS (wt%)
GrR-LP
Apparent density
(kg/m3)
Water absorption to

24.3%
3.4%

SSD GrR-LP

4.0%

6.0%

LWS-PCM (wt%)

(to dry LWS)

Apparent density

1967.6*

(LWS-PCMWater )

1668.9
(kg/m3)

* saturated with water without absorbing PCM.

1751.2

1818.2
(SSD LWS)
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Before mixing with cement, the LWS-PCM particles were saturated with water.
The PCM and water absorption ratios of the GrR-LP are measured, and the results are
listed in Table 3.7. It can be seen that smaller particles can carry more PCMs after
rinsing, and the surface pores can absorb more water too.
In Figure 3.41, a schematic diagram of a water-saturated GrR-LP particle is
presented to illustrate its structure before being put into the mortar. The schematic
diagram shows that PCM is imbibed into the inner pores, while water is mainly in the
surface layer of the particle. Moreover, a portion of pores (represented by the difference
between porosities determined by DIP and MIP) may not be accessible to water and
PCM, and they keep empty (see the black colored pores in Figure 3.41).

Figure 3.41 Schematic diagram of the multifunctional aggregate of water-saturated GrRLP.

3.2.4. Properties of Concrete with LWS-PCM Composite. After mixing the
LWS-PCM composite into the cementitious material, its impact on the microstructure,
compressive strength, autogenous shrinkage, heat capacity, and hydration heat of the
matrix are discussed in this section.
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3.2.4.1. Compressive strength and microstructure. Compressive strength tests
and microstructural characterizations were carried out to test our hypothesis that the
proposed method (represented by GrR-LP) can load PCM into LWA and mortar/concrete
without reducing the compressive strength. The mechanism of strength reduction induced
by improper PCM incorporation was also revealed based on microstructural analysis. In
Figure 3.42, the test results of compressive strengths of the mortars with NS, LWS, and
LWS-PCM aggregates prepared with three different processes are exhibited.
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Figure 3.42 Development of compressive strength of the five types of mortars.

According to Figure 3.42, the natural sand mortar NS-M appears to have the
highest compressive strength. The mortar prepared by water-saturated LWS (i.e., LWSM) can achieve comparable compressive strength to NS-M at 28 days, perhaps due to the
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internal curing effect and enhanced interfacial interlocking, in spite of weaker aggregate.
The compressive strengths of the five mortars at 28 days have an order of UnR-LP-M <
R-LP-M < GrR-LP-M ≈ LWS-M ≈ NS-M. It can thus be concluded that the GrR-LP-M
can achieve almost the same 28-day strength as LWS-M and NS-M, which means that the
proposed PCM loading method (i.e., loaded in only large particles of LWS plus surface
rinsing) can effectively incorporate PCM into mortar/concrete without compromising the
compressive strength. As compared to GrR-LP-M (64.5 MPa), the 28-day compressive
strengths of the other two LWS-PCM mortars, R-LP-M (50 MPa) and UnR-LP-M (27.1
MPa), are 22.5% and 58% lower. Furthermore, the later-age strength development of RLP-M and UnR-LP-M seems to be limited. The strength reduction can be obviously
correlated to the surface PCM residuum on LWS particles: UnR-LP aggregate was not
subjected to surface-rinsing, thus has the largest amount of surface PCM residuum (see
Figure 3.34), corresponding to the largest strength reduction; the surface-rinsing could
not effectively remove the surface PCM from small particles; thus, R-LP-M showed
moderate strength reduction. In GrR-LP, since surface PCM in large LWS particles can
be effectively rinsed off (see Figure 3.34) and PCM is not loaded to small particles, the
potential negative effects of PCM on cement hydration and interfacial bonding are both
eliminated, leading to no strength reduction.
To verify these mechanisms deduced from compressive strength test, we carried
out microstructural characterizations on different mortars using back-scattered electron
imaging. Figure 3.43 contrasts the ITZs in 28-day old NS-M and GrR-LP-M.
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Figure 3.43 Comparison of ITZs in NS-M and GrR-LP-M: (a) cement paste-NS ITZ; and
(b) cement paste-LWS ITZ.

First of all, the LWS particle has a rougher surface and a more irregular shape.
This is consistent with the above shape characterization of aggregates, resulting in better
mechanical interlocking between cement paste and aggregate particles. Furthermore,
Figure 3.43(a) shows that the ITZ in NS-M appears to be a “gap”, while the internal
curing effect (due to slow-releasing of water absorbed in pores of the surface layer) of
LWS could enhance the ITZ and even eliminate the gap-like ITZ, as shown in Figure
3.43(b). In addition, the cement paste penetrates into the surface pores of the LWS
following the hydration process, as visualized by the diffusion of the green-colored Catraced cement phase into the Si-dominated porous LWS phase in Figure 3.43(b). This
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phase diffusion creates an interpenetrated interface, which represents a much stronger
interfacial bonding than the ITZ in NS-M.
A series of back-scattered electron images of the microstructures of LWS-PCM
mortars, GrR-LP-M, R-LP-M, and UnR-LP-M, are collected in Figure 3.44.
In Figure 3.44(a), it demonstrates a monolithic paste containing LWS particles
and interpenetrated interfaces, which endorses the high strength of GrR-LP-M. Figure
3.44(b) presents some defects in the cement paste matrix of R-LP-M, which may be due
to PCMs trapped on the surface of or among small LWS particles. According to Figure
3.44(c)-(f), a lot of defects are introduced into the matrix of UnR-LP-M, because of the
use of un-rinsed LWS-PCM aggregate and PCM residua.
In the light of the observations during preparation of the mortars, five types of
PCM residua can be identified, as shown by the yellow rectangles and numbers in Figure
3.44: (1) bulk PCM particles formed during cooling of PCM that is not absorbed by LWS
particles; (2) PCM trapped among small LWS particles (the PCM thus bonds the LWS
particles together after cooling); (3) small-volume PCM on the surface of small LWS
particles, which can hardly be removed even by rinsing; (4) large-volume PCM on the
surface of large LWS particles, which can be removed effectively by rinsing; and (5)
PCM leaked out from LWS particles during mixing and vibration of mortar.
These formats of PCM are undesired in mortar/concrete, since they are not
stabilized in LWS particles. They create defects and weaken the interfacial bonding
between the cement paste matrix and the LWS particles, which lead to reduced
compressive strength.
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Figure 3.44 Microstructure of LWS-PCM incorporated mortars: (a) GrR-LP-M; (b) RLP-M; (c-f) UnR-LP-M. (The numbers indicate the types of PCM residua responsible for
the formation of the defects).
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Furthermore, some of the PCM may be further broken up, by either mechanical
stirring during mixing or thermal impacts, into small particles that could not be seen in
Figure 3.44. These small particles may interrupt cement hydration, resulting in limited
strength development in later ages, as shown in Figure 3.44. As compared to UnR-LP-M,
only types (2), (3), and (5) PCM residua may appear in R-LP-M. That is why much fewer
defects can be seen in Figure 3.44(b), and the compressive strength of mortar was only
moderately reduced by R-LP aggregates.
3.2.4.2. Autogenous shrinkage. We claimed that using water (and subsequently
hydration products, as shown in Figure 3.43) to seal pores in the surface layer of LWS
can functionalize the LWS as not only a temperature managing agent (because of the
loading of PCM) but also an internal curing agent. To verify this claim, we tested the
autogenous shrinkages of three types of mortars, i.e., NS-M, LWS-M, and GrR-LP-M.
The results are shown in Figure 3.45.
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Figure 3.45 Autogenous shrinkage evolutions of NS-M, LWS-M, and GrR-LP-M.
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According to Figure 3.45, the autogenous shrinkage of the NS-M increases
gradually and stabilizes after 28 days at nearly 200 µε. If water is introduced into
mortar/concrete by LWS or other carriers (e.g., superabsorbent polymer), it can
compensate the self-desiccation in the microenvironment and, thus mitigate and even
remove the autogenous shrinkage (Henkensiefken et al., 2009; Kang et al., 2018; Schröfl
et al., 2012; Snoeck et al., 2015). Compared to NS-M, the LWS-M exhibits an
autogenous swelling (up to 100 µε) within the first 2 days, which may result from
osmotic pressure due to internally introduced water and/or enhanced formation of
ettringite (Barcelo et al., 2005; Bentur et al., 2001). This swelling declines later and
reaches a constant of about 38 µε after 14 days. As for the GrR-LP-M, no swelling can be
observed, due to much less water introduced through the LWS (only surface pores are
saturated with water, as illustrated in Figure 3.41). However, the GrR-LP-M does have a
significantly smaller autogenous shrinkage than NS-M. The shrinkage stabilizes at 75 µε
after 28 days (63% lower than NS-M). This result proves that LWS partially (only in
surface pores) saturated with water can significantly mitigate autogenous shrinkage of
mortar/concrete, although the water content is insufficient to completely compensate for
self-desiccation.
3.2.4.3. Thermal performance and hydration heat regulation. Along with the
incorporation of high-enthalpy PCM, the mortar is expected to gain an improved heat
capacity, which will help to regulate the temperature rise due to accumulation of heat
released from cement hydration in early-age mortar. In this section, we first analyze the
thermal performance and stability of the PCM incorporated into the LWS, and then
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demonstrate the temperature regulation function of the LWS-PCM using semi-adiabatic
calorimetry.
Figure 3.46 summarizes the thermal performance of the PCM. It can be seen that
the PCM has a melting (crystallization) enthalpy of 232.8 J/g (238.9 J/g) and the
corresponding peak phase-transition temperatures of 29.3 oC (27.1 oC). The supercooling
phenomenon rooted in the nucleation difficulty during cooling is responsible for the small
difference between melting and crystallizing processes (Avrami, 1939; Safari et al.,
2017). Additionally, the PCM is thermally stable without risk of decomposition when the
temperature is below 110 oC in accordance with Figure 3.46(b). Given that the
temperature in early-age concrete is rarely higher than 80 oC, even in mass concrete, the
PCM is considered to be a reliable temperature regulator for the purpose of hydration
heat and temperature rise management.
As recorded in Figure 3.40, there is 15.6 vol% PCM loaded into GrR-LP. It is also
known that the proportion of GrR-LP in the mortar is 60 vol%. Hence, the GrR-LP-M is
capable of carrying about 83.3 kg/m3 PCM (given that the density of the PCM is 890
kg/m3), which enables the mortar to store extra energy of 19400 kJ/m3 due to the phase
transition of the PCM. Since the specific heats of the paste with 0.4 w/c (𝜑𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒 ) and dry
LWS (𝜑𝐿𝑊𝑆 ) are 1.28 kJ/kg/oC and 1.15 kJ/kg/oC, respectively, the specific heat of the
composite LWS-M is calculated proportionately as 1.21 kJ/kg/oC (Yoon et al., 2014).
Consequently, the PCM endows the GrR-LP-M an ability to manipulate the temperature
rise by 9.2 oC theoretically, as calculated by dividing the total latent of the embedded
PCM by the specific heat of LWS-M and its measured density of 1740 kg/m3.
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To verify the calculated capacity, the temperature evolution curves of three
mortars, NS-M, LWS-M, and GrR-LP-M, are measured under semi-adiabatic
circumstance using the semi-adiabatic calorimetry, and the results are compared in Figure
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Figure 3.46 Thermal performance of the PCM: (a) thermal capacity and phase transition
temperatures determined by DSC test; (b) decomposition temperature of the PCM
determined by a TGA test.
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Figure 3.47 Evaluation of temperature in three different mortars measured by semiadiabatic calorimetry.

Figure 3.47 shows that the temperature evolution curve of the LWS-M is very
close to that of the NS-M. The small difference might be attributed to the water carried
by the LWS. As compared to them, the GrR-LP-M manifests an effective reduction of
peak temperature as well as a delayed appearance of the peak temperature. The 7oC
reduction of peak temperature observed in Figure 3.47 is 24% lower than the theoretical
value of 9.2 oC, perhaps because of the system error in the hydration heat measurement
and the simplifications adopted in the calculation. In the above theoretical calculation, the
specific heat of the LWS-PCM-Mortar composite is calculated by the simple way of
proportional add-up, which is ignoring the impact of their interfaces. Additionally, the air
content in the mortar is unknown and neglected, which means the LWS-PCM volume
percentage used is a little larger than the real value. In the meantime, it is inevitable that
there is some hydration heat during mixing and before the measurement starts that is
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missed by the calorimeter. These errors lead to the difference between the calculated and
measured values.
Moreover, two temperature buffering platforms in Figure 3.47 are observed
during increasing (heating) and decreasing (cooling) periods at around 26.3 oC and 25.4
o

C, respectively, which agrees with the characteristics of the embedded PCM. The small

differences in phase transition temperatures between the GrR-LP-M and the PCM can be
attributed to the pore confinement effect after PCM is loaded into the porous LWS
(Santiso et al., 2006). All in all, the GrR-LP-M has demonstrated a good capacity to
control the temperature rise induced by the released hydration heat. The reduced peak
temperature (meaning a smaller temperature gradient), delayed appearance of the peak
temperature, as well as the gentled slope of the cooling curve all contribute to a reduced
risk of thermal cracking in early-age concrete (Kim et al., 2015; Neville, 2011; Wei et al.,
2017).
This study has tested the feasibility of PCM to be used for thermal cracking
control in early-age mass concrete. The ongoing research has focused on the effects of
the amount of PCM (or total latent heat capacity), phase transition temperature, and
combination of multiple types of PCMs (with different phase transition temperatures) on
the temperature management and thermal cracking control of early age concrete. The
collected results will be presented in subsequent publications. A preliminary test has also
shown that the hardened GrR-LP-M didn’t show PCM leakage after 600 temperature
cycles between 10 oC and 50 oC, meaning that the cement paste penetrated into the
surface pores of LWS can effectively control leakage. Theoretically, the stabilized PCM
can significantly improve the adaptivity of aged mortar/concrete to temperature changes
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in the service environment. Such a function could be leveraged to mitigate the thermal
curling and thermal fatigue-induced cracking of rigid pavement (Arora et al., 2017;
Sharifi & Mahboub, 2018). These possibilities will be elucidated in future studies. Last
but not least, more interesting topics could be derived for applications of multifunctional
aggregate (i.e., Gr-LP) in the matrixes of alkali-activated cement and magnesium
phosphate cement (Ma & Xu, 2017; Tang et al., 2019), utilizing new structure health
monitoring sensing technologies (Dong et al., 2020; Liao et al., 2020).
3.2.5. Summary. In this study, an innovative type of multifunctional lightweight
aggregate is produced by loading PCM into the interior of LWS and sealing the surface
pores of LWS using water (and subsequently cement hydration products when the
saturated LWS is used as aggregate in mortar/concrete). The PCM and water loaded into
the LWS functionalize it as not only a hydration heat or temperature rise management
agent but also an internal curing agent. The following conclusions can be drawn from the
present study:
(1) LWS particles have more irregular shapes and less smooth surfaces than
natural sand, which results in better mechanical interlocking between the
cement paste matrix and the aggregate particles. When combined with internal
curing that enhances the interfacial transition zones, the mortar proportioned
with LWS can have comparable compressive strengths regarding natural sand
mortar, in spite of the use of weaker and softer LWS as aggregate.
(2) The LWS particles appear to have smaller surface pores and bigger internal
pores, and the connected open pores take a volume fraction of 39.5% in the
aggregate. These features of LWS render it an ideal carrier to stabilize PCM.
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Under the optimized scenario, that is, GrR-LP in which PCM is only loaded
into particles larger than 1.19 mm and the surface PCM residuum is rinsed off
using warm water, the LWS can still carry 8.7 wt% or 15.6 vol% PCM.
(3) The GrR-LP, prepared by grading, PCM impregnation, rinsing, and water
saturation, can effectively introduce PCM into mortar/concrete without
compromising the compressive strength. Without the multi-step treatment,
PCM residuum will remain, more or less, in the mortar. The residuum
interrupts the hydration of cement and affects the paste-aggregate interfacial
bonding, leading to a reduction of strength.
(4) The GrR-LP, when used as aggregate, can reduce the autogenous shrinkage of
mortar by 63% because of the internal curing effect of partially saturated
LWS.
(5) As demonstrated by semi-adiabatic calorimetry, the GrR-LP, when used as
aggregate in mass concrete, can reduce the peak temperature by 7oC, delay the
appearance of the peak temperature, and gentle the cooling curve. All of these
three aspects are positive to mitigate the risk of thermal cracking of early-age
mass concrete.
In addition, the GrR-LP mortar did not show leakage after 600 thermal cycles,
which proved that the developed processing method could effectively stabilize PCM in
the aggregate and mortar/concrete. This potentially gives a bonus to the concrete, making
it more adaptive to the temperature swings in the service environment.
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SOLID–SOLID PHASE CHANGE MATERIALS
3.3.1. Background. The major phase transitions of solid–liquid, solid–solid,
liquid–gas, and solid–gas are currently known. However, concerning moderate volume
stability, the two kinds of solid–liquid and solid–solid PCMs are drawing attention. While
comparing these two, solid–solid PCMs (SSPCMs) have some critical advantages over
solid-liquid PCMs. Firstly, there is no leakage issue during the phase change of SSPCMs,
so encapsulation is not necessary, reducing their application barriers due to simpler/lower
fabrication procedures and cost (Cui et al., 2017; Fallahi et al., 2017; Liao et al., 2019).
Secondly, there are fewer compatibility issues due to the reduced reactivity of the
SSPCM with the outside environment. They typically also experience less phase
segregation and volume change as they remain in a solid state before and after heat
storage (Sundararajan et al., 2017b; Tong et al., 2010; Xiao et al., 2020).
Although many solids are able to undergo reversible phase changes in the solid
state, few of them have sufficient latent heat capacity for TES. Four groups can be
identified as practical SSPCMs (Fallahi et al., 2017): (1) inorganic SSPCMs (such as
KHF2, NH4SCN, Li2SO4, etc.) (Li et al., 1999; Ruan et al., 1995; Ruiyun et al., 1990); (2)
organometallic (for example, layered perovskite organometallics, and organometallics
with general formula (n-CmH2m＋1NH3)2MX4, where M is a metal atom, X is a halogen,
and m varies from 8 to 18) (He et al., 2010; Kong et al., 2010; Raj et al., 2019); (3)
organic (mostly polyalcohol, such as pentaerythritol, neopentyl glycol,
trimethylolpropane, and pentaglycerine) (Huang et al., 2016; Praveen & Suresh, 2018;
Zhang et al., 2020); (4) polymeric (incorporation of solid-liquid PCMs, for example,
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polyethylene glycol (PEG), to polymeric matrix) (Alkan et al., 2012; Ding et al., 2001;
Liao et al., 2010; Prajapati & Kandasubramanian, 2019; Wang et al., 2020).
Inorganic SSPCMs operate at high-temperature zones (>680 oC) and have low
latent heat enthalpies. In the case of organometallic SSPCMs, they are similar to graft
polymeric SSPCMs, which possess similar thermal properties. However, they have lower
enthalpies. In terms of organic SSPCMs, heat energy is absorbed and released when
small molecules undergo a crystalline to amorphous transition and are able to quickly
rearrange to crystallize and adopt new densely packed crystalline structures; this accounts
for their higher enthalpies. Most organic SSPCMs are melted at temperatures between
100–200 oC. Regarding polymeric SSPCMs, they usually have a phase change
temperature below 70 °C. They occupy a wider temperature range with respect to lowtemperature zones (<30 oC) and have relatively high enthalpy (Fallahi et al., 2017).
Therefore, polymeric SSPCMs are more promising candidates for the low-temperature
TES applications.
Polymeric SSPCMs are grafting solid-liquid PCMs that are soft phase change
motifs to thermally inert polymeric matrices with that is hard backbone/chain or
integrating them together to form stiff structures, utilizing mainly four approaches of
chemical grafting (Sarı et al., 2012), blocking (Liu et al., 2017), cross-linking
copolymerization (Zhou, 2009), and hyperbranching (Sundararajan et al., 2017a). When
absorbing energy, the soft segment tends to melt and undergo a phase transition from an
ordered formation to a disordered state; however, it is restricted by the combined hard
segment or the formed stiff structure, thus remains structurally unchanged. Polyethylene
glycol (PEG) has been widely used for the synthesis of polymeric SSPCMs due to its
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merits of high latent heat, biocompatibility, biodegradability, competitive price,
nontoxicity, good thermal stability, and chemical stability (Ivanova et al., 2014; Zahedi et
al., 2017). Furthermore, PEG is endowed with satisfactory latent enthalpy and a wide
range of transition temperatures that can be tailored by altering its molecular weight,
which gives it versatility in designing SSPCM (Sundararajan et al., 2017b). Therefore, a
number of studies have been conducted on PEG-based SSPCMs.
Sari et al. (Sarı et al., 2012) reported that poly(styrene-co-maleicanhydride)-graftPEG copolymers exhibit potential latent heat storage and release ability through the phase
transition between crystalline and amorphous phases of PEG bonded to the skeleton as
side chains. Xiang et al. (2013) reported that poly(hydroxybutyrate-co-hydroxyvalerate)
and PEG copolymer networks synthesized through free-radical solution polymerization
were environmentally friendly. Li and his group (2009) prepared the cellulose-graft-PEG
solid–solid PCMs by using 4,4-diphenylmethane diisocyanate (MDI) as a coupling
reagent, while plenty of dimethylformamide (DMF) was used as a solvent to reduce the
viscosity of the reactive system. Xi et al. (2012) synthesized a form stable thermoplastic
polyurethane solid–solid phase change material via employing PEG as soft segments, and
using MDI and tetrahydroxy compounds as hard segments. The DMF and THF were used
as solvent as well. Li and Ding (2007) reported a synthesis method via the two-step
condensation reaction of PEG10000 with pentaerythritol (PE) and MDI in DMF solvent.
Su and Liu (2006) prepared polyurethane block copolymer as solid–solid PCMs by
solution polyaddition, and the PCM was composed of PEG as soft segment, along with
MDI and 1,4-butanediol (BDO) as hard segments. For all of the aforementioned studies,
PEG based solid–solid PCMs with high latent heats and appropriate phase change
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temperatures for application were synthesized. However, a large amount of solvent such
as DMF was employed in the reaction process. The DMF resulted in the increased cost of
PCM and adverse effects on material performance and environment. Therefore, the
preparation of polymeric solid–solid PCMs with solvent-free processes will be a potential
subject. In addition, according to the discussion above, the two-step method was typically
utilized to synthesize the PEG based solid–solid PCMs, and the prepolymerization is
essential. It is necessary to explore a brief and simple method to adapt the practical
application.
Moreover, bulk polymers usually have low thermal conductivity, ~0.1–0.3 W/mK
(Henry et al., 2010; Henry & Chen, 2008), due to defects such as lack of crystalline
structure, polymer chain ends, entanglement, random orientation, voids, impurities, etc.
These defects act as stress concentration points and phonon scattering sites for heat
transfer. Typical methods such as introducing a secondary high thermal conductive phase
in a polymer matrix enhance thermal conductivity but to just one order of magnitude due
to high thermal resistance between the second phase and the polymer matrix.
The low thermal conductivity throttles the rate of heat absorption and release,
minimizes the thermally accessible PCM volume, and increases the superheat
temperature at the SSPCM interface. The result is that many SSPCMs fail to
accommodate the increasingly aggressive requirements for the rate of heat delivery and
extraction in the systems with intense heat fluxes and/or extreme thermal transients, such
as pulsed electronics on aerospace platforms. In most TES applications, a better thermal
conductivity is usually desired. Polymers with better thermal conductivity are of great
interest in thermal management systems. Availability of polymers with good thermal
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conductivity can expand SSPCM applications by partially replacing conventional TES
systems, leading to energy and cost savings. Much like electrochemical energy storage,
an ideal thermal energy storage system combines a large capacity with a fast
charge/discharge rate to maximize heat delivery and extraction from the PCM. This
unique combination offers critical advantages to technologies in both thermal
management, where the addition of thermal capacitance enables architectures designed
for time-average loads instead of peak loads, and thermal batteries, where the addition of
thermal conductance increases the rate of energy delivery and extraction (Barako et al.,
2018). However, the thermal conductivity and mechanical properties of SSPCM after
mixing with fillers are rarely studied. More traits could be found after mixing with fillers.
This study aims to investigate a facile method that is able to produce a type of
SSPCM without the participation of costive surfactant or co-solvent during the
preparation process, while possessing a relatively good thermal conductivity. The method
used in this paper provided a simple way to achieve crosslinking copolymerization PEGPMDI SSPCMs incorporated with graphite. PEG 6000, PMDI, and graphite powder (GP)
were selected to prepare the thermosetting SSPCMs through a solvent-free and brief
synthesis route. The PEG and PMDI act as phase change ingredient and crosslink agent,
respectively. Graphite plays a role in compensating thermal conductivity loss and
improving workability as well as shape stability. The chemical structure, crystallization
behavior, phase change behavior, thermal reliability, and thermal stability of obtained
SSPCM with and without graphite were comprehensively investigated.
3.3.2. Materials and Methods. In this section, the materials used, the
preparation techniques, and the test methods are described.
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3.3.2.1. Materials. Polyethylene glycol 6000 (PEG 6000, chemical formula of
HO(C₂H₄O)nH, Mt = 6000 g/mol, molecular biology grade) was manufactured by EMD
Millipore Corporation (Billerica, MA, U.S.A.). Polymethylene polyphenyl isocyanate
(PMDI, chemical formula of [C6H3(NCO)CH2]n , Mn = ~ 400, analytical grade) was
purchased from Sigma (Sigma–Aldrich Co., St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.). The average
functionality based on the weight percentage of isocyanate groups/molecules is
approximately 3.2. Military-grade graphite was received as 44 µm powders on average
with 99.9% purity, supplied by Loudwolf Inc. (Dublin, CA, U.S.A.).
3.3.2.2. Preparation of solid–solid PCM (SSPCM). The solid–solid PCMs were
synthesized via polyaddition route and crosslinking method, as shown in Figure 3.48.

Crosslinking segment

Crosslinking segment

Figure 3.48 Synthesis method of SSPCMs.

The solid-liquid PCM of PEG 6000 was first melted in a beaker at 80 ⁰C. The
proportional PMDI was added into PEG and mixed for 8 min (electromagnetic mixer,
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500 rpm, 85 ⁰C). The mixture was then placed in an oven at 80 ⁰C to be thermal cured.
After that, the thermosetting PEG-based solid–solid PCMs with PMDI as curing reagent
were produced. To the manufactured SSPCM-Graphite composite, the graphite powders
were dispersed in liquid PEG before adding PMDI.
In this study, the mass ratio of PMDI to PEG varied from 1% to 8%, i.e., 1% (P1),
4% (P2), 6% (P3), and 8% (P4), while the graphite content was 2.5% (G1) or 5% (G2) of
PEG mass. The notations of SSPCM with different dosages of PMDI and/or graphite are
listed in Table 3.8. However, based on the visual judgment on the stability of SSPCM
produced, the PMDI content of 4% and 6% were selected for more investigations.

Table 3.8 Notations of samples with different recipes.
Sample

Composition

PEG

PEG-0%PMDI

SSPCM-P1

PEG-1%PMDI

SSPCM-P2

PEG-4%PMDI

SSPCM-P2-G1

PEG-4%PMDI-2.5%graphite

SSPCM-P2-G2

PEG-4%PMDI-5%graphite

SSPCM-P3

PEG-6%PMDI

SSPCM-P3-G1

PEG-6%PMDI-2.5%graphite

SSPCM-P3-G2

PEG-6%PMDI-5%graphite

SSPCM-P4

PEG-8%PMDI
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3.3.2.3. Characterization methods. The following techniques are used in the
study.
FTIR (ATR): The Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy results for the
composite PCMs were measured with the ATR accessory on a Nicolet iS50 FT-IR
spectrometer (Nicolet, Madison, WI, U.S.A.) in the wavenumber range of 400–4000
cm−1.
XRD: The data were collected in a range of 2θ = 5–50o by a scanning rate of
0.04o/min at room temperature. X-ray diffractometer (XRD) with Cu Kα radiation at
0.05°/s scan rate under 45 kV and 40 mA performing condition.
DSC: All samples were heated from ambient temperature to 70 oC and kept for 3
min to erase prior processing histories of the samples. Then, the samples were cooled
from 70 oC to 20 oC to collect DSC cooling data. A second heating scan from 20 oC to 70
o

C produced the DSC heating profile used in this study.
TGA: Thermal gravimetric analyzer (SDT-Q600, U.S.A.) from room temperature

to 500 oC with a nitrogen atmosphere was used to investigate the thermal stability. The
heating rate was 10 oC/min, and approximately 10 mg of sample was used for each
testing.
DMA analysis: The samples were cast into cylinder bars with a diameter of 5mm
and a height of 10mm. A dynamic mechanical analyzer (DMA 7e; Perkin–Elmer, U.S.A.)
was conducted to measure the thermal dynamic mechanical property. The sample was
heated from room temperature to 100 °C with a heating rate of 5 °C/min. The loading
force was 500 mN. To ensure consistency in the results, three samples from each
specimen were tested.
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Thermal conductivity: The thermal conductivity was measured with the Hot Disk
TPS 500 S (Hot Disk AB, Göteborg, Sweden) using Transient Plane (TPS) method, in
accordance with ISO 22007-2. The accuracy and reproducibility are better than 5% and
approximately 2%, respectively. The dimensions of the samples prepared were 15 mm
diameter and 5 mm thickness. The result for each sample takes from the average value of
three measurements.
Thermal cycling testing: Accelerated thermal cycling testing was performed in a
thermal cycle chamber. The tests were performed with 1000 consecutive heating/cooling
processes within the temperature range of 30–90 oC. After thermal cycles, the samples
were measured by DSC and FTIR in order to evaluate their reliability in the phase change
properties and its chemical composition stability, respectively.
3.3.3. Effect of Cross-linking and Graphite-addition on the Physicomechanical Properties of SSPCM. The SSPCMs with various dosages of cross-linking
agent and graphite are synthesized and studied, aiming to understand the effect of crosslinking and graphite-addition on the physico-mechanical and thermal properties of
SSPCM. In this section, their influences on the physico-mechanical properties of SSPCM
are discussed.
3.3.3.1. Physical properties. As shown in Figure 3.49(a), the PEG 6000 is white
crystals with densities of approximately 1.20 g/cm3 under room temperature (20 ºC),
while it becomes colorless liquid with a viscosity of 632 mPa‧s at 80 oC (Schæfer &
Mathiesen, 1996). Its phase change temperature and enthalpy are measured to be 61oC
and 184.5 J/g. Regarding thermal stability, it remains stable until it decomposes at a
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temperature of 383.5 °C in a nitrogen environment. The thermal conductivity of PEG
6000 is about 0.2 W/(m‧ K).
Figure 3.49(b) illustrates that the color and viscosity of PMDI are sensitive to
temperature. It is a brown liquid with a viscosity of 180 mPa‧s and a density of 1.23
g/cm3 at a low temperature of 20 oC, according to the manufacturer, while it becomes a
yellow liquid at a higher temperature of 80 oC, accompanied by a visible reduction of
viscosity. It has thermal stability that no apparent decomposition at temperatures lower
than 230°C under a nitrogen environment. The thermal conductivity and specific heat of

(a) PEG 6000

PMDI are 0.16 W/(m‧ K) and 1.5 J/(g‧K), respectively.

80 oC

80 oC

20 oC

(b) PMDI

20 oC

20 oC

80 oC

Figure 3.49 Physical conditions of raw materials of (a) PEG6000 and (b) PMDI at
different temperatures.
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The shape, microstructure, and size distribution of the graphite particles
ultimately determine the functional properties (e.g., electrical/ thermometric conductivity,
flexural strength) of the graphite and the quality of the final products (Jie et al., 2005). In
Figure 3.50, the morphologies, microstructures, and size distribution of graphite powders
are presented. The micrometer graphite has a high proportion of flat flake and a small
proportion of chunky shape. Regarding grain size distribution, the average particle size is
29.03 µm, and 80% of particle size falls between 5.27 µm and 59.15 µm. The density of
graphite is determined to be 2.69 g/cm3.

Figure 3.50 Graphite powders: (a) Morphologies of graphite powders; (a1-a4)
Microstructures of different types of graphite particles; (b) Size distribution of graphite
powders.
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After polyaddition of PEG6000 via the cross-linking agent of PMDI, the produced
two-component SSPCM (i.e., SSPCM-P2) is shown in Figure 3.51(a). The melted
PEG6000 mixes well with 4% PMDI in Figure 3.51(a1) so as to prepare the ready
mixture for further heat curing. Amid the heat curing, the liquid mixture turns into a gumlike product and becomes more and more elastic. Concurrently, some small bubbles are
generated and trapped, which leads to some volume expansion of the mixture. After
casting in mold and cooling down, the solid-state SSPCM is prepared, and its crosssection in Figure 3.51(a2) reveals some pores distributing inside the SSPCM. However,
the solid-state SSPCM proves relatively good shape stability after phase change in Figure
3.51 (a3) and (a4), though there is a small degree of shrinkage.
After being incorporated by graphite powder, the SSPCM-Graphite composite is
obtained, as shown in Figure 3.51(b) for SSPCM-P2-G2. In Figure 3.51(b1), melted
PEG6000 is first mixed with 5% graphite and then mixed with 4% PMDI. It was found
that adding graphite helped dilute the mixture and made the gum-like two-component
SSPCM less sticky, so that the SSPCM-Graphite composite (i.e., SSPCM-P2-G2) had
better workability when placed in the mold. Comparing with the solid-state, the SSPCMP2 in Figure 3.51(a2), the solid-state SSPCM-P2-G2 has a denser cross-section with
smaller and fewer pores in Figure 3.51(b2). In terms of shape stability, the SSPCM-P2G2 can maintain their solid shape at 80 oC with little volume change, demonstrating
better shape stability with the addition of graphite in SSPCM.
3.3.3.2. Shape stability and mechanical properties. To investigate the shape
stabilities of SSPCM at different temperatures, the compressive strength of SSPCM at
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room temperature was measured, and the deformation of SSPCM under a constant force
and an increasing temperature was monitored via DMA test.

(a) SSPCM-P2

(a1) Preparation of
SSPCM

(a2) Cross-section
of SSPCM

(b) SSPCM-P2-G2

(b1) Preparation of
SSPCM-Graphite

(b2) Cross-section
of SSPCMGraphite

(a3) 20 oC
(a4) 80 oC
(b3) 20 oC
(b4) 80 oC
Figure 3.51 Preparations, cross-sections, and visual shape stabilities after phase change of
(a) SSPCM-P2 and (b) SSPCM-P2-G2.

At room temperature, the SSPCMs have a high compression resistance. As
depicted in Figure 3.52, the compressive strengths of solid-state PEG, SSPCM, and
SSPCM-Graphite composites, including PEG, SSPCM-P2, SSPCM-P3, SSPCM-P2-G2,
and SSPCM-P3-G2. From the figure, it was found that the content of PMDI is highly
related to the mechanical properties of the SSPCM and SSPCM-Graphite composite,
since the hard segment is composed of isocyanate and alcohol that are from PMDI. The
higher the PMDI dosage is, the higher the compressive strength of SSPCM is. Moreover,
the graphite helps improve the strength of the solid-state SSPCMs significantly due to the
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bridge effect. When under loading, the graphite platelets debond from the SSPCM matrix
and then generate microcracks. Upon further loading, these microcracks joined together
to form a single dominant crack, and the final failure of the specimen occurred by
microvoid coalescence (Powell & Housz, 1998; Yasmin & Daniel, 2004).

Figure 3.52 Compressive strengths of the solid-state PEG, SSPCM, and SSPCM-Graphite
composites at room temperature.

The developments of sample deformation resulting from temperature in the DMA
test are displayed in Figure 3.53. Both SSPCM-P2 and SSPCM-P2-G2 are able to
maintain their solid shape at 65 oC; however, they become softer as temperature rises.
The SSPCM-P2-G2 has a smaller deformation after 65 oC due to the addition of graphite.
3.3.3.3. Thermal conductivity. The results in Figure 3.54 show the thermal
conductivities of the PEG, SSPCMs, and SSPCM-Graphite composites.
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Figure 3.53 Deformation versus temperature of the SSPCM-P2 and SSPCM-P2-G2 in
dynamic mechanical analyses.

Figure 3.54 Thermal conductivities of the SSPCMs and SSPCM-Graphite composites.

In Figure 3.54, the pristine PEG has a conductivity of 0.19 W/mK. Crosslinks can
form efficient heat conduction pathways and networks by connecting polymer chains
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with strong covalent bonds. It is natural to expect that the thermal conductivity would
increase with the increasing number of crosslinks in the polymer network (Xiong et al.,
2017). The conductivities of the SSPCM-P2 and SSPCM-P3 are 0.20 W/mK and 0.22
W/mK, respectively. The higher the content of the cross-linking agent, the better the
thermal conductivity is. However, although the crosslinks could enhance the inter-chain
coupling strength, these crosslinks could also break the periodicity along the polymer
chains, which could result in strong phonon scattering (Huang et al., 2018). Yu et al.
(2014) experimentally showed a 30% reduction in the thermal conductivity of HDPE,
because the cross-links in HDPE suppressed the crystallization of polymer molecules.
MD simulations performed by Ni et al. (2009) suggest that a 10% crosslinking in PE
polymer could result in a 44.2% reduction in the thermal conductivity along the chains.
Therefore, it is still an open question about how to better engineer the cross-link to tune
the thermal conductivity of a polymer.
It has been studied for almost a century that the thermal conductivity of polymers
can be strengthened by adding high thermal conductive fillers. Hence, graphite platelets
were added to enhance the thermal conductivity of the SSPCMs. When adding 2.5%
graphite in the SSPCMs, the conductivities of the SSPCM-P2-G1 and SSPCM-P3-G1
composites are 0.29 W/mK and 0.33 W/mK, respectively. When mixing 5% graphite in
the SSPCMs, the conductivities of the SSPCM-P2-G2 and SSPCM-P3-G2 composites are
0.50 W/mK and 0.56 W/mK. The conductivities of SSPCM-P2-G2 and SSPCM-P3-G2
are 1.63 and 1.95 times higher than that of the neat PEG.
The thermal conductivity is determined not only by the intrinsic properties of
polymer matrices and fillers but also by the dispersion and interaction between fillers and
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matrices and the filler network. In Figure 3.55, the dispersion of graphite platelets in the
sample of SSPCM-P3-G2 is observed by an optical microscope, and an inter-filler
network is proposed and illustrated by a schematic drawing in Figure 3.56. It can be seen
that the graphite is well dispersed and formed inter-filler networks. The mechanism of the
conductivity enhancement of graphite is rooted in thermal bridges.

Figure 3.55 Dispersion of graphite in SSPCM-P3-G2.

Figure 3.56 Schematic diagram of the potential inter-filler network formed in the
SSPCM-Graphite composite.
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3.3.4. Effect of Cross-linking Degree and Graphite Dosage on the Thermal
Properties of SSPCM. Apart from the physico-mechanical properties of SSPCM, the
thermal properties of SSPCM are affected by the cross-linking degree and graphite
dosage. In this section, their influences on the thermal properties of SSPCM are
discussed.
3.3.4.1. Mechanisms of cross-linking reaction and graphite-addition. To
study the chemical structure and interpret the interaction between PEG and PMDI
molecules, attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATRFTIR) was conducted to identify the various functional groups in the PEG, PMDI,
Graphite platelet, SSPCM, and SSPCM-Graphite composites. Their ATR-FTIR results
are displayed in Figure 3.57. It should be noted that there are small noises between 2000–
2400 cm-1 in ATR-FTIR results due to the low absorptivity to the beam light of the
diamond anvil base attached to the sample.
In Figure 3.57, it is obvious that the neat PMDI has bands at 2242 cm-1 and at
1721 cm-1 due to the stretching vibration of C=N bonding and the stretching of C=O
bonding in the isocyanate group (-N=C=O) of the PMDI, respectively. The band at 1510
cm-1 accounts for the stretching of the ring of PMDI. Moreover, virgin PEG exhibits a
wide band of hydroxyl stretching spanning 3200–3700 cm−1 with a band at 3473 cm-1.
Hydroxyl values of the PEG 6000 are 16-23 mgKOH/g, according to the manufacturer.
The band at 1115 cm-1 is ascribed to the C–O–C symmetrical stretching vibration. The
characteristic transmittance peaks at 2880 cm-1, 1468 cm-1, 1343 cm-1, 964 cm-1, and 842
cm-1 correspond to C–H vibrations.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.57 Transmittance versus wavenumber in the FTIR tests of PEG, PMDI,
SSPCM-P2, and SSPCM-P2-G2. (GP=Graphite platelet)

Regarding SSPCM, the distinctive bands at 1726 cm-1 and 1538 cm-1 are derived
from the C=O and N–H stretching vibrations in urethane groups that formed by
polyaddition/crosslinking between PEG and PMDI. The transmittance peak at 1115 cm-1
is led from a C–O–C stretching vibration of ether and urethane. The characteristic
transmittance peaks attributed to C–H vibrations at 2880 cm-1, 1468 cm-1, 1343 cm-1, 964
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cm-1 and 842 cm-1 are also found in SSPCM. With respect to SSPCM-Graphite
composite, it has very similar band patterns with that of SSPCM. No new bands are
found after graphite-addition, suggesting that only physical interaction occurs.
It is clear that, comparing the spectra of PMDI and PEG with that of SSPCM, the
distinct band at the 2242 cm-1 in PMDI and the broad band at 3473 cm-1 in PEG vanish,
while new bands from the urethane groups at 1726 cm-1, 1538 cm-1 and 1115 cm-1 appear
in SSPCM. It is suggesting the reaction between the hydroxyl of PEG and the isocyanate
of PMDI, leading to urethane linkages in the polymer backbone of SSPCM. However,
adding graphite to SSPCM does not change the chemical structure of SSPCM; that makes
the spectra of SSPCM-Graphite composite and SSPCM similar to each other. Therefore,
the FTIR results prove that the polymeric SSPCM-Graphite composite has been acquired
through thermal curing of PEG and PMDI and the addition of graphite.
The latent heat and phase change temperature are positively influenced by the
crystalline properties of SSPCMs. To interpret the crystalline properties of the SSPCMs,
XRD tests were carried out. The results are presented in Figure 3.58.
The graphite powder has a prominent diffraction peak of carbon at 2θ = 26.5o.
There are two main diffraction peaks at 2θ = 19.0o and 23.1o in the XRD curve of neat
PEG, which have full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 0.1791 and 0.1535 (o2θ),
respectively. Their sharp shapes indicate good crystallization properties of graphite
powder and PEG. The diffraction curve of the SSPCM (i.e., SSPCM-P2) has a similar
pattern with that of pristine PEG, in which the positions of the two major peaks remain
unchanged. It demonstrates that the SSPCM has a similar crystal structure and crystal cell
type to those of pure PEG. However, the diffraction intensities of the two peaks become
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lower in the SSPCM curve, and their widths are broadening with a larger FWHM of
0.2301 and 0.1791 (o2θ), respectively. It is known that peak width varies inversely with
crystallite size, in line with the Scherer equation of Equation (3.3) (Scherrer, 1918).
Dhkl=(k×λ)/(β×cosθ)

(3.3)

where Dhkl is the lamellae size along [hkl] with a unit of Å; k is the Scherrer constant as
well as shape factor, 0.94 (Langford & Wilson, 1978); λ is the X-ray wavelength of
1.541874 Å; β is the FWHM with a unit of radian; θ is the diffraction angle with a unit of
degree (°). The crystallite sizes calculated are shown in Table 3.9. Consequently, it can be
perceived that the crystallite size of the PEG soft segment in SSPCM is smaller than that
of the pristine PEG, which is consistent with previous relative studies (Fu et al., 2016;
Peng et al., 2016; Z. Liu et al., 2017). The total Dhkl in the SSPCM is 183.4 Å, less than
that in the pristine PEG. However, the crystallite size of the PEG soft segment in SSPCM
is almost the same as that in SSPCM-Graphite composite (i.e., SSPCM-P2-G2).
Comparing the diffraction pattern of SSPCM-Graphite composite with that of SSPCM,
the intensity and broad width of the two major diffraction peaks are due to the PEG
segment having little fluctuation, substantiating that the intrinsic crystalline structures of
the PEG segments in SSPCM are not affected by the addition of graphite.
The decrease of crystallite size in the SSPCM may be attributed to the confined
molecular chain motion due to the crosslinking structure and the hard benzene ring
groups derived from PMDI. Regarding the thermal energy storage mechanism, it is
known that the crystalline phase continuously transforms into the liquid/amorphous phase
amid the latent heat storage of the PEG and SSPCM (Liang et al., 1995). The decline of
crystallite size account for the decay of latent heat discussed in Section 3.3.4.2.
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Figure 3.58 XRD results of PEG, Graphite platelet, SSPCM (i.e., SSPCM-P2), and
SSPCM-Graphite composite (i.e., SSPCM-P2-G2).

Table 3.9 Crystallite sizes Dhkl along the [hkl] direction of PEG, SSPCM, and SSPCMGraphite composites.
Sample

2θ (o) d-spacing (Å) hkl

FWHM (o2θ) Dhkl (Å)

19.0

4.66

120 0.179

470.1

23.1

3.85

112 0.154

552.2

19.1

4.65

120 0.230

365.6

23.2

3.84

112 0.179

473.3

19.2

4.62

120 0.230

365.7

23.3

3.81

112 0.179

473.4

PEG

SSPCM

SSPCM-Graphite composite
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The differences of microstructures and morphologies of SSPCM-P2 and SSPCMP2-G2 are characterized by SEM imaging, as shown in Figure 3.59. It displays the
graphite platelets are embedded in the SSPCM, which makes the microstructures look
somewhat different. In Figure 3.60, the SEM and BSE images are compared for the
SSPCM-P2-G2.

(a1)

(a2)

(a3)

(a) SSPCM-P2

(b1)

(b2)

(b3)

(b4)

(b5)

(b6)

(b) SSPCM-P2-G2
Figure 3.59 SEM images of PEG, SSPCM-P2, and SSPCM-P2-G2.
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(a) SEM

(b) SEM

(c) BSE

Figure 3.60 SEM and BSE images of SSPCM-P2-G2.

3.3.4.2. Phase change properties. In this section, the phase change properties of
the products are investigated. As shown in Figure 3.61, the DSC curves of the twocomponent SSPCMs are examined, in order to learn the effect of the dosage of the crosslinking agent of PMDI and the addition of graphite platelets on the phase change
properties of the SSPCM. Based on the analyses of DSC curves, the phase change
properties of the SSPCMs with different PMDI dosages are summarized in Table 3.10.
In Figure 3.61(a), the exothermic/endothermic peaks of pristine PEG (SSPCM
with 0% PMDI) are relatively higher and sharper, while the peaks of the SSPCM are
smaller, broader, and blunter with the increase of PMDI dosages. It indicates that the
higher the degree of cross-linking is, the smaller and broader the exothermic/endothermic
property becomes. The energy storage/release capabilities of PCM have been decreased
after the crosslinking reaction. It should also be mentioned that, as the PMDI dosage
increased, the melted SSPCM became less sticky and more thermosetting based on visual
observation during its preparation process.
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(a)

(b)
(c)
Figure 3.61 DSC tests of SSPCM with various dosages of PMDI and graphite.

According to Table 3.10, when the cross-linking agent of PMDI content is 4%
and 6% PMDI, the SSPCM has a melting latent heat of 154 J/g and 137 J/g, which is a
16% and 25% reduction regarding that of pristine PEG, respectively. Based on the results
of Figure 3.61 and Table 3.10, the trend analyses of SSPCM with the increase of PMDI
content and graphite content are plotted in Figure 3.62.
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Figure 3.62(a) manifests the effect of dosage of crosslinking agent PMDI on the
latent heat capacity and phase change temperature of SSPCM. The solid lines show that
the latent heat capacity of SSPCM decreases as the PMDI dosage increases. The dash
lines indicate that the phase change temperature of SSPCM is not apparently affected by
PMDI dosage. In Figure 3.62 (b) and (c), the effect of graphite dosage on the latent heat
capacity and phase change temperature of SSPCM with 4% PMDI or 6% PMDI is
manifested. The solid lines show that the latent heat capacity of SSPCM decreases as the
graphite dosage increases. The dash lines indicate the phase change temperature of
SSPCM is not apparently affected by graphite dosage.

Table 3.10 Phase change properties of PEG, PEG-based SSPCM, and SSPCM-Graphite
composite.
Sample

Composition

ΔHm(J/g) Tm

ΔHc(J/g) Tc

PEG

PEG-0%PMDI

184.2

61.05

182.7

46.52

SSPCM-P1

PEG-1%PMDI

162.1

58.93

147.5

43.97

SSPCM-P2

PEG-4%PMDI

154.1

61.69

155.6

44.49

SSPCM-P2-G1 PEG-4%PMDI-2.5%graphite 130.8

55.24

137.9

43.84

SSPCM-P2-G2 PEG-4%PMDI-5%graphite

112.9

60.71

115.1

38.89

SSPCM-P3

137.3

60.59

140.7

43.75

SSPCM-P3-G1 PEG-6%PMDI-2.5%graphite 120

58.5

120.4

43.49

SSPCM-P3-G2 PEG-6%PMDI-5%graphite

109.5

60.14

112.5

48.09

SSPCM-P4

117.6

60.92

123.3

45.55

PEG-6%PMDI

PEG-8%PMDI
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(a)

(b)
(c)
Figure 3.62 Trend analyses of SSPCM with the increase of PMDI content and graphite
content.
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Figure 3.63 Three phase diagram of PEG, PMDI, graphite for phase change temperature
and enthalpy.
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A three phase diagram is plotted in Figure 3.63 for the convenience of screening
SSPCM-Graphite composites from proper phase change properties.
3.3.4.3. Thermal stability. Thermal stability is evaluated by TG tests, showcased
in Figure 3.64. The extrapolated thermal degradation temperatures are determined by the
Tangent method in which the onset/offset points are from the intersection of two
tangents.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 3.64 TGA tests of SSPCM and SSPCM-Graphite composites.
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In Figure 3.64(d), the decomposition temperatures and mass losses are collected
from Figure 3.64(a-c). As shown, the onset and offset decomposition temperatures have
an uptick alongside the increasing PMDI content in the SSPCM, owning to the higher
cross-linking degree. Also, the addition of graphite in the SSPCM raises the onset and
offset decomposition temperatures mildly. This can be ascribed to the homogeneous
distribution of graphite particles, generating a tortuous path in the SSPCM-Graphite
composite that hinders diffusion of the volatile decomposition products in the composite.
The increment of thermal stability due to the addition of micro-particles has also been
reported for other composites (Agag et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2003; Zheng & Wang,
2003).
There is around 4% residue after burning up to 500 °C in the test of pure PEG
6000. After the addition of polymerization, the SSPCM-P2 has less residue, and the
residue increases as the PMDI content for SSPCMs increases. Adding graphite decreases
the mass loss percentages of the SSPCMs since graphite is very stable at temperatures
less than 500 °C. The higher the content of graphite powder, the less the mass loss at 500
°C is. The graphite content and the mass loss at 500 °C should have a consistent negative
relation; however, the relation shown in the result is not consistent due to the small
sampling for the test that leads to a sampling error.
All SSPCM and SSPCM-Graphite composites are pretty stable before 383 °C.
The thermal degradation temperatures of the SSPCM and SSPCM-Graphite composites
in this study are organized in Table 3.11, together with the properties of some existing
PCMs or SSPCMs.
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Table 3.11 Decomposition and mass loss tests of the SSPCM and SSPCM-Graphite
composites.
Sample

Onset (oC)

Offset (oC)

Mass loss (%)

PEG

383.5

415.6

96.3

SSPCM-P2

384.0

416.1

98.5

SSPCM-P2-G1

386.8

417.3

94.1

SSPCM-P2-G2

387.4

416.9

92.6

SSPCM-P3

386.5

417.5

96.8

SSPCM-P3-G1

387.1

418.8

93.0

SSPCM-P3-G2

387.6

420.4

90.4

SSPCM-P4

386.6

420.8

95.9

3.3.4.4. Thermal reliability. As shown in Figure 3.65, the DSC, FTIR results of
SSPCM-P2 and SSPCM-P2-G2 before and after 1000 cycles are not significantly
changed, which confirmed satisfied thermal reliability and reusability of the SSPCM and
SSPCM-Graphite composites.
3.3.5. More Discussion on Applications of Ground SSPCM. Apart from
casting SSPCM into shape, in some cases, the SSPCM and SSPCM-Graphite composites
can be ground into a powder that makes them easier for dispersive applications, as shown
in Figure 3.66. They have a similar or higher latent heat than the commercial microencapsulated PCMs, but require much more facile synthesis techniques, which helps in
cost control. It should be noted that the higher the content of PMDI, the harder it is to
grind since it is more flexible. As for potential applications, since the SS-PCM is pretty
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stable before 380 oC, it is possible to be deployed in asphalt concrete and survive the hot
mixing process. Also, the phase change temperature of 58 oC is suitable in asphalt
concrete.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.65 DSC, FTIR results of SSPCM-P2 and SSPCM-P2-G2 before and after 1000
cycles.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.66 SSPCMs powders: (a) SSPCM powder; (b) SSPCM-Graphite composite
powder.

3.3.6. Summary. In this study, SSPCMs made of PEG, PMDI, and graphite are
synthesized. Their properties are scrutinized, and the following conclusions can be
drawn:
The leakage issue of PEG can be solved by the polyaddition method, though it is
sacrificing part of the latent heat capacity. When the cross-linking agent of PMDI content
is 4% and 6% PMDI, the SSPCM has a melting latent heat of 154 J/g and 137 J/g,
respectively. As the PMDI dosage increases, the compressive strength of SSPCM at room
temperature increases. At an elevating temperature, the SSPCM with the higher PMDI
dosage has better shape stability. The thermal conductivity of the SSPCM goes up
slightly with stronger covalent bonds from the cross-linking formation. The SSPCM is
stable before 383 °C. The onset and offset decomposition temperature also have an uptick
with the increase of PMDI content in the SSPCM, owning to the higher cross-linking
degree.
The addition of graphite in the SSPCM is to improve its thermal conductivity.
Graphite raises the thermal conductivities of SSPCM-P2 from 0.2 to 0.5 and SSPCM-P3
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from 0.22 to 0.56, with 5% graphite addition. The SSPCM-P2-G2 and SSPCM-P2-G2
have a melting enthalpy of 112.9 J/g and 109.5 J/g, respectively. The incorporation of
graphite in SSPCM becomes more workable/shapable and gives a bonus to better shape
stability. The SSPCM-Graphite composites are generally stable before 383 °C. The
addition of graphite in the SSPCM raises the onset and offsets decomposition
temperatures slightly.

STRUVITE-K AS THERMOCHEMICAL MATERIAL
3.4.1. Background. Motivated by profound climate change and the goal of
carbon-neutrality in 2050 per the Paris Agreement, society’s progressive shift from
carbon-based to renewable energy has led to urgent demands of more advanced energy
storage techniques for the inherently inconsistent green energy harvested (Zhou et al.,
2010). A significant part (more than 60%) of the energy consumption in U.S. homes is
related to domestic space and water heating (U.S. EIA, 2016, 2021) that suggests thermal
load is the primary driver of electricity-demand peaks. Therefore, good heat battery
technology — regarding stimulation of sustainable energy deployment and enhancement
of demand flexibility and overall microgrid resilience — is naturally desired for domestic
thermal energy storage (TES).
Energy storage material is one of the most critical components in heat batteries.
Four major existing TES technologies leverage four energy storage techniques for
different materials, i.e., sensible heat capacity (Bejan, 1978), latent heat enthalpy (Cui et
al., 2014, 2015; Memon, Cui, et al., 2015; Liao et al., 2019), sorption process of binary
working pair (Weber & Dorer, 2008; N’Tsoukpoe et al., 2013; Liao et al., 2019), and
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thermochemical reactions of material (N’Tsoukpoe et al., 2009). Compared with the other
three, the thermochemical reaction, on the one hand, can store a much larger amount of
heat in heat loss-free capacities by means of chemisorption or physisorption of a sorbent
gas. As such, high energy density and heat-loss free storage are intrinsic material
properties of thermochemical material (TCM), as established in 1958 by Goldstein
(1961), who was the first to propose the concept of a thermochemical heat battery. Lizana
et al. (2017) concluded that the highest potentials for competitive energy efficiencies in
latent and sensible energy storage systems are volumetric thermal energy storage
densities up to 430 and 250 MJ/m3, respectively. Nevertheless, the energy density of
thermochemical energy storage can reach 1510 MJ/m3. On the other hand, an essential
difference between phase change materials (PCMs) and TCMs is that a phase change
depends on temperature only, whereas a thermochemical reaction has extra control
parameters, namely the existence and pressure of sorbent gas, offering more control
handles for long-term energy storage. Therefore, TCM possesses a greater potential in
achieving high energy density and long-term storage ability that is suitable for
controllable heat battery.
In Figure 3.67(a), it presents a schematic diagram of the concept of seasonal heat
battery module installed in the buildings. The excessive daily heat in summer from
photovoltaic panels, solar radiation on building envelops, solar heat collectors, and solar
water heaters can be charged to a heat cell. The thermal energy in heat cells can be stably
stored during the fall and then released gradually in winter, thereby overcoming seasonal
mismatch and making effective use of available solar energy. To adopt TCM in heat
battery module, the TCM compartment in the TCM heat battery was equipped with a
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water source for energy supply control, as shown in Figure 3.67(b). The water source
acted as an evaporator when discharging the TCM in winter and as a condenser when
charging in summer (Donkers et al., 2017).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.67 Schematic representation of (a) the seasonal thermos-chemical material
(TCM)-module concept and (b) TCM heat battery system.

To find the optimal TCM for domestic applications, researchers studied in wide
ranges of materials, mostly single salts with reaction temperatures lower than 100 °C.
N'Tsoukpoe et al. (2014) concluded that LaCl3 (1148.4 J/g, 591 kWh/m3, 91 °C) and
SrBr2 (946.8 J/g, 628 kWh/m3, 88.6 °C) were the most promising salts after a systematic
screening of 125 salt hydrates, only from the thermodynamic point of view and for the
sake of space heating. Kiyabu et al. (2018) suggested that CuBr2 (730 J/g, 80-100 °C)
was the most promising from the perspective of its mass density, volumetric density, and
turning temperature. Many researchers studyied MgSO4 (Posern & Kaps, 2008; van
Essen et al., 2009; Posern & Kaps, 2010; Ferchaud et al., 2012; Donkers et al., 2015),
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MgCl2 (Kirsh et al., 1987; Posern & Kaps, 2010; Zondag et al., 2010; Ferchaud et al.,
2012; Rammelberg et al., 2012), Na2S (Brunberg, 1980; Boer et al., 2004; Sögütoglu et
al., 2018) and CaCl2 (Rammelberg et al., 2012; Cui et al., 2014; Barreneche et al., 2015)
in detail. However, there were opposing opinions about these materials. Donkers et al.
(2017) published a review on TCMs, considering operating conditions, volume change,
availability, cost, and environmental impact with methodologies based on
thermodynamic data from 563 thermochemical reactions to search for the most promising
thermochemical material as a technological break-through. Based on their review and
selection criterion, the commonly suggested TCMs of MgSO4, CaCl2, Na2S, and MgCl2
were categorized in a group that was unsuitable for low-temperature domestic heat
storage, as determined by hydration temperature, energy storage density, and safety
concerns (i.e., issues of HCl-outgassing (Kipouros & Sadoway, 1987), emission of H2S
(Nash, 1988) and deliquescence (de Boer et al., 2002). This aligned with Lizana’s (2017)
review. Instead, K2CO3 was recommended as the most promising TCM for use in
domestic application due to its good cycling stability, though it has a comparatively lower
volumetric storage density of 1.3 GJ/m3. As seen from the above, there are still limited
options for TCMs’ domestic applications and few studies on double and/or triple salts as
TCMs; therefore, more research is needed to find new and better TCMs.
A double salt of struvite-K was proposed as a new type of TCM for long-term
energy storage in this study. The dehydration/hydration reaction of struvite-K is stable
and expected to have a high reaction enthalpy change (Le Rouzic et al., 2017; Rathod et
al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2012). On the one hand, struvite-K is readily available. Struvite-K
is the main hydration product of magnesium potassium phosphate cement (MKPC),
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known as magnesium potassium phosphate hexahydrate (KMgPO4·6H2O). Compared
with Portland cement, the production of MKPC consumes 60% less energy (Li et al.,
2004; Liao et al., 2017) and releases six times less CO2, making it more environmentally
friendly and may be more prevalent in the future (Davidovits, 2002). Additionally, since
2003, struvite-K has been classified as a natural mineral in its own right after it was
discovered in the two following locations: Binntal, Switzerland, and the Styria region of
Austria (Graeser et al., 2008), thus it is more accessible than previously thought. On the
other hand, the struvite-K is known to be superior regarding reaction/volume stability
without environmental concerns (Hou et al., 2020; Ma et al., 2014). By contrast, the
ettringite double salt proposed as possible TCM by Struble & Brown in 1986 (Struble &
Brown, 1986) and later (Hall et al., 1996; Kaufmann & Winnefeld, 2019) is less stable in
reaction/volume and sensitive to moisture and CO2 (Zhou & Glasser, 2000). As
previously mentioned, some single salts of Na2S and MgCl2 yield environmental
concerns and deliquescence issues. Therefore, struvite-K was selected and evaluated as a
new type of TCM.
In this paper, the special MKPC hydrate of struvite-K was first examined as a
potential TCM. The thermal, chemical, and physical properties are essential for the
TCMs used in the heat battery. An in-depth investigation of struvite-K was presented
regarding chemical composition/structure, energy storage density, hydration/dehydration
temperatures, activation energy, reaction kinetics, adsorption (water uptake) behavior,
and cycling stability over hydration/dehydration cycles. It paved a solid foundation for
the design and application of struvite-K heat cells in domestic energy storage.
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3.4.2. Synthesis of Struvite-K. Struvite-K was synthesized by adding KOH
solution dropwise to a solution of 5 g MgCl2 and 25 g KH2PO4 in 100 mL of water until
the pH was 7.5 (Mathew & Schroeder, 1979). All the reactants were analytic reagents.
The synthesis reaction matched Equation (3.4). Developments of pH, conductivity, and
temperature in the mixture were monitored amid the mixing and precipitation stages, and
the results are displayed in Figure 3.68. According to Figure 3.68(a), there was a large
amount of heat released during the reaction, which led to a maximum temperature of 40.8
°C. After three days standing at room temperature of 22±1 °C, the pH and the
conductivity of the mixture stabilized at 7.635 and 150.5 mS/cm, respectively, as shown
in Figure 3.68(b). The formed fine white precipitate of struvite-K was filtered under
suction from the mixture. Then the precipitate was thoroughly washed three times with
deionized water, then it was washed once with acetone and finally dried under suction to
remove the last traces of water. The semi-dry solid struvite-K was transferred to a
desiccator and allowed to dry thoroughly under vacuum at room temperature.
𝐾𝑂𝐻

MgCl2 + 𝐾𝐻2 𝑃𝑂4 + 6𝐻2 𝑂 →

𝑀𝑔𝐾𝑃𝑂4 ∙ 6𝐻2 𝑂 ↓ +2𝐻𝐶𝑙

(3.4)

(a)
(b)
Figure 3.68. Developments of pH, conductivity, and temperature (a) 0-11 min (b) 0-200
min.
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3.4.3. Characterization Methods of Materials. The as-prepared struvite-K were
characterized by a series of methods investigating thermal kinetics, chemical
composition, morphology, adsorption (water uptake) behavior, and thermal stability in
the course of the hydration/dehydration cycling.
The density of powder sample was measured by the automatic density analyzer
ULTRAPYC 1200e (Quantachrome Instruments, U.S.A.). It leveraged volume
measurements to achieve density when the gas pycnometer obtained data by pressurizing
the sample cell (with sample of known mass inside) with Helium. A valve was then
opened to a separate chamber, and the pressure changed within the chamber. Boyles law
of Equation (3.5) was applied for sample volume calculations (Boyle, 1662). Ten
measurements were averaged to achieve the final density.
𝑃𝑉 = 𝑛𝑅𝑇

(3.5)

where P is pressure, V is volume, n is the number of moles of gas, R is the Universal Gas
Constant, T is temperature.
Temperature, pH, and conductivity of the mixture were monitored together by
Benchtop pH/mV/ISE Meter HI 5522 (Hanna Instruments Inc., RI, U.S.A.). The
resolution for temperature, pH, and conductivity is 0.1 °C with accuracy ±0.2 °C, 0.1 pH
with accuracy ±0.1 pH, and 0.1 mS/cm with accuracy ±1%, respectively.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) data of the samples were analyzed by a PANanalytical
X’pert Pro MPD diffractometer, using CuKα radiation (λ = 1.54 Å) and an X-Celerator
solid detector. The patterns were examined at room temperature with 2θ ranging from 5°
to 60°. The step size was Δ2θ = 0.02626°, and the time per step was 200s. That yielded a
scan speed of 0.03348°/s owing to the use of a strip detector with 255 active channels.
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Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy was used to determined samples’
infrared absorbance, using a Shimadzu FTIR 8400S (Shimadzu Corporation, Tokyo,
Japan) with a horizontal ATR (attenuated total reflectance) crystal. Before analysis, the
crystal surface was cleaned with a tissue soaked in isopropanol and left to dry. The
sample was applied in powdered form on the surface of the crystal and pressed using a
screw during the measurement for optimum signal/noise ratio. The spectrum was
collected by co-adding 48 scans at a resolution of 4.0 cm−1 and automatic gain.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was carried out using the Tabletop
Microscope TM-100 (Hitachi Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). Dry sample grains were dispersed on
an aluminum stage covered with double-sided gluing carbon tape. The electron beam
with an accelerating voltage of 15 kV was used to obtain the SEM images.
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was performed with a Q2000 DSC (TA
Instruments, DE, U.S.A.). To mitigate thermal hysteresis within the sample and capture
heat flows during phase changes accurately (Castellón et al., 2008), the sample was tested
with a low heating rate of 0.5 °C/min in the temperature range of 30–90 °C. Nitrogen
(N2) was used as a purge gas with a 40 mL/min flow rate.
Simultaneous TGA/DSC thermal analyzer (SDT Q600, TA Instruments, DE,
U.S.A.) was used to measure both weight changes (by thermogravimetric analysis, TGA)
and heat flow in a sample as a function of temperature (or time) under the N2 atmosphere.
The N2 flow rate was 100mL/min for all the experiments. The testing temperature
profiles were designed for different purposes. The temperature was increased from room
temperature to 1000 °C with a rate of 5 °C/min, aiming to explore the samples’ phase
transitions/stabilities within a wide range of temperature. The temperature was set to be
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constant for two hours, at different temperatures of 60 °C, 80 °C, or 100 °C, to study the
dehydration kinetics of samples in different isothermal environments. The temperature
ramped from room temperature to 400 °C at various heating rates of 1, 2, 5,10, 15, and 20
°C/min for investigation of activation energy of dehydration of sample.
A dynamic vapor sorption (DVS) analyzer was used to measure equilibrium water
vapor adsorption of the samples. The adsorption isotherms were measured by using TA
Instruments® QS 5000 SA (TA Instruments, DE, U.S.A.). It measured the uptake and
loss of water vapor gravimetrically with a mass resolution of ± 0.1 µg. The sample (ca. 5
mg) was loaded into a sample net basket and placed into a reaction chamber purged with
N2. Initially, the sample was dried at 80 °C (Relative humidity, RH= 0%) until weight
change ≤ 0.1% for 5 min. Next, the temperature was maintained at 40 °C. Then water
vapor was introduced into a stream of pure (>99.999%) nitrogen (ca. 500 ml/min) to
create the predefined humidity over the sample, and weight change was registered. After
equilibrium was reached, the RH was raised in a stepwise manner at the constant
temperature, following the RH profile: 0 to 90% with a step size of 10%. At each stage,
the sample mass was equilibrated (weight change ≤ 0.1% for 5 min) before the change of
relative humidity.
Dehydration/hydration cycling tests were performed cyclically by heating and
remoistening the samples. The samples subjected to different amounts of cycles were
examined by XRD, FT-IR, SEM, and TG/DSC tests, in pursuit of understanding of the
thermal stabilities of the samples after a number of dehydration/hydration cycles.
3.4.4. Chemical Composition, Structure and Cycling Stability. To confirm the
successful synthesis of struvite-K, the powder XRD analysis was performed. The
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measured XRD cuve of the synthesized struvite-K is plotted in Figure 3.69 and compared
to the standard diffraction pattern of struvite-K.

As-prepared struvite-K
Standard diffraction pattern
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Figure 3.69. XRD result of the as-prepared struvite-k compared to the standard
diffraction pattern of struvite-K (KMgPO4·6H2O, ICDD 75-1076).

In Figure 3.69, the XRD result of the as-prepared struvite-k matched the struviteK data obtained from the International Centre for Diffraction Data (ICDD) PDF−4+2013
database. The compound of struvite-K was identified as the only precipitation from the
synthesis process of the struvite-K in the study. It suggested the synthesis success of
struvite-K. No evidence of any unreacted reacted precursors (MgCl2, KH2PO4) was
observed in the XRD data, suggesting a complete reaction/assumption of MgCl2 and a
good purity of the product.
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Apart from phases in the sample, the crystallinity can also be known by their
diffraction patterns. The as-produced struvite-K exhibited numerous sharp diffraction
peaks in the XRD pattern, in agreement with the reported crystal structure for this
compound (Graeser et al., 2008; H. Ma et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2017; W. Liao et al., 2017).
The crystal structure was found to be orthorhombic with space group of Pmn21 and cell
parameters as, a = 6.879 Å, b = 6.163 Å, c = 11.100 Å and α = β = γ = 90°. These values
coincided with those reported by S. Graeser et al. (2008). The first five main diffraction
peaks in its XRD pattern had full widths at half maximum (FWHM) of 0.1023, 0.1023,
0.1279, 0.1279, and 0.1535 (o2θ), respectively. The peak width varied inversely with
crystallite size, complying with the Scherer equation of Equation (3.6) (Scherrer, 1918).
𝐷ℎ𝑘𝑙 = (𝑘 × 𝜆)/(𝛽 × 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃)

(3.6)

where Dhkl is the lamellae size along [hkl] with a unit of Å; k is the Scherrer constant and
shape factor, i.e., 0.94 (Langford & Wilson, 1978); λ is the X-ray wavelength of
1.541874 Å; β is the FWHM with a unit of radian; θ is the diffraction angle with a unit of
degree (°). Therefore, the crystallite sizes in the five lattice directions of the as-prepared
struvite-K crystal were calculated and presented in Table 3.12.
Dehydration of struvite-K is known to abide by Equation (3.7). In Figure 3.70, the
XRD patterns of the struvite-K before and after dehydration over different cycles are
plotted. Different from the diffraction pattern of struvite-K, the pattern of anhydrous
struvite-K (i.e., MgKPO4) contained only a broad and poorly defined diffraction peak at
2θ ≈ 30°. The absence of sharp peaks indicated that the dehydrated struvite-K lost its
crystalline characteristics. It could be perceived that the dehydration of struvite-K led to
the formation of amorphous anhydrous struvite-K, which was also currently reported by
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Gardner et al. (2021) and was similar to the formation of amorphous salt from
dehydration of brines per Sklute et al. (2018). This may be due to the dehydration of
struvite-K breaking the hydrogen bonds in the crystal structure and interaction of water
molecules with anhydrous molecules, resulting in the lack of long-range order and
thereby diminishing the crystalline structure. A detailed discussion of the structure
changed before and after dehydration was given in Section 3.4.5 of FTIR examination.
𝑑𝑒ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑡 150 ℃

KMg(PO4 ) ∙ 6H2 O →
Struvite-K

(3.7)

𝐾𝑀𝑔(𝑃𝑂4 ) + 6𝐻2 O ↑

Anhydrous struvite-K

Table 3.12. Crystallite sizes Dhkl along the [hkl] direction of the struvite-K.
Sample

2θ (o)

d-spacing (Å)

hkl

FWHM (o2θ)

Dhkl (Å)

20.959

4.23863

111

0.1023

825.5

21.5631

4.12122

021

0.1023

826.3

30.8333

2.90005

211

0.1279

673.5

33.2403

2.69534

022

0.1279

677.6

33.9403

2.64134

221

0.1535

565.6

As-produced
struvite-K

Moreover, after 50 cycles of dehydration/hydration, the chemical components of
50th-cycle struvite-K were stable and equal to the as-produced struvite-K, though the
structure of the crystals had relatively higher diffraction intensities (i.e., more particles
aligned in the respective planes (Holder & Schaak, 2019) in the planes of (110), (021),
(130) and (040). These variations for diffraction intensity of different orientations could
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result from small changes in particle shape of the struvite-K discussed in Section 3.4.6
about SEM imaging results (Holder & Schaak, 2019).
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Figure 3.70. XRD results of struvite-k before and after dehydration over different cycles.

3.4.5. Functional Groups and Cycling Stability. The FT-IR worked as the
supplementary analysis method to XRD analysis. The chemical stability of the struvite-K
under dehydration/hydration cycling was evaluated. Moreover, FT-IR spectroscopy
provided a sensitive tool for detecting H2O molecules, i.e., water of crystallization in
minerals and their binding states in a crystal. The FT-IR technique investigated O–H
vibrations, whose absorption bands appeared at different frequencies depending on the
cations directly linked to the hydroxyls. The previous statement regarding amorphous
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solid from struvite-K hydration was substantiated by the following FT-IR results of the
struvite-K before and after dehydration.

(i)

(ii)

Figure 3.71. FT-IR analyses: (i) Projection of unit cell of struvite-K (space group of
Pmn21); (ii) FT-IR spectra of rehydrated struvite-k before and after rehydration in the
course of cycling, including (a) As-produced struvite-K, (b) 1st dehydration of struvite-K
and 2 hour exposure to air after dehydration at 150 °C, (c) 1st rehydration of anhydrous
struvite-K of (b), (d) 2nd dehydration of struvite-K but without exposure to air after
dehydration, (e)4th rehydration of anhydrous struvite-K .

In Figure 3.71(i), the unit cell of struvite-K that has orthorhombic symmetry is
illustrated. It was found that the Mg(H2O)6 octahedral and PO4 tetrahedron groups were
held together by a network of hydrogen bonds (Kiriukhina et al., 2018; Lothenbach et al.,
2019). The K+ ion was bonded to five oxygen atoms, one oxygen from the PO4 group,
and four from water molecules in Mg(H2O)6 octahedral group. The geometry of the K+
ion coordination was described as tetragonal pyramidal with the four water molecules at
the base and the PO4 oxygen at the axial position (Bennett, 2015). In Figure 3.71(ii), the
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FT-IR spectra of the Struvite-K in the course of dehydration/hydration cycling are
revealed, and the vibrational band assignments according to literature and experimental
data are summarized in Table 3.13.

Table 3.13. Assignments of different absorption bands in the FT-IR spectrum of StruviteK (*a-e are corresponding to the five samples/curves in Figure 3.71).
Assignments
(Chauhan et al., 2011;
Stefov et al., 2004)

H–O–H stretching
vibrations of water
crystallization
H–O–H stretching
Absorption
vibrations of cluster of
peaks due to
water molecules of
water of
crystallization
crystallization H–O–H bending modes
of vibrations
Wagging modes of
vibration of coordinated
water
v1 symmetric stretching
vibration of PO4 units
v2 symmetric bending
Absorption
vibration of PO4 units
peaks due to
v3 asymmetric stretching
PO4 units
vibration of PO4 units
v4 asymmetric bending
modes
Metal-Oxygen bonds
MetalOxygen
Deformation of OH
bonds
linked to Mg2-

Reported infrared
(IR) frequencies
wavenumbers
(cm-1) (Chauhan
et al., 2011)
3280 - 3550

Observed IR
frequencies
wavenumbers
(cm-1)*

2060 - 2460

2888(a,c,e),
2356(a,c,e)

1590 - 1650

1597(a,c,e), 1643(b)

808

739(a,c,e)

930 - 995

986(a,c,e)

404 - 470

433(a,c,e)

1017 - 1163

1030(b,d)

509 - 554

-

400 - 650
847

561(a,c,e), 565(b,d)
-

3286(b)

As seen from Figure 3.71(ii-a), the infrared spectrum of as-produce struvite-K
crystal had seven major peaks at 2888, 2356, 1597, 986, 739, 561and 433 cm-1.
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According to Table 3.13, the peaks at 2888, 2356, 1597, and 739 cm-1 were absorption
peaks due to water of crystallization, the peak at 561 cm-1 was due to the metal-oxygen
bonds, and the peaks at 986 and 433 cm-1 accounted for the absorption of PO4 units in the
struvite-K crystal. It was consistent with the projected crystal structure in Figure 3.71(i).
Moreover, by comparing Figure 3.71(ii-a), (ii-c), and (ii-e), the cycling test did not have a
significant change in the status of the functional groups in the struvite-K crystal, thereby
indicating a good dehydration/hydration cycling stability. The comparisons of the FT-IR
spectra of struvite-K subjected to different dehydration/hydration cycles are presented in
Figure 3.72, and it shows a good consistency between them.
After dehydration, as shown in Figure 3.71(ii-d) as against Figure 3.71(ii-a), the
struvite-K lost its water of crystallization; thus, the spectrum of anhydrous struvite-K did
not have the absorption peaks of crystal water at 2888, 2356, 1597, and 739 cm-1.
According to Figure 3.71(ii-d) and Table 3.13, the absorption peaks of PO4 units can still
be observed in the anhydrous struvite-K spectrum, suggesting that the PO4 group was
stable compared to the Mg(OH2)6 group during the dehydration process. However,
absorption peaks of PO4 units in the anhydrous struvite-K were located at 1030 cm-1
instead of 986 cm-1 of struvite-K. It implied that the v1 symmetric stretching vibration of
PO4 units in struvite-K was replaced by the v3 asymmetric stretching vibration of PO4
units in anhydrous struvite-K. Moreover, the v2 symmetric bending vibration of PO4 units
in struvite-K disappeared in the spectrum of anhydrous struvite-K. As for the
characteristic band of metal-oxygen bonds (i.e., Mg-O, K-O), the band at 565 cm-1 was
still visible for anhydrous struvite-K in Figure 3.71(ii-d), but slightly shifted towards
higher frequency (i.e., blue shift and energy increased) compared to the 561 cm-1 of
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struvite-K, which was due to the vanish of hydrogen bond and water molecules (Buslov
et al., 2011). Therefore, it was evident that structures of struvite-K before and after
dehydration were apparently different. According to XRD results in Section 3.4.4, the
struvite-K crystal collapsed to an amorphous state upon dehydration. It could be
conceived that the hydrogen bonds and the flee of crystal water during the dehydration
process made the structure of anhydrous struvite-K disordered, and it was not able to
maintain a crystal structure. Additionally, apart from the recrystallization to form
struvite-K by the rehydration, a current study found that the higher-temperature heating
could make the amorphous anhydrous struvite-K (i.e., MgKPO4) crystallized (Gardner et
al., 2021). More details were included in Section 3.4.7.
Moreover, when comparing the two anhydrous struvite-K in Figure 3.71(b) and
(d), a small amount of crystal water was found due to hygroscopicity of the anhydrous
struvite-K in Figure 3.72(b) in which the sample was exposed to air for two hours. The
hygroscopicity of anhydrous struvite-K exposed to the room air was measured to be
3.6%. However, the band of the stretching vibration band of hydroxyl group in crystal
water captured from the air by the anhydrous struvite-K was located at 3286 cm-1,
differing from the 2888 and 2356 cm-1 bands for H–O–H stretching vibrations in clusters
of water molecules of crystallization in the struvite-K. One explanation is that it may be
due to the overlap of the bands. It suggested that the spectrum of struvite-K should have a
band at 3286 cm-1 as well; however, it was overlapped with the much more significant
bands at 2888 and 2356 cm-1, making it unable to be identified in the spectrum of
hydrated struvite-K. The small peaks in the rectangular grey area in Figure 3.72 may
support this explanation. Another explanation is that, a decrease in hydrogen bond
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amount/strength after dehydration was accompanied by a shift to higher wavenumbers
and a reduction in the bandwidth and intensity of the O–H stretching band (Eneh et al.,
2020; Luck, 1973; Nickolov & Miller, 2005). This peak shifted to higher wavenumbers
after dehydration, indicative of a decrease in hydrogen bonding amongst the water
molecules and a change to more tightly bound water.

Figure 3.72. Comparison of FT-IR spectra of struvite-K subjected to different
dehydration/hydration cycles.

3.4.6. Micro-morphology and Shape Stability. As known that dehydration was
accompanied by a rearrangement of chemical structure in Sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5, it was
of interest to observe the morphologies of the struvite-K during the dehydration/hydration
cycling. In Figure 3.73, it was noticed that the struvite-K particles were colorless and
transparent plates under the optical microscope. In Figure 3.74, the struvite was flat
tabular crystals with a size variation between 1 and 50 μm (Figure 3.76) under SEM
micrographs.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.73. Reflected light microscope images of struvite-K: (a) particle cluster, (b)
particles.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 3.74. SEM images of as-produced struvite-k at different magnifications of (a)
×1000, (b) ×2000, (c) ×3000, and (d) ×5000.

The morphologies of the struvite-K and anhydrous struvite-K were also examined
by SEM, as depicted in Figure 3.75. In Figure 3.75 (ii-a) to (ii-d), the drying/dehydration
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temperature below 150 °C did not have significant changes on the morphologies of the
struvite-K. However, the textures of anhydrous struvite-K particle surfaces got rougher
and had more small cracks compared with the struvite-K in Figure 3.75(i). The formation
of cracks ascribed to repeat volume shrinkage when dehydration occurred, and this
shrinkage was quantified to be approximately 8% (see Figure 3.76) from statistics of
1089 length measurements for the long axis of particles (as-produced struvite-K versus to
1st dehydrated struvite-K). The dehydration shrinkage of struvite-K was much smaller
than some other TCMs; for example, the ettringite dehydrated at RH < 2%, and its solid
volume would shrink more than 40% (Baquerizo et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2004). The
effect of micro-cracks and volume change of salt hydrates have been studied extensively
in the literature. Galwey et al. (1990) observed a network of interconnecting cracks for
Li2SO4 after dehydration using SEM images. Donkers et al. (2015) observed shrinkage of
MgSO4·7H2O crystals during dehydration, resulting in crack formation and breaking of
the crystals’ crust.
Additionally, apparent changes to rough surface textures and grain
melting/welding were observed after 400 °C or 1000 °C heating followed by natural
cooling, respectively. Moreover, after the first rehydration of anhydrous struvite-K, the
morphology of struvite-K changed and is displayed in Figure 3.75(iii). As seen from the
images, the shape of struvite-K became prismoid, and its size was smaller; it was
believed to be shattered due to the dehydration/hydration cycle of the initial flat tabular
struvite-K grain. As the increment of cycle number in Figure 3.75(iv), the struvite-K
particle breaks into smaller pieces. This process is illustrated in Figure 3.77. The
increased crack/micro-porosity of the particles and the higher specific area of smaller
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particles promoted water transport so as to speed up the dehydration/hydration (i.e.,
energy storage/release) processes (Beving et al., 2020). Studies on the effects of cracks
on the dehydration of particles were conducted. Doehne (1994) explained the destructive
impact of the hydration-dehydration of Na2SO4 in wall paintings, historic structures, and
monuments. The environmental scanning electron microscope experiments on pure
sodium sulfate were performed. Initially, the hydration of Na2SO4 was reported to be
much slower than the dehydration. The decahydrate was said to break down into smaller
aggregates during the dehydration to sodium sulfate. Subsequent hydration-dehydration
cycles resulted in highly porous structures, after which the hydration and dehydration
occurred at similar rates. Chizhik et al. (2018) studied the dehydration-induced singlecrystal cracking of CuCl2·2H2O. The authors stated that mechanical stresses could be
divided into two groups. First, material stresses affected the driving force of mass
transfers. Second, relaxation as a consequence of critical stresses caused defects, like
dislocations and cracks. These, in turn, affect the reaction rates again, resulting in a
feedback loop. A nucleation and growth simulation model of Beving et al. (2020)
suggested that the increase in particle volume and formation of cracks in the particles
were the main reasons for the reduced hydration time. However, by contrast, the smaller
struvite-K grains increased agglomeration tendency and were not good for the removal of
water, which was not considered in the existing studies and needed more investigation in
the future.
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(a) ×5000
(b) ×5000
(i) As-produced struvite-K

(a) 60 °C

(b) 80 °C

(c) 100 °C

(d) 150 °C
(e) 400 °C
(f)1000 °C (melt)
(ii) 1st dehydrated (various heating temperatures followed by natural cooling)

(a) ×1200
(b) ×2500
(c) ×5000
(iii) 1st Rehydrated (100 °C dehydration temperature)
Figure 3.75. Morphologies of struvite-K amid the dehydration/hydration cycling: (i) Asproduced struvite-K; (ii) 1st dehydrated (various heating temperatures followed by
natural cooling); (iii) 1st Rehydrated (100 °C dehydration temperature); (iv) Multi-cyclic
test (100 °C dehydration temperature).
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4th rehydrated

8th dehydrated

8th rehydrated

(×1500 mag.)

(×5000 mag.)

50th dehydrated
50th rehydrated
(iv) Multi-cyclic test (100 °C dehydration temperature)
Figure 3.75. Morphologies of struvite-K amid the dehydration/hydration cycling: (i) Asproduced struvite-K; (ii) 1st dehydrated (various heating temperatures followed by
natural cooling); (iii) 1st Rehydrated (100 °C dehydration temperature); (iv) Multi-cyclic
test (100 °C dehydration temperature). (cont.)
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Figure 3.76. Size change of struvite-K before and after dehydration.

Figure 3.77. Illustration of the process of breaking into smaller pieces of struvite-K grain
as increasing of the amount of dehydration/hydration cycles.

3.4.7. Charging/Dehydration Kinetics and Heat Storage Density. The
struvite-K heat storage capacity amid dehydration was surveyed by DSC test. A slow
heating rate of 0.5 C/min was used in the DSC test for high accuracy, and the DSC
thermogram of the as-produced struvite-K is exhibited in Figure 3.78. The endothermic
peak indicated that the dehydration heat absorption was observed starting at 35 °C, the
extrapolated onset temperature was 51 °C, and the total dehydration enthalpy was 1122
J/g. Moreover, the density of the synthesized struvite-K was measured at 1.9062 g/cm3,
which was close to the values of 1.864 g/cm3 in other studies (Graeser et al., 2008). Thus,
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the volumetric energy density was calculated as 2.09 GJ/m3, much larger than the energy
density of K2CO3 TCM (1.3 GJ/m3) recommended by Donkers et al. (2017). The capacity
of the heat battery made of struvite-K can be up to 580 kWh/m3, theoretically.

Figure 3.78. DSC result of the as-produced struvite-k.

To explore the dehydration kinetics of the struvite-K when storing energy, four
sets of TG-DSC tests were implemented on as-produced struvite-K. They were designed
to study the dehydration kinetics of struvite-K under elevating heating environment,
dehydration kinetics under isothermal environment, dehydration activation energy, and
dehydration/hydration cycling stability.
First, concerning dehydration/decomposition temperatures when there was water
loss or phase transition, the TG-DSC test was carried out at a temperature range from
room temperature to 1000 °C. This TG-DSC result for the struvite-K is drawn in Figure
3.79.
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Figure 3.79. TG-DSC test at heating rate of 5C/min for thermal kinetics study of the asproduced struvite-K for phase transitions/stability investigation.

As shown in Figure 3.79, the blue TG curve manifested that the weight loss
commenced at 35 °C and was completed at 170 °C under the heating environment with a
heating rate of 5 °C/min, after which amorphous anhydrous struvite-K, namely MgKPO4,
was formed (Wagh, 2016). There was a total weight loss of 40.9% after complete
dehydration at 400 °C, close to the theoretical water-loss value of 40.6 wt% from the six
moles of water chemically bound in the struvite-K crystal. The green derivative weight
loss showed only one major peak due to the continuous loss of crystal water of struviteK, which meant the dehydration of struvite-K was recognized as one-step dehydration
(Chauhan et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2012). The red DSC curve indicated that this
dehydration process (35-170 °C) was an endothermic reaction and absorbed 1094 J/g
heat, coinciding with the value of 1112 J/g in Figure 3.78. Additionally, it was noticed
that, although there was no weight loss after the hydration, another three small DSC
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peaks were found after 400 °C (i.e., at 410, 630, 800 °C). These peaks were associated
with the phase transitions of MgKPO4 from one to another (two exothermic peak, phase
from amorphous MgKPO4 to crystal β-MgKPO4 and then to crystal γ-MgKPO4) (Gardner
et al., 2021; Miladi et al., 2016) and melt of MgKPO4 (one endothermic peak)
(Abdelrazig & Sharp, 1988). In the SEM images in Figure 3.75(ii-e) and (ii-f), it was
recognized that the particle morphology did not change during phase transitions after 400
°C, but the particles melted and melded together at 1000 °C.
Second, concerning the dehydration kinetics and energy storage performance of
struvite-K under an isothermal environment, the TGA-DSC tests on struvite-K were
carried out at three different isothermal temperatures of 60, 80, and 100 °C, rather than
elevating heating temperature. The test results in Figure 3.80 reveal that the higher the
isothermal temperature was, the faster the dehydration rate became. As indicated by the
solid TG curves, the dehydrations at isothermal temperatures of 60, 80, and 100 °C
stopped at approximately 115 min, 70 min, and 35 min, respectively. Their total weight
losses after dehydration were different, i.e., 34, 38.5, and 39 %, for isothermal
temperatures of 60, 80, and 100 °C, respectively. According to Equation (3.8), the
struvite-K lost almost six total moles (5.8 of 6.0 moles) of water under the isothermal
temperatures of 80 and 100 °C. However, the struvite-K lost only five of the six-mole
water under the isothermal temperature of 60 °C, which meant the temperature of 60 °C
was unable to provide the activation energy for the release of the sixth mole of crystal
water in the struvite-K. In addition to the TG curve, based on the DSC results, the heat
absorbed by the dehydration of struvite-K were 949, 1081, 1100 J/g in the isothermal
temperatures of 60, 80, and 100 °C, respectively. These values tallied with the previous
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TG results about the amount of crystal water lost, since reaction enthalpy for the
complete dehydration of struvite-K was known to be 1122 J/g from Figure 3.78.
n𝑤 =

𝑚𝑤 ∙ 𝑀𝑇𝐶𝑀,𝑑𝑟𝑦
𝑚 𝑇𝐶𝑀,𝑑𝑟𝑦 ∙ 𝑀𝑤

(3.8)

where nw is the moles of water lost, mw is the mass of water lost, MTCM, dry is the molecular
weight of struvite-K (266.47 g/mol), mTCM,dry is the mass of the dried struvite-K, and Mw
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Figure 3.80. TGA-DSC curves of the as-produced struvite-K at different temperatures
(i.e., 60, 80, and 100 °C) in pursuit of investigation of thermal analysis kinetics under an
isothermal environment.

Third, the activation energy of dehydration reaction of struvite-K was evaluated
by the TG test. The TG curves of struvite-K, from room temperature to 400 °C at various
heating rates of 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, and 20 °C/min, were obtained. The results of TG and
differential thermal analysis (DTA) curves of the struvite-K are shown in Figure 3.81. It
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shows that the lower the heating rate, the lower the peak reaction temperature was in the
DTA profile. However, the same shapes of TG and DTA profiles were observed, and the
residual mass after dehydration was always approximately 40.6±0.5%, regardless of the
heating rate. It suggested that the loss of water molecules from struvite-K structure
occurred gradually as a function of temperature rather than in distinct steps. Otherwise,
double/several peaks would have appeared in the corresponding DTA curve. Therefore,
the dehydration of struvite-K in non-isothermal conditions was recognized as one-step
dehydration, as satisfied with Equation (3.7) (Chauhan et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2012).
The activation energy (Ea) corresponding to the dehydration of struvite-K was estimated
based on the application of isoconversional methods (Flynn–Wall–Ozawa and Kissinger–
Akahira–Sunose methods).

Figure 3.81. TG/DTA results at different heating rates of the as-produced struvite-k for
evaluation of activation energy of dehydration reaction.
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The transformed fraction or extent of reaction was typically calculated from the
corresponding TG curve as Equation (3.9):
α=

𝑀0 − 𝑀𝑡
𝑀0 − 𝑀𝑓

(3.9)

where a is the extent of reaction; Mt is the mass of the sample at time t (or temperature T);
M0, and Mf are the masses of the sample at the beginning and the end of the mass loss
reaction, respectively.
The Flynn–Wall–Ozawa method with Doyle’s approximation was based on the
following Equation (3.10) (López-Fonseca et al., 2005; Ozawa, 1965):
logβ = log

𝐴𝑓(𝛼)
𝐸𝑎
− 2.315 − 0.475
𝑅𝑔(𝛼)
𝑅𝑇

(3.10)

where A is the pre-exponential factor, b is the heating rate, k(T) is the rate constant, Ea is
the activation energy, R is the gas constant (8.314 J·mol-1·K-1), T is the temperature, and
f(α) is the function of reaction model. Applying this method involved measuring the
temperatures corresponding to the fixed values of α at different heating rates and plotting
ln(β) against 1/T. The slopes of such plots yielded Ea by calculation.
The Kissinger–Akahira–Sunose model (Biswas et al., 2010; Kissinger, 1956) is
based on the Coats–Redfern approximation of the temperature integral p(𝑥) (Coats &
Redfern, 1964), complying with the Equation (3.11).
ln

β
𝛽𝑅 2
𝐸𝑎
=
ln
−
2
2
𝑇
𝐸𝑎 𝑝(𝑥) 𝑅𝑇

(3.11)

where x=Ea/RT, and p(x) is the temperature integral.
The isoconversional methods, also called the model-free methods, were based on
the realization that the activation energy indeed depended on the extent of conversion (α)
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and measurements under different heating rates. The analysis procedures and results are
elaborated in Figure 3.82 and Table 3.14.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.82. Thermal kinetics of dehydration of struvite-K evaluated by two
isoconversional methods, i.e., Flynn–Wall–Ozawa model and Kissinger–Akahira–Sunose
model: (a) Transformed fraction of α; (b) Plots of logβ versus 1/T for Flynn–Wall–Ozawa
model using values of α; (c) Plots of ln(b/T2) versus 1/T for Kissinger–Akahira–Sunose
model using values of α.
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Table 3.14. The Ea values of dehydration reaction calculated for the non-isothermal
analyses at N2 atmosphere.
Model

Flynn–
Wall–
Ozawa

Kissinger–
Akahira–
Sunose

Transformed
fraction (α)
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

Slope

R2

-4.8066
-4.7991
-4.6945
-4.5082
-4.2538
-3.9554
-3.6621
-3.586
-3.5073
-10.366
-10.333
-10.082
-9.6452
-9.0512
-8.3558
-7.6712
-7.326
-7.2753

0.9965
0.9978
0.9974
0.9958
0.9936
0.9913
0.9903
0.9876
0.9884
0.996
0.9975
0.9969
0.995
0.9923
0.9894
0.988
0.9866
0.9853

Average Ea (kJ/mol)

73.46

74.00

The application of isoconversional method required the determination of the
absolute temperature at which a fixed extent of dehydration from the several TG curves
was recorded at different heating rates. From Figure 3.81, the transformed fractions of α
were achieved for different heating rates and displayed in Figure 3.82(a). In Figure
3.82(b) of the Arrhenius plot for the Flynn–Wall–Ozawa method, the relation between
log(β) and 1/T are plotted for the conversion range between 0.1 and 0.9, involving the
Flynn–Wall–Ozawa method. Figure 3.82(c) presents the Arrhenius plot of ln(β/T2) versus
1/T that was involved in the Kissinger–Akahira–Sunose model. Taking advantage of the
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least-square method, linear trend lines were drawn, and their slopes yielded the activation
energy (Ea) in the conversion range of α of 0.1–0.9 on the basis of the two models in
compliance with the Equation (3.10) and (3.11). In Table 3.14, the slopes and their
corresponding correlation coefficients (R2) with the calculated average activation
energies of both models were presented. The R2 values were all higher than 0.985, and the
Ea values from the two models were closed to each other, suggesting a reliable output for
this evaluation. The average activation energies of the Flynn–Wall–Ozawa method and
the Kissinger method were 73.46 and 74.00 kJ/mol, respectively.
Last, dehydration/hydration cycling stability was analyzed from TGA-DSC that
provided information for questions about: (i) whether struvite-K was stable; (ii) if it
decomposed during cycles; (iii) how it was charged and discharged; (iv) if the reaction
was completely reversible; (v) if it had the same number of water moles after each cycle;
etc. The TG results of struvite-K before and after 50 cycles are compared in Figure 3.83.
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Figure 3.83. TGA-DSC curves at a heating rate of 2C/min for struvite-K before and after
50th dehydration/hydration cycles.
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As shown in Figure 3.83, the water loss (i.e., crystal water amount) of struvite-K,
after 50 cycles, decreased from 40.5% to 36.2%, manifesting a reduction of 11%. The
capacity of heat storage dwindled from 1098 to 933 J/g, suggesting a diminution of 15%.
It suggested an average degradation of 0.3%/cycle in storage capacity. With the current
concept of seasonal heat storage, only one dehydration/hydration cycle per year was
performed, so the struvite-K TCM own a life span of at least 50 years that provided the
potential to serve residential buildings with design lifetimes of 50 years.
3.4.8. Discharging/Hydration Heat and Water Adsorption Isotherms. During
the discharging/hydration of the TCM cell, the anhydrous struvite-K was rehydrated by
water vapor. The released hydration heat was supplied for space heating systems; for
example, some radiant floor heating systems where circulating water at 30-40 °C is
leveraged (Zhao et al., 2014; Zhou & He, 2015).
In this study, a hypothetical scenario was that the struvite-K TCM cell is
charging/dehydrating by solar water (e.g., at 80 °C) in summer and
discharging/rehydration by water vapor (e.g., at 40 °C) for space heating in winter.
Therefore, during the vapor sorption experiments performed for studying the kinetics of
rehydration and process of water uptake, the struvite-K TCM was dehydrated to
equilibrium at 80 °C and then rehydrated by step-wise varying water vapor at 40 °C. The
humidity profile and the resulting weight changes of anhydrous struvite-K in the dynamic
vapor sorption test are depicted in Figure 3.84(a). Based on the humidity profile and
weight changes of the anhydrous struvite-K sample, its adsorption isotherm can be
obtained and shown in Figure 3.84(b).
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Figure 3.84. Equilibrium dynamic vapor sorption (DVS) of anhydrous struvite-K, i.e.,
MgKPO4: (a) Humidity profile and sample weigh changes; (b) Adsorption isotherm.

According to Figure 3.84(a), most (136%/150%×100% = 91%) of the water lost
from struvite-K was retrieved by hydration at 90% RH at 40 °C. For a thermochemical
heat storage system, the vapor adsorption to hydrate the desorbed struvite-K salt, when
there was heat release, was generally deemed as a constant-pressure process. In Figure
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3.84(b), the adsorption isotherm of struvite-K anhydrate regarding the variation of water
vapor pressure catered to Figure 3.84(b). It was observed that the water uptake amount
rose with the increasing water vapor pressure (0-66 mbar), and there was a great
increment of water uptake rate after the pressure of 37 mbar. The equilibrium water
uptake was 0.36 (g-H2O)/(g-MgKPO4) at 40 °C when the water vapor pressure reached
the highest level at 66 mbar.
3.4.9. Summary. In this study, a struvite analog of struvite-K (KMgPO4·6H2O)
was proposed as a candidate for TCMs with thermochemical heat battery usage. It was
discovered to be a natural mineral and the main hydration product of MKPC that was
much greener than conventional Portland cement. Also, it can be produced with relatively
high purity by adding a stoichiometric amount of KOH solution to MgCl2 solution, which
was leveraged in this study.
The produced struvite-K were colorless, transparent, and tabular particles with
sizes between 1 and 50 μm. They had an orthorhombic crystal structure with space
groups of Pmn21 and cell parameters of, a = 6.879 Å, b = 6.163 Å, c = 11.100 Å and α =
β = γ = 90°. The crystallite sizes were calculated to be 825.5, 826.3, 673.5, 677.6, and
565.6 Å for the five main lattice directions of [111], [021], [211], [022], and [221],
respectively. It was known that, in the unit cell of struvite-K that had orthorhombic
symmetry, the Mg(H2O)6 octahedral and PO4 tetrahedron groups were held together by a
network of hydrogen bonds. The absorption peaks due to water of crystallization, PO4
units, and metal-oxygen bonds were observed in the FTIR spectrum.
When struvite-K TCM was charging/dehydrating, six moles of crystal water were
released. The dehydration broke the hydrogen bonds in the crystal structure and caused
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interaction between water molecules with anhydrous molecules, resulting in the lack of
long-range order and thereby the formation of amorphous anhydrous struvite-K
(KMgPO4). In the FTIR spectrum, the absorption peaked due to water of crystallization
that disappeared after dehydration. In the perspective of morphology, small cracks due to
volume shrinkage (approximately 8%) of dehydration arose, followed by breaking into
smaller pieces during dehydration/hydration cycles. Regarding thermal kinetics under
elevating heating test, the average activation energy of the dehydration reaction was
calculated to be 74 kJ/mol from the TG tests. The extrapolated onset temperature of
dehydration was 51 °C, and the total dehydration enthalpy was 1122 J/g, according to the
DSC endothermic peak. In the isothermal heating test, 80 °C and above were enough for
a complete dehydration of struvite-K.
When rehydrating/discharging, rehydration of anhydrous struvite-K resulted in
the expansion of cracks, thus breaking the particles into smaller pieces. The DVS tests
indicated that most (136%/150%×100% = 91%) of the water loss in struvite-K was
retrieved by hydration at 90% RH at 40 °C, meaning the equilibrium water uptake of the
struvite-K TCM heat battery was 0.36 (g-H2O)/(g-MgKPO4) at 40 °C when the water
vapor pressure reached the highest level at 66 mbar. The water uptake amount rose with
the increasing of water vapor pressure (0-66 mbar).
After 50 dehydration/hydration cycles, the struvite-K was found to be chemically
stable based on XRD and FTIR. However, the DSC-TG test revealed a 0.3%/cycle
degradation rate in the energy storage capacity, which was recommended for seasonal
building energy storage.
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4. APPLICATION IN LIGHT-WEIGHT MASS CONCRETE FOR THERMAL
CRACKING REDUCTION

BACKGROUND
Phase change materials (PCMs) are latent heat storage materials that
absorb/release large amounts of thermal energy during their phase transition stages
(Demirbas, 2006; Sharma et al., 2009). Thus, PCMs can potentially be used to control the
indoor climate (Ramakrishnan et al., 2017c; Sá et al., 2012) and/or mitigate the thermal
damages in concrete (Bentz & Turpin, 2007; Fernandes et al., 2014; Liao et al., 2021;
Mihashi et al., 2002; Ramakrishnan et al., 2017b). For instance, Fernandes et al. (2014)
investigated the key factors affecting the feasibility of using microencapsulated PCMs to
mitigate the thermal cracking in restrained concrete elements. Ricklefs et al. (2017)
experimentally and analytically studied the thermal conduction properties of cementitious
composites after the addition of microencapsulated PCMs. Aguayo et al. (2016)
evaluated the influence of microencapsulated PCMs on cement hydration and the pore
structure in cementitious systems. Arora et al. (2017) elucidated the impact of
microencapsulated PCMs on the early- and late-age thermal response of concrete
pavement using numerical simulations. She et al. (2019) studied the effects of
microencapsulated PCMs on reducing the thermal cracking risk based on a realistic
concrete pavement geometry.
Inorganic PCMs suffer from drawbacks, such as significant volume changes,
degradation, corrosion, and super-cooling. Organic PCMs are typically used in concrete
structures as the primary latent heat storage materials because they are chemically stable
and non-reactive (Baetens et al., 2010; Memon, Liao, et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2004).
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However, the potential leakage and low thermal conductivities of organic PCMs hinder
their efficiency (Cui et al., 2015, 2017; Eddhahak et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2015). Most of
above-reviewed studies adopted microencapsulated organic PCMs to prevent leakage.
Apart from that, porous lightweight aggregates (LWAs) have also been considered
widely as carriers for PCMs due to the traits of cost-effectiveness, high porosity, and
better mechanical properties (Liao et al., 2019). The solid matrices of LWAs have
relatively high thermal conductivities – typically three times higher than that of PCMs.
Therefore, LWAs have been vacuum-impregnated with PCMs (PCM-LWAs) and added
into concrete mixtures (Hadjieva et al., 2000; Zhang et al., 2004). In this way, the PCMs
can be incorporated into concrete, and the overall thermal conductivity can adequately
leverage the merits of PCMs. Nevertheless, it is difficult to evaluate the thermal energy
storage capacities and efficiencies of PCM-LWA due to the heterogeneity of the LWA
pore structure and the uneven distribution of PCMs. Aguayo et al. (2017) used a multistep Mori–Tanaka mean-field homogenization method to predict the thermal
conductivities of cementitious systems containing PCMs hosted in four types of LWAs
with different pore structures. However, such analytical methods are based on assumed
microstructures of LWAs instead of realistic, heterogeneous pore structures.
The performances of concrete mixtures containing PCM-LWAs have been
investigated with experimental, analytical, and numerical approaches (Aguayo et al.,
2016; Farnam et al., 2017; Jin & Li, 2019; Memon, Cui, et al., 2015; Ramakrishnan et al.,
2017c; Sá et al., 2012). In numerical modeling, the PCM-LWA particles are assumed to
be homogeneous and isotropic. This is not realistic because LWAs are porous media that
contain random heterogeneous pore networks, and the PCMs are not necessarily
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distributed uniformly in the networks. The thermal properties of LWA particles should be
homogenized to justify any assumptions for the sake of modeling. Thus, it is crucial to
accurately estimate the effective thermal properties, especially the thermal conductivities,
of porous systems containing two phases: solid phase of LWAs and PCM (in pores).
Analytical models have been developed to serve this purpose. However, universal
models, such as the three-resistor model (Woodside & Messmer, 1961) and Maxwell
model (Maxwell, 1873), only account for the influence of the total porosity, but do not
account for the influences of pore size and shape. Several improved models were also
proposed in which the complex pore shape was approximated by various geometries,
such as cubes (Russell, 1935), spheres and cylinders (Loeb, 1954), tetrahedrons
(Boomsma & Poulikakos, 2001), and fractals (Huai et al., 2007). However, these
analytical models could not represent the heterogeneity of the pore structure. To
overcome this, Das et al. (2018) used a microstructure-guided numerical simulation to
predict the thermal performance of a cement-based composite material, wherein the
microstructure – comprising regular geometric shapes, such as spheres – was generated
based on experimentally obtained pore structure information. Meanwhile, in materials
science, the thermal conductivity of the hemp insulation material was studied using a
multi-scale homogenization scheme (Nguyen et al., 2016; Tran-Le et al., 2019), and
image-based methods have been developed to fully take the microstructural effects into
consideration. Grandjean et al. (2006) obtained a two-dimensional (2D) micrograph of
porous ceramics with porosity from 10% to 50% and succeeded in utilizing finite element
calculations to predict the effective thermal conductivity. Petrasch et al. (2008) captured
the three-dimensional (3D) reticulate porous microstructures of ceramics saturated with
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liquid using computed tomography and numerically determined the pore-scale
conduction heat transfer to obtain the effective thermal conductivity. Image-based
methods are promising to be applied to deliberate the effective thermal properties of
PCM-impregnated LWA with a view to uptake of real pore shapes and structures, which,
however, has not been investigated ever in the literature.
In this study, an image-based multi-level modeling approach was developed for
PCM-LWA concrete. This approach accounts for the total porosity, pore shape, and pore
structure randomness of LWA. In light of comparisons with experimental results and
estimates from traditional analytical methods, it can provide a relatively accurate
estimation of the effective thermal conductivity of PCM-LWA composite. This outcome
paves a way for more reliable simulations of benefits of PCM on concrete in reducing
hydration heat due to larger heat capacity (Liao et al., 2019), abating thermal stresses
because of lower/delayed temperature rise (Fernandes et al., 2014), and mitigating
freeze/thaw damage owing to smaller intensity of freeze/thaw cycles (Bentz & Turpin,
2007). Furthermore, through homogenization of the material properties, the detailed
modeling of complex pore structures of the LWA at the concrete-level becomes
unnecessary, and the computational complexity of the numerical simulations for the
PCM-LWA concrete systems can be significantly reduced.
To apply this approach, the absorption capacity of the LWA was experimentally
measured. The two-dimensional (2D) macro-level and micro-level microstructures of the
LWA were captured using a digital camera and microscope, respectively. The 3D pore
microstructures were reconstructed based on the captured 2D images. Based on the
measured absorption capacity, the PCM was distributed in the pores. A numerical heat-
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transfer simulation was performed first to obtain the effective thermal conductivity at the
micro-level, which comprised two phases (solid and micro-pores). After this, the obtained
properties were homogenized and assigned to the macro-level model (comprising a solid
phase containing micro-pores and a macro-pore phase), and the same numerical
simulation procedure was performed again on the macro-level model to obtain the
effective thermal conductivity. The obtained effective thermal conductivity of PCMLWA composite was compared to the value obtained from the experiment and the
existing analytical model. Finally, a concrete-level simulation was conducted, and the
results were compared to experimental data to demonstrate that the homogenized
effective thermal conductivity obtained from the newly proposed approach is beneficial
for modeling and understanding the hydration heat of concrete containing PCM-LWAs.
The reason for testing the modeling approach on hydrating concrete is to verify its
potential as a numerical tool for analyzing the performance of PCM-LWAs in mitigating
the thermal cracking of massive concrete during the hydration stage.

EXPERIMENTAL
4.2.1. Preparation of PCM-LWA. PCM-LWA was prepared by impregnating
the paraffin-based PCM (RT28HC from RUBITHERM® Technologies GmbH) into
LWA (expanded clay with an average diameter of 10 mm). Firstly, the LWA was sieved
(US standard sieve), and the one passing #4 sieve and retained on #5 sieve were selected.
Thus, the monosized aggregates were obtained with a diameter of around 10mm. The
sieved LWA was washed to remove dust and debris and oven-dried at 60°C for 48 h to
eliminate moisture. The PCM was melted in an environmental chamber. Figure 4.1shows
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the vacuum impregnation device used to prepare the PCM-LWA. Secondly, a glass
beaker was filled with the LWA and placed inside the vacuum desiccator. The desiccator
was sealed and vacuumed to a pressure of −25 inHg. Thirdly, the liquid PCM was
introduced into the desiccator through a separator funnel. When the LWA was
completely submerged in liquid PCM, the vacuum was turned on for 20 min to evacuate
air inside the LWA or the PCM and off for 10 min to allow liquid PCM to penetrate
deeper into the LWA under atmospheric pressure. After this process, the LWA was
saturated with PCM, and no further volume change of the PCM was observed. Finally,
the beaker was removed, and the impregnated LWA was filtered to get rid of excess
PCM. The PCM-LWA was then wiped with paper towels and slowly baked at 60°C for
72 h to remove any PCM residue from surfaces of PCM-LWAs.

Figure 4.1 Impregnation device for PCM-LWA preparation.
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4.2.2. Properties of PCM-LWA. The properties of the PCM and LWA were
measured separately initially. The physical and thermal properties of the RT28HC are
listed in Table 4.1. The thermal conductivities of the PCM at different phases (solid and
liquid) were approximately 0.2 W/mK. The density of the LWA skeleton was measured
with a gas pycnometer. The thermal conductivity and the specific heat of the skeleton
were difficult to measure due to the presence of the pore network. Thus, the LWA was
first ground into fine powders, and the thermal conductivity and the specific heat were
obtained from the LWA powder sample using a hot disk (TPS 2500) and differential
scanning calorimeter (NETZSCH DSC214 Polyma), respectively. The thermal properties
are reported in Table 4.1. The Phase change temperature range is from 27°C to 29°C.

Table 4.1 Measured thermal properties of different phases.
Unit

PCM

LWA

PCM-LWA

Density

g/cm3

0.88

2.22

1.57

Thermal Conductivity

W/(m∙K)

0.2

0.56

0.40

Specific Heat

kJ/(kg∙K)

2

1.05

-

Latent Heat

kJ/kg

250

-

Phase Change Temperature

°C

27–29

-

The PCM-LWA was weighed before and after impregnation with PCM to
calculate the absorption of the PCM, which was 42% with regard to the initial mass. The
density of the PCM-LWA was measured and is reported in Table 4.1. The water
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absorption of the LWA was determined according to ASTM C127, which was 46% based
on the initial mass. The PCM-LWA was sliced to measure the overall thermal
conductivity. One hundred points on the sliced surface were measured with a hot disk
(TPS 2500), and the overall thermal conductivity was obtained by statistically averaging
the values obtained from those points, which was 0.40 W/(m∙K).
4.2.3. Semi-adiabatic Calorimetry of Concrete Containing PCM-LWA. An
ASTM C150 Type-I Portland cement was used for this study. The chemical composition
of the cement is expressed by the oxide composition reported in Table 4.2. The
compound composition, in percentages of the four basic mineral phases and gypsum,
obtained using modified Bogue calculations (Taylor, 1989) is listed in Table 4.3. The
density of the cement was 3.15 g/cm3, and the Blaine fineness was 346 m2/kg.

Table 4.2 Chemical composition of Portland cement (weight %).
Chemical
CaO

SiO2

Al2O3 Fe2O3 MgO K2O Na2O SO3

LOI

compositions
Weight (%)

64.36 21.52 5.03

2.54

2.75

0.60 0.19

Table 4.3 Mineral composition of Portland cement (weight %).
Mineral
C3 S

C2 S

C3 A

C4AF

Other

51.95

21.89

8.94

7.65

9.57

compositions
Weight (%)

3.00 3.69
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To prepare the PCM-LWA concrete (Table 4.4), the tap water and cement were
placed in a mixing bowl and mixed for 90 s at a slow speed (140±5 r/min). The PCMLWA was slowly added over 90 s while mixing at a slow speed. The mixing was stopped
for 30 s and restarted for 120 s at a medium speed (285±10 r/min). Four concrete
cylinders (Ø10 cm by 20 cm) were cast, and the hydration heat was measured by semiadiabatic calorimetry (F-cal 4000) for 72 h. As a comparison, a group of four control
samples was made by following the same procedure with the water-saturated LWA (WLWA). All measurements were performed on four independent samples for each group.
The averaged semi-adiabatic temperature evolution curves are plotted in Figure 4.2.

Table 4.4 Mixture proportions of different sample types (normalized to 100 g cement).

Sample Index

Description

Cement

PCM-LWA

W-LWA

(g)

(g)

(g)

0.4

100

-

33.3

0.4

100

32.2

-

w/c

Control concrete,
W-LWA

with water-saturated
LWA
LWA occupied 26%
total volume, 10%

PCM-LWA
PCM by mass of
cement
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Figure 4.2 Variations of semi-adiabatic temperature of PCM-LWA concrete with time.

THREE-LEVEL MODELING OF PCM-LWA CONCRETE
4.3.1. Determination of Number and Size of Modeling Levels. The number of
the modeling levels were determined by matching the total porosity obtained from image
analysis and obtained from the water absorption test of the LWA. Specifically, the LWA
was saw-cut (Figure 4.3(a)), and its 2D pore microstructure was examined using a digital
camera with a resolution of 26 µm/pixel. The pore size distribution was analyzed using
an image-based approach (Sun et al., 2014) with ImageJ. Two 2D images obtained from
two different LWA particles were first processed by adjusting the brightness and contrast
(Figure 3(b)). After this, they were converted into binary images (Figure 4.3(c)). The
pores were further identified by the pore area using the Particle Analyzer of ImageJ. A
threshold value (2 pixel2) was selected as the lower bound of the pore area to filter out the
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image noise. The pores with an area less than the lower bound were ignored. The pore
size distribution was analyzed by counting the numbers of pixels belonging to pores of
various sizes in the 2D images. Figure 4.4(a) shows the accumulated pore size
distribution, indicating that the majority of the pore diameters were between 50 and 400
µm. The total porosity at this level (designated as the macro-level), 𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒,𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜 , was
approximately 14%, which was significantly lower than the value measured from the
adsorption experiments. This implied that the “solid part” observed at the macro-level
contained smaller pores, which were also the main contributor to the total porosity of the
LWA. These small pores could not be identified by the digital camera and had to be
further investigated at a smaller level (designated as the micro-level) using an optical
microscope with a resolution of 0.4 µm/pixel. Twelve sections (1200 pixels × 1200
pixels, for the purpose of averaging due to the microstructural randomness at this scale)
were cropped from the captured images, and the same analysis procedure as that of the
macro-level was performed. Figure 4.4(b) shows the accumulated pore size distribution at
the micro-level. The majority of the pore diameters were between 3 µm and 20 µm, and
the total porosity at the micro-level, 𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒,𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑜 , was approximately 42%. The total
porosity of the LWA (in percentage) was calculated by combining the porosities obtained
at these two levels as follows:
𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒,𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜 + (100% − 𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒,𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜 ) × 𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒,𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑜
After substituting all of the obtained information, the total porosity was
determined to be 50%.

(4.1)
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Figure 4.3 Analysis of pore microstructures of LWA: (a) saw-cut LWA, (b) twodimensional pore microstructure captured by an optical microscope, and (c) binary image
of the pore microstructure (black: pore, white: LWA).

Figure 4.4 Accumulated pore size distribution of two different microstructure levels: (a)
macro-level and (b) micro-level.

In order to validate whether the number of modeling levels was selected properly,
the skeleton density of the LWA was measured with a gas pycnometer, which was found
to be 2.22 g/cm3. As obtained previously from image analysis, the total porosity of LWA
is 50%, and this pore fraction was assumed to be saturated with water to calculate the
water adsorption. This led to the calculated water absorption to be 45% based on the
initial mass, hence matching the measured value of 46%. This shows that nested-network
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structure with two hierarchical levels (i.e., micro and macro levels) was necessary to
model the intricate pore-structure of the LWA. Furthermore, to model the concrete
containing the PCM-LWA, an additional concrete-level is required. Therefore, a threelevel modeling strategy is established.
The sizes of representative volume element (RVE) for macro-level and microlevel were determined using the method proposed by Kanit et al. (2003). They
demonstrated that the size of RVE is related to a target physical property, a given phase
contrast, a given precision, and a given number of realizations (number of reconstructed
samples) and “The concept that there exists only one possible the minimal RVE size must
be abandoned”. Finally, an equation to calculate the volume size, V, of RVE was
established, as shown below:
𝑉=

4(1−𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒 )𝐴3
2
𝑛𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝜀𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎

(4.2)

where Vpore is volume fraction of pores, A3 is the integral range, n is the number of
reconstructed samples, 𝜀𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎 is the relative precision (5% in this case). The only unknown
is the integral range of each level. The integral range was determined using geometrical
covariance function, C(x,h), based on the spatial two-point correlation theory (Berryman,
1985; Corson, 1974a, 1974b; Sun et al., 2015). The covariance presents an asymptotic
theoretical value equal to the square of the volume fraction of pores, as shown below:
𝑙𝑖𝑚𝐶(𝑥, ℎ) = (𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒 2 )
ℎ→∞

(4.3)

If the asymptotic value is reached before ℎ → ∞, for example, ℎ = 𝐴3 , the points of the
microstructure with a distance larger than A3 are not correlated. This is the definition of
integral value. Thus, the covariance function was drawn for the microstructure of micro-
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level and macro-level based on the captured image, as shown in Figure 4.5. The integral
range for the micro-level and macro-level were found to be 67-pixel length and 161-pixel
length (marked with red lines in Figure 4.5), respectively.

Figure 4.5 Covariance functions of two different microstructure levels: (a) macro-level
and (b) micro-level.

The corresponding volume size of RVE can be computed with respect to different
numbers of reconstructed samples, as shown in Table 4.5. Kanit et al. (2003) also showed
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that for small volume of RVE, the accuracy of thermal conductivity depends on the
boundary condition and the dependence vanishes as the volume of RVE increases for the
boundary with a uniform temperature gradient. Therefore, the volume size and number of
RVE were eventually selected to be 1,000,000 pixel3 and 3, well beyond the suggested
value in Table 4.5 to eliminate boundary dependence.

Table 4.5 Volume size of Representative Volume Element (RVE).
Number of reconstructed samples (n)

1

2

3

4

136,436

68,218

45,479

34,109

1,582,400

791,200

527,467

395,600

Volume size of RVE (pixel3) at microlevel
Volume size of RVE (pixel3) at macrolevel

4.3.2. Illustrations of Three-level Modeling Strategy for PCM-LWA
Concrete. The concept of the three-level modeling is illustrated in Figure 4.6. First, a 3D
cubic microstructure of the LWA is generated based on the 2D image captured at the
micro-level. The effective thermal conductivity of the micro-level is obtained based on
this 3D microstructure consisting of a LWA skeleton and a PCM using a heat conduction
simulation. Second, a 3D cubic structure of the LWA is again generated based on the 2D
image captured at the macro-level. The voids of this macro-level structure are filled with
PCM, and the ‘solid’ phase is composed of 3D porous micro-level structures. Thus, the
micro-level effective thermal conductivity is assigned to the ‘solid’ phase of the macro-
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level structure. The effective thermal conductivity of the PCM-LWA is obtained based on
the macro-level 3D structure using the same heat conduction simulation. Finally, the
effective thermal conductivity of the PCM-LWA is applied for concrete-level modeling
to investigate the hydration heat. In this way, the modeling of the details in the pore
microstructure is unnecessary at the concrete level. The computational cost and modeling
complexity of the PCM-LWA concrete can thus be significantly reduced.

Figure 4.6 Schematic of the three-level modeling strategy of PCM-LWA concrete.

4.3.3. Reconstruction of 3D Microstructure of LWA. A three-dimensional
reconstruction program developed by NIST (Bentz & Martys, 1994; Garboczi et al.,
1999) was used to obtain the 3D microstructures for the numerical simulations. The
detailed procedure was reported previously (Sun et al., 2015). The reconstruction
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procedure is briefed herein with an example in Figure 4.7 to make this paper selfcontained.

Figure 4.7 Schematic of reconstruction of a 3D digital RVE: (a) the cropped 2D image,
(b) the selection of pore segmentation threshold, (c) the converted binary image, (d) three
out of 100 randomly generated 2D slices based on the statistical spatial correlation
function, (e) the stacked 3D digital RVE.

A 100 pixel × 100 pixel section (Figure 4.7(a)) was cropped from the 2D binary
image for each level. The brightness and contrast balances were adjusted to show a clear
view of the pore microstructure. A selection of pore segmentation threshold (Figure
4.7(b)) was done by matching the porosity of the generated binary image (Figure 4.7(c))
to the measured porosity of the LWAs. The morphological parameters of the sections,
including pore area fraction, characteristic pore sizes, and specific surface area of pores
were statistically measured by spatial two-point correlation function coded within the
NIST program (Sun et al., 2015). Since the spatial two-point correlation function was
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initially developed to account for heterogeneity and anisotropy of materials based on
statistical continuum theories (Berryman, 1985; Corson, 1974a, 1974b; Sun et al., 2015),
these morphological parameters were subsequently used to generate a series of 2D
random slices (100 slices), as shown in Figure 4.7(d). These slices were stacked to form a
3D digital RVE, which was a cube of 100 pixels × 100 pixels × 100 slices (Figure 4.7(e)).
A sintering algorithm (Bentz et al., 2011; Pimienta et al., 1992) was executed to refine
the 3D digital RVE by matching the hydraulic radius to the original 2D binary image.
The hydraulic radius is defined as the ratio of the cross-section area to the perimeter of
the pores in a 2D image. In this way, the 3D digital RVE of the macro- and micro-level
were finally obtained. The macro- and micro-level porosities of the reconstructed 3D
digital RVE were 18.8% and 46.6%, respectively.
4.3.4. Model of PCM-LWA Concrete Cylinder. The PCM-LWA concrete
cylinder had a bottom radius of 5 cm and a height of 20 cm. It contained PCM-LWA and
cement paste. The PCM-LWA occupied 26% of the total volume of the cylinder. Based
on the above-mentioned homogenization, the PCM-LWA could be reasonably treated as
an isotropic and homogenous phase, and its pore structure no longer needed to be
modeled in detail. Thus, in order to simplify the modeling process and provide basic
insight of PCM-LWAs on the temperature distribution within the concrete cylinder, the
PCM-LWA was modeled as spherical particles with diameters of 10 mm that were
uniformly distributed in the cylinder with center-to-center distances of around 13 mm, as
shown in Figure 4.6.
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THREE-LEVEL NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF PCM-LWA CONCRETE
WITH EFFECTIVE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
4.4.1. Computation of Effective Thermal Conductivity at Micro-level. The
effective thermal conductivity is obtained from a heat conduction simulation of the PCMLWA using the finite element software ABAQUS. Assuming the temperature profile, T,
is approximately linear for the one-dimensional (1D) heat conduction case, the heat flux
per unit area, q, is expressed as follows:

q = ke,microT ,

(4.4)

where ke,micro is the effective thermal conductivity at the micro-level.
The heat flux at any given cross-sectional plane perpendicular to the heat flow
direction can be calculated as follows (Petrasch et al., 2008):

q=

−  ks Ts  ndAs −  k f T f  ndAf
As

Af

As + Af

,

(4.5)

where ks and kf are the thermal conductivity of the LWA (skeletal phase) and PCM,
respectively, Ts and Tf are the temperatures of the LWA and PCM elements, respectively,
As and Af are the cross-sectional areas of the LWA and PCM elements, respectively, and
vector n denotes the heat flow direction. Combing Equations (4.4) and (4.5), the effective
thermal conductivity can be expressed as follows (Petrasch et al., 2008):
ke ,micro =

−  ks Ts  ndAs −  k f T f  ndAf
As

Af

( A + A ) T
s

.

(4.6)

f

In Equation (4.6), the unknowns are Ts and Tf, which can be obtained from the heat
conduction simulation. The simulation started at the micro-level where a representative
elementary volume (REV) contained 1,000,000 elements and the side length (L) was 40
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µm, as shown in Figure 4.8. The DC3D8-type element was chosen, and thermal
properties were assigned to two different phases (i.e., PCM for the voids and LWA for
the solid matrix), as listed in Table 4.1. To simulate the heat conduction in a quasi-1D
scenario, temperature boundary conditions were applied to two of the opposing faces (T1:
40°C, T0: 25°C), while adiabatic conditions were applied to the other four faces, as
shown in Figure 4.8. A time marching simulation was performed until temperature
equilibrium was achieved, and the temperature profile of each element was obtained, as
shown in Figure 4.9. Then, for each cross-sectional slice perpendicular to the heat flow
direction, the elemental temperature profile was substituted into Equation (4.6) to obtain
the effective thermal conductivity of each slice, which were finally averaged to obtain the
effective thermal conductivity of the whole micro-level structure.

Figure 4.8 Three-dimensional (3D) numerical model and boundary conditions (T1: 40°C,
T0: 25°C).
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Figure 4.9 Temperature profile in the 3D micro-level digital sample (unit: °C).

4.4.2. Scale Up Simulation of Macro-level Structure. The effective thermal
conductivity ( ke,micro ) of the micro-level system was obtained from simulations of three
digital RVE and Equation (4.6), and the averaged effective thermal conductivity with the
standard deviation was 0.372 ± 0.031 W/(m∙K). The reason to use three digital RVE
herein is that the NIST program uses a random algorithm to generate 2D slices, resulting
in slight deviations of morphological parameters between the original 2D section and the
generated 2D slices. Thus, to alleviate the impact of this morphological difference on the
simulation results, three RVEs from independent random reconstruction processes were
used in the simulation.
The bulk density and specific heat capacity at the micro-level were estimated
using the following equations (Guo et al., 2013):

e,micro =

 s ,microVs ,micro +  f Vpore,micro

Cpe,micro =

Vs ,micro + V pore,micro

,

s ,microVs ,microCps ,micro +  f Vpore,microCp f
e,micro (Vs ,micro + Vpore,micro )

(4.7)

,

(4.8)
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where Vs ,micro and Vpore,micro are the volume fractions of the solid matrix and the pore at
the micro-level, respectively; e,micro , s ,micro , and  f are the overall effective density,
the density of the solid matrix, and the density of the PCM at the micro-level,
respectively, as listed in Table 6; Cpe,micro , Cps ,micro , and Cp f are the overall effective
specific heat, the specific heat of the solid matrix, and the specific heat of the PCM at the
micro-level, respectively, as listed in Table 4.6.
The results obtained from Equations (4.7) and (4.8) were 1.60 g/cm3 and 1.29
kJ/(kg∙K), respectively. As mentioned previously, the solid phase of the macro-level
structure is built upon the micro-level microstructure. Thus, the obtained effective
properties of the micro-level can be assigned to the “solid” phase of the macro-level
microstructure. The properties of PCM were kept the same for the pore phase in the
macro-level modeling. The macro-level 3D structure with a side length (L) of 2.6 mm
was modeled and analyzed with the same procedure as that presented in Section 4.4.1.
The effective thermal conductivity, density, and specific heat capacity were calculated
with equations that are analogous to Equations (4.6), (4.7), and (4.8), as follows:
ke,macro =

−  ke,microTs  ndAs −  k f T f  ndAf
As

Af

s

e,macro =

(4.9)

f

e,microVs ,macro +  f Vpore,macro

Cpe,macro =

,

( A + A ) T

Vs ,macro + Vpore,macro

,

e,microVs ,macroCpe,micro +  f Vpore,macroCp f
e,macro (Vs ,macro + Vpore,macro )

(4.10)

,

(4.11)
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which Vs ,macro and Vpore,macro are the volume fraction of solid matrix and the pore at the
macro-level, respectively, e,macro is the overall effective density at the macro-level, and

Cpe,macro is the overall effective specific heat at the macro-level. Macro-level simulations
were performed on three digital RVE, and the averaged effective thermal conductivity
and standard deviation were 0.339 ± 0.006 W/(m∙K), respectively. These results are listed
in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6 Thermal properties of different phases.
Measured
Cement

PCM-LWA,

PCM-LWA,

Unit

PCMPaste

micro

macro
LWA

Density

g/cm3

1.93

1.60

1.51

1.57

W/(m∙K)

1.0

0.372

0.339

0.40

kJ/(kg∙K)

1.6

1.29

1.34

-

Thermal
Conductivity
Specific Heat

4.4.3. Simulation of Thermal Behavior of PCM-LWA Concrete. The
adiabatic hydration heat of cement is required to model the thermal behavior of the PCMLWA concrete. It is obtained using the hydration kinetics model proposed by Lin and
Meyer (Lin & Meyer, 2009). This hydration kinetics model is established by considering
the chemical composition and fineness of the cement, the w/c, the curing temperature,
and the applied pressure. It had been validated against the experimental data reported
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previously in the cement paste systems at different temperatures with or without blending
of slag/fly ash/volcanic ash in cement (Danielson, 1960; Escalante-Garcia, 2003; Jin et
al., 2020; Lerch & Ford, 1948; Taplin, 1959). The main formulas (Lin & Meyer, 2009)
used to obtain the adiabatic hydration heat of cement are briefly described herein. First,
the material constants k, A0’, and n0 can be estimated by the statistical fitting function of
the Bogue composition of cement, as follows:
A0 = −0.0767 pC4 AF + 0.0184

(

k = 0.56  pC3S

)

−0.206

(

 pC2 S

)

(4.12)
−0.128

(

 pC3 A

)

0.161

(4.13)

n0 = 10.945 pC3S + 11.25 pC2S − 4.10 pC3 A − 0.892

(4.14)

where pC3S , pC2 S , pC3 A , and pC4 AF are the Bogue mass fractions of C3S, C2S, C3A, and
C4AF, respectively. The apparent activation energy Eα (J/mol) can be obtained using the
following equation (Schindler, 2004):

(

E = 22100  pC3 A

)

0.30

(

 pC4 AF

)

0.25

 ( Blaine )

0.35

(4.15)

where the Blaine fineness has units of m2/kg. The ultimate degree of hydration at T = 293
K, αu,293, is calculated by considering the effects of the w/c and Blaine fineness:

 u ,293 =

1 ( Blaine )  w / c
 1.0
 2 ( Blaine ) + w / c

1 ( Blaine ) =

2 ( Blaine ) =

(4.16)

1.0
 Blaine 
9.33 

 100 

(4.17)

−2.82

+ 0.38

Blaine − 220
147.78 + 1.656 ( Blaine − 220 )

(4.18)
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Equations (4.17) and (4.18) are valid for a Blaine fineness



270 m2/kg. The ultimate

degree of hydration, αu, at curing temperature T can be obtained as follows:

w/ c
2
u = u ,293 exp −0.00003 (T − 293) SGN (T − 293) 

 0.4

(4.19)

 1 , T  293K
SGN (T − 293) = 
.
−1, T  293K

(4.20)

The hydration rate, 𝛼̇ , is calculated using the following equation:
 Ea 
 Ea 
 exp 

 RT 
 293R 

 = A exp  −

(4.21)

where R is the gas constant, A is the chemical affinity, and   is the permeability of free
water through hydration products. They are expressed as follows:
0.07
2

 
 A   Blaine

 p
 
 
0
A = k 
+   ( u −  ) exp 0.02 
− 1  − 1.5   + 0.4  (4.22)
 350k u

 
 patm    u
 u 



10


2

 350    v293 
 = exp −n0 1 + (1 −  ) ln 

 
 Blaine    vT 




4







(4.23)

2
vT = v293 exp  −28  10−6 (T − 293) 



(4.24)

where α is the current hydration degree, p and patm are the applied hydrostatic pressure
and atmospheric pressure, respectively, and vT is the volume ratio between the hydration
products and the reacted cement at temperature T. Once the hydration rate is obtained
from Equation (4.21), the calculation of the current hydration degree is an initial value
problem that can be solved using the forward finite difference method with a fourth-order
Runge–Kutta scheme. The adiabatic hydration heat, Q(t), is represented as follows:

(

Q ( t ) =  Qmax =  517 pC3S + 262 pC2S + 1144 pC3 A + 725 pC4 AF

)

(4.25)
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where Qmax (kJ/kg) is the maximum heat output from the Bogue composition. Based on
the cement properties presented in Section 4.2.3, the adiabatic heat output from cement
was obtained and is plotted in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10 Adiabatic hydration heat and fitting curve of cement paste with a water-tocement ratio of 0.4.

4.4.4. PCM-LWA Concrete-level Modeling. A further concrete-level
simulation was conducted on the PCM-LWA concrete cylinder model (presented in
Section 4.3.4) to study the hydration heat of early-age PCM-LWA concrete using the
homogenized effective thermal properties. The purpose was to demonstrate the feasibility
and effectiveness of using PCM-LWA to reduce the heat of hydration and temperature
rise, thus mitigating thermal stresses and cracking.
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Figure 4.11 Simulation model: a) Simulation configuration of PCM-LWA concrete; b) Fcal 4000 instrument for semi-adiabatic calorimetry.

The simulation was performed using the ANSYS Fluent software, and the PCMLWA concrete cylinder model was meshed with 508,885 tetrahedral elements, as shown
in Figure 4.11(a). The boundary conditions were set to replicate the actual insulation
conditions in the F-cal 4000 instrument, as shown in Figure 4.11(b). The concrete
cylinder was cast in a plastic mold and then placed in the test cell with foam insulation.
Since the concrete cylinder had a smooth surface and the wind speed in the instrument
was zero, the surface heat-transfer coefficient β of the solid with a smooth surface and
zero wind speed was adopted, which was 5.13 W/(m2•K) (Bofang, 2014). The thermal
insulation layer outside the cylinder (i.e., plastic mold wall or foam insulation) can be
computed with the equivalent surface heat-transfer coefficient βs, which is given as
follows (Bofang, 2014):

s =

1

(1/  ) +  ( hi / i )

(4.26)
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where hi is the thickness of the ith insulation layer in units of m, and λi is the conductivity
of the ith insulation layer in units of W/(m•K). Thus, the layer thicknesses were
determined by measuring the plastic mold wall and foam insulation, and the thermal
conductivities were assumed to be typical values of the materials, as listed in Table 4.7.
The top, side, and bottom surfaces were all set as convection surfaces with the equivalent
heat-transfer coefficients given in Table 4.7. The heat-transfer coefficients of the side and
bottom surfaces were smaller than that of the top surface because of the better insulation
in the semi-adiabatic calorimeter. The blue surfaces in Figure 4.11(a), which were the
contact surfaces of the PCM-LWA and cement paste, were set as thermally coupled
boundaries. The initial temperature condition was set as a uniform temperature field,
which was equal to the ambient temperature of 25°C.

Table 4.7 Thermal properties of insulation layers.
Plastic (PP)

Foam

β

βs

h

λ

h

λ

Top

5.13

0.003

0.2

-

-

4.76

Side

0

0.003

0.2

0.02

0.035

1.68

Bottom

0

0.003

0.2

0.09

0.035

0.38

The computed effective thermal conductivity along with other physical properties
of the PCM-LWA system that are reported in Table 4.1 and Table 4.6 were assigned to
the spherical particles. The thermal properties of the cement paste were approximated as
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those of cement paste with a w/c of 0.4 (Table 4.6) and assigned to the domain not
occupied by the PCM-LWA in the cylinder, based on previous research (Qomi et al.,
2015). The mass-averaged latent heat of PCM-LWA was computed as 63.25 kJ/kg. In
addition, the adiabatic hydration heat of the cement paste was defined in Fluent as a
uniformly distributed volumetric heat source. Specifically, the adiabatic hydration heat
obtained by the hydration kinetic modeling in Section 4.4.3 was fitted with a 4th-degree
Gaussian, which had a coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.99. The fitting curve is
plotted in Figure 4.10, and the function is shown as follows:

  t + 1.452 2 
  t − 0.1894  2 
P = 0.04486exp  − 
  − 0.0002599exp  − 
 
  1.016  
  0.4399  
  t − 0.3868  2 
  t + 0.09226  2 
− (1.73e − 5 ) exp  − 
  − 0.007118exp  − 
 
  0.06753  
  0.1485  

(4.27)

  t + 40.23  2 
+520.6exp  − 
 
  11.27  
where P is the adiabatic hydration heat released by the cement (W/g), and t is the
hydration time (h). To define the heat source, this function was coded and plugged into
Fluent using the user-defined function module.
The Phase change temperature was set as from 27°C to 29°C. The phase change
behavior was modeled by the Solidification/Melting module in Fluent, which has been
extensively used and proven successful in previous studies (Joulin et al., 2011; W. Zhao
et al., 2013; Diarce et al., 2014; Muhammad et al., 2015; C. Wang et al., 2016). This
method is based on the enthalpy formulation to avoid tracking the phase change front
explicitly. The phase change interface is represented by a ‘pseudo’ porous zone, with the
porosity (liquid fraction) increasing from 0 to 1 as the PCM melts. Fully solid and liquid
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regions have porosities of 0 and 1, respectively. A detailed description of the theory can
be found elsewhere (Fluent, 2015; Wang et al., 2016).
To solve the governing equations, the second order-upwind scheme was used for
the transient discretization, the semi-implicit pressure-linked equations (SIMPLE)
algorithm was used for pressure–velocity coupling, and the PRESTO algorithm was used
for the pressure correction. When the simulation began, the cement paste generated heat
based on the user-defined function (i.e., Equation (4.27)), thereby changing the initial
temperature distribution. The simulation was conducted for 260,000 s, which is
approximately 72 h. Because the thermocouple was placed at the bottom of the concrete
cylinder (Figure 4.11), the simulated temperature evolution was extracted from the
bottom (z = 0.01 m) of the above-mentioned PCM-LWA and W-LWA concrete model.
The temperature distribution within the cylinder was also obtained. This will be detailly
discussed in Section 4.5.

VERIFICATION OF THE SIMULATED THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
WITH ANALYTICAL MODELS
In this section, the thermal conductivity of PCM-LWA obtained from the imagebased multi-level simulations was compared to the results estimated by analytical models
and the measured values. This was done to illustrate the main factors affecting the
estimation accuracy and the superiority of the proposed simulation method. The
advantages of the multi-level method were explained based on the identified main
factors.
4.5.1. Estimation of Effective Thermal Conductivity Using Analytical
Models. Several well-known analytical models (Loeb, 1954; Maxwell, 1873; Nield,
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1991; Huai et al., 2007; Petrasch et al., 2008) have been adopted in previous studies to
evaluate the effective thermal conductivities of saturated porous media, and the results
have been satisfactory. The analytical models were first applied to the micro-level digital
sample to estimate the effective thermal conductivity. The selected five models and their
corresponding results are listed in Table 4.8. Then, each of the obtained results was used
as the effective thermal conductivity of the ‘solid’ phase of the macro-level digital
sample, when the five models shown in Table 4.8 were applied again to the macro-level
digital sample to estimate the effective thermal conductivity of the PCM-LWA.

Table 4.8 Effective thermal conductivity model applied to micro-level digital sample.
Model

Expression

ke,micro

Nield (Nield, 1991)

ke = k f ks(1− )

0.347

Maxwell

ke =

(Maxwell, 1873)
Loeb (Loeb, 1954)

Russell (Russell,
1935)
Three-resistor
model (Woodside
& Messmer, 1961)
*ε: porosity,  = k f / ks

ke =

2 + − 2 (1 − )
2 + +  (1 − )

ks

 1/3 −  + (1 −  1/3 +  )

0.371

ks

0.364

 2/3 + 1 −  2/3
ke =
ks
 ( 2/3 −  ) + 1 −  2/3 + 

0.376

−1


 
ke =  f (  + (1 −  ) ) + (1 − f )  + 1 −    ks
v
 

f = 0.3823

0.338

 1/3 + (1 −  1/3 )
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The calculated results could be presented in a 5 × 5 matrix table containing
combinations of the five models, as shown in Table 4.9.

Table 4.9 Effective thermal conductivity model applied to macro-level digital sample.
Micro-Level Model
1

2

3

4

5

1

0.313

0.330

0.325

0.334

0.306

Macro-

2

0.315

0.334

0.329

0.338

0.309

Level

3

0.313

0.331

0.326

0.335

0.307

Model

4

0.317

0.336

0.331

0.341

0.310

5

0.310

0.327

0.322

0.331

0.304

4.5.2. Key Factors Affecting the Estimation Accuracy. The Nield model
assumes a random distribution of phases, and the effective thermal conductivity is
calculated by the weighted geometric mean of the conductivity of each phase by only
considering the porosity. The Maxwell model is an exact solution for the conductivity of
the randomly distributed and non-interacting solid spheres in a continuous medium.
However, because this model is derived based on potential theory for electrical
conduction, and the assumption that the solid spheres are sufficiently separated that they
do not interact, it requires the porosity to be sufficiently large. Its accuracy will suffer
when dealing with granular porous media with small porosities. The three-resistor model
uses an equivalent resistor model comprising three elements in parallel to estimate the
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thermal conductivity. In particular, a cuboid represents the heat flow through the fluid
and solid in series, and two other cuboids represent the heat flow through a continuous
solid and a continuous fluid. To account for the effects of the pore shape, The Loeb and
Russell models approximate the pores with different shapes to derive an estimation
formula for the thermal conductivity. Their advantages and disadvantages are discussed
below.
The relative difference between the estimated effective thermal conductivity of
the PCM-LWA and the measured value (0.40 W/(m∙K)) is shown in Figure 4.12.
Regardless of which model is used for the macro-level estimation, the relative differences
were all limited as long as the micro-level estimation was based on the Russell model
(No. 4). The average relative difference was 16.1%. The minimum relative difference
(14.8%) occurred when the Russell model (No. 4) was applied at both levels. The Russell
model considers the case of a matrix with spherical pores, which are formed by burning
combustible particles (expanded clay in this case), approximates these pores with cubes,
and assumes the isothermal surfaces are planes (Russell, 1935). This is physically and
practically in accordance with the case herein. Through the analysis and comparison, two
key factors can be found: (1) a good approximation of the pore shape plays a dominant
role in the overall estimation because the pore structure occupies 46% of the volume and
(2) a good estimate of the micro-level effective thermal conductivity plays an essential
role in the overall estimation because the micro-level pore structure contributes to the
majority of the total porosity.
The Maxwell model (No. 2) applied at the micro-level also yields good estimates,
whose average relative difference was 17.1%. However, it yields large relative
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differences at the macro-level. The Maxwell model requires the porosity to be
sufficiently large, which is true for the micro-level, whose porosity is 48.8%. However,
the porosity at the macro-level is 16.6%, resulting in a breakdown of the Maxwell model.
The Loeb model assumes the pores are spherical or cylindrical (Loeb, 1954). Its
application at the micro-level yields an average relative difference of 18.3%, which is
slightly higher than the Russell and Maxwell models. The Nield and three-resistor models
did not give good estimates when applied at the micro-level. The average relative
differences of these two models were 21.6% and 23.2%, respectively. The large relative
differences of these two models can be attributed to the Nield and three-resistor models
only considering the porosity and the material conductivity, and they fail to consider the
pore characteristics. Based on this comparison, without detailed information of the pore
structure as an input, these models and parameters cannot provide good estimates of the
thermal conductivity.

1. Neild Model
2. Maxwell Model
3. Loeb Model
4. Russell Model
5. Three-resistor Model

Figure 4.12 Relative differences between the estimated bulk effective thermal
conductivity and the measured values.
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4.5.3. Merit of Image-based Multi-level Method. The simulated effective
thermal conductivity (0.339 W/(m∙K)) was compared to the measured value (0.40
W/(m∙K)), corresponding to a relative difference of 15.2%, which was lower than most of
the analytical models and was close to the minimum relative difference of 14.8%. This
indicated that the image-based multilevel modeling proposed herein provided a reliable
thermal conductivity estimate. This was because the proposed image-based method has
advantages that are as follows. (1) It considers the porosity, pore shape, pore
connectivity, contact between the phases, and the conductivity of each phase at two levels
since the realistic microstructures of the porous media were captured, and the phase
properties were assigned individually to each phase at both levels (as a comparison, the
analytical methods only consider several parameters and approximated pore structures).
(2) In the image-based method, the entire thermal conduction process was reasonably
modeled at each level using a numerical approach, and the thermal conductivity was
calculated from the obtained temperature gradient using the fundamental heat-transfer
function. In other words, the theoretical foundation of this method is more realistic and
straightforward as compared to the analytical models.

VERIFICATION OF THE SIMULATED SEMI-ADIABATIC HYDRATION
WITH CALORIMETRY EXPERIMENT
In this section, the semi-adiabatic hydration behavior obtained from the PCMLWA concrete-level simulation using the simulated thermal conductivity of PCM-LWA
were compared to the experimental results. This was done to verify the capability of the
proposed simulation method to capture the characteristics of PCM-LWA concrete during
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hydration. The advantages of applying PCM to control the temperature rise of concrete
were also discussed.
4.6.1. Effects of PCM-LWA on the Semi-adiabatic Temperature Rise. As
mentioned before, the simulated temperature evolution was extracted from the bottom (z
= 0.01 m) of the PCM-LWA and W-LWA concrete model (Figure 4.11). At the same
time, the semi-adiabatic temperature rise behaviors of concrete cylinders containing
PCM-LWA were measured by semi-adiabatic calorimetry, as shown in Figure 4.2. Both
data are plotted together in Figure 4.13 to validate the numerical simulation method. The
simulation using the thermal conductivity obtained from the image-based method could
basically capture the characteristics of the phase change and the temperature rise. The
deviation from the experimental data can be attributed to the neglect of the hydration
dependence of the specific heat of the cement paste. A constant mean value of 1.60
kJ/(kg∙K) was selected for the specific heat of the cement paste in the simulation based on
the multiscale research of Qomi et al. on the thermal properties of cement paste (Qomi et
al., 2015). However, it also pointed out that the specific heat of cement paste, Cppaste,
decreases with the degree of hydration. The reasons are two-fold (Qomi et al., 2015). On
the one hand, the specific heat of bulk water is large (4.18 kJ/(kg∙K)), resulting in a
relatively high initial specific heat of the cement paste. As the hydration proceeds, the
water is consumed to generate hydration products, which have relatively low specific
heat values. On the other hand, some of the water confined in the small capillary pores
and gel pores behave like super-cooled water with a considerably lower specific heat
compared to that of bulk water at room temperature. At the same time, the temperature
rise, ∆T, can be calculated by the following equation (Lin & Meyer, 2009):
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T =

  Qmax,cement

 paste  Cp paste

(4.28)

Therefore, due to the continuous reduction of the specific heat of cement paste, the
deviation becomes a little more significant. In particular, the measured semi-adiabatic
data had a larger temperature drop than the simulated data after 18 h.

Figure 4.13 Comparison of simulated and recorded semi-adiabatic data of PCM-LWA
and W-LWA concrete.

4.6.2. Effects of PCM-LWA on the Temperature Distribution. The vertical
temperature distribution was extracted from a plane perpendicular to the base and passing
through the centroid of the cylinder, and the horizontal temperature distribution was
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extracted from the cross-section perpendicular to the longest axis of the cylinder and
containing the thermocouple.
Figure 4.14(a) shows the temperature distribution at t = 1200 s, which was right
before the phase change occurred. Due to the higher thermal conductivity of W-LWA
(0.59 W/(m∙K)), the temperature within the W-LWA was higher than the temperature
within the PCM-LWA, resulting in a 0.04°C higher overall temperature distribution in
concrete with the W-LWA. Other than that, the temperature distributions were almost
identical.
Figure 4.14(b) shows the temperature distribution at t = 3700 s, which was in the
middle of the phase transition. The PCM reduced the overall temperature by 2.61°C. In
addition, the PCM significantly changed the temperature distribution in the concrete
cylinder. Concrete with W-LWA exhibited a typical high-to-low temperature gradient
from the base to the top surface. However, the temperature of most of the cement paste in
the concrete with PCM-LWA was at 27.76°C and did not exhibit a clear temperature
gradient. The temperature distribution within the PCM-LWA had a distinctive low-tohigh temperature transition from the center to the surface of the PCM-LWA, which
clearly showed that phase change occurred. The temperature in the center of the PCMLWA was 27.54°C, which was 0.22°C lower than the surrounding cement paste. The
minimum temperature of the PCM-LWA concrete did not occur at the top surface as it
did for the W-LWA concrete but occurred within the PCM-LWA grains, located at the
longest axis of the cylinder in which the PCM-LWA was densely packed. These points
indicate the PCM suppressed the thermal conduction within the concrete cylinder.
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Figure 4.14(c) shows the temperature distribution at t = 8000 s, which was right
after the phase transition. At this stage, the overall temperature of the PCM-LWA
concrete was lower than that of W-LWA concrete by 7.66°C. The temperature
distribution in the PCM-LWA concrete began to exhibit a high-to-low temperature
transition from the base to the top surface. The temperature difference of the PCM-LWA
concrete was 1.32°C, which was 1.00°C lower than that of the W-LWA concrete. The
temperature distribution within the PCM-LWA became uniform since all of the PCM
underwent a phase change, and the minimum temperature of the PCM-LWA concrete
occurred at the top surface and no longer occurred within the PCM-LWA. Given the
above findings, it can be concluded that the PCM not only reduced the maximum
temperature in the concrete by the phase transition but also changed the temperature
distribution in the concrete sample, resulting in a smaller temperature gradient, which is
important for preventing cracking in mass concrete.
Figure 4.14(d) shows the temperature distribution at t = 43700 s (12.1 h), which
was the point at which the PCM-LWA and W-LWA concrete were at the highest
temperature. The overall temperature was reduced by approximately 3.18°C. Otherwise,
the temperature distributions in the PCM-LWA and W-LWA were identical and showed
temperature gradients from the base to the top surface. Overall, both the maximum
temperature and the temperature gradient in the concrete were reduced. This could be
beneficial for mitigating the thermal cracking of massive concrete. Modeling the thermal
cracking and freeze-thaw damage of the pavement and other concrete structures after
incorporating PCM-LWA using the effective thermal conductivity obtained from the
proposed method is ongoing work.
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Figure 4.14 Comparison of temperature distribution in concrete with W-LWA and
concrete with PCM-LWA at (a) t = 1200 s, (b) t = 3700 s, (c) t = 8000 s, and (d) t =
43700 s.
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Figure 4.14 Comparison of temperature distribution in concrete with W-LWA and
concrete with PCM-LWA at (a) t = 1200 s, (b) t = 3700 s, (c) t = 8000 s, and (d) t =
43700 s. (cont.)

SUMMARY
In this study, an image-based three-level approach was proposed to model the
heat transfer of the PCM-LWA to estimate its effective thermal conductivity as well as to
estimate the hydration behavior of PCM-LWA-added concrete that is essential to study
the effects of the PCM on thermal properties and kinetics of hydration of concrete. The
microstructure of PCM-LWA was divided into micro- and macro-levels with different
porosities, since the LWA has a wide range of pore sizes. The 3D digital structures of
PCM-LWA could then be reconstructed randomly to match pore structures from the 2D
image captured at each level. The thermal properties were assigned to corresponding
phases in the 3D digital structures, and the temperature distribution was obtained using a
numerical heat-transfer simulation. The effective thermal conductivity of the PCM-LWA
was calculated based on the heat-transfer function. The simulated results had better
accuracy compared to the results obtained from analytical models. The image-based
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multi-level modeling method, surpassing the resolution limitation of 3D imager and
finely describing pore structures, provides a better way to estimate the effective thermal
conductivity of PCM-LWA.
Moreover, it was further scaled up to concrete-level modeling for the thermal
behavior of the PCM-LWA-added concrete mixture. The scale-up simulation manifested
the success of applying the homogenized effective thermal conductivity of PCM-LWA in
the prediction of hydration heat evolution of the concrete mixture. Additionally, it
substantiated that the PCM-LWA not only reduced the maximum temperature in the
concrete by 3.18°C but also changed the temperature distribution and reduced the
temperature gradient in the concrete.

Notations
A0’: Material constants based on Bogue composition
A3: Integral range (pixel)
As : Cross-sectional areas of LWA elements (m2)
Af : Cross-sectional areas of PCM elements (m2)
A : Chemical affinity

Blaine: Blaine fineness (m2/kg)
𝐶𝑝𝑒,𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑜 : Effective specific heat at micro-level (kJ/(kg∙K))
𝐶𝑝𝑒,𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜 : Effective specific heat at macro-level (kJ/(kg∙K))
𝐶𝑝𝑠,𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑜 : Specific heat of solid matrix at micro-level (kJ/(kg∙K))

Cp f : Specific heat of PCM (kJ/(kg∙K))
𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒 : Specific heat of cement paste (kJ/(kg∙K))
Eα : Apparent activation energy (J/mol)
hi : Thickness of the ith insulation layer (m)
k : Material constants based on Bogue composition
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ke,micro : Effective thermal conductivity at the micro-level (W/(m∙K))
ks: Thermal conductivity of LWA (W/(m∙K))
kf : Thermal conductivity of PCM (W/(m∙K))
Mce: Mass of cement (kg)
n: Number of reconstructed samples
n : Heat flow direction.
n0 : Material constants based on Bogue composition
P: Adiabatic hydration heat released by the cement (W/g)
p: applied hydrostatic pressure (Pa)
patm: atmospheric pressure (Pa)
𝑝𝐶3𝑆 : Bogue mass fractions of C3S (%)
𝑝𝐶2𝑆 : Bogue mass fractions of C2S (%)
𝑝𝐶3𝐴 : Bogue mass fractions of C3A (%)
𝑝𝐶4𝐴𝐹 : Bogue mass fractions of C4AF (%)
q: Heat flux per unit area (W/m2)
Q(t): Adiabatic hydration heat (kJ/kg)
Qmax: Maximum heat output from the Bogue composition (kJ/kg)
R: Gas constant (J/(mol•K))
T: Temperature (°C or K)
Ts:Temperature of LWA elements (°C or K)
Tf: Temperature of PCM elements (°C or K)
V: Volume size of RVE (pixel3)
𝑉𝑠,𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑜 : Solid matrix volume fraction at micro level (%)
𝑉𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜 : Solid matrix volume fraction at macro level (%)
𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒,𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑜 : Pore volume fraction at micro level (%)
𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒,𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜 : Pore volume fraction at macro level (%)
Vpore: Volume fraction of pores in samples (%)
vT : Volume ratio between the hydration products and the reacted cement at temperature
T
w/c: Water to cement ratio
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α : Current hydration degree
αu,293 : Ultimate degree of hydration at T = 293 K
αu : Ultimate degree of hydration
𝛼̇ : Hydration rate
β1 : Constant based on Blaine fineness
β2 : Constant based on Blaine fineness
βs : Equivalent surface heat-transfer coefficient (W/m2•K)
λi : Conductivity of the ith insulation layer (W/(m•K))
𝜀𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎 : Relative precision (%)
𝜌𝑒,𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑜 : Effective density at the micro-level (g/cm3)
𝜌𝑒,𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜 : Effective density at the macro-level (g/cm3)
𝜌𝑠,𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑜 : Density of the solid matrix at the micro-level (g/cm3)
𝜌𝑓 : Density of PCM (g/cm3)
𝜌𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒 : Density of cement paste (g/cm3)

 : Permeability of free water through hydration products
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5. APPLICATION IN CONCRETE PAVEMENT FOR THERMAL CURLING
MITIGATION

BACKGROUND
A common property of materials is that they expand/contract along with the
change of body temperature. Concrete has a coefficient of thermal expansion/contraction
ranging from 7.4×10-6/oC to 13×10-6/oC (FHWA, 2016). Rigid pavement made of
concrete is subjected to outdoor climate fluctuations during its whole service life,
including diurnal weather changes and seasonal periodical changes. A thick pavement
slab can have close synchrony with the air temperature change for its top surface while a
slower temperature response for its bottom surface, resulting from the low thermal
conductivity of concrete and the effect of underneath base layers that have relatively
stable temperature. This creates a temperature difference between top and bottom
surfaces of pavement slabs, resulting in uneven length changes of slab body and the
following upward (concave curvature) or downward (convex curvature) curling
phenomenon. In such cases, cracking could occur due to stress created by gravity and
restrained movement in jointed pavement slab, thermal fatigue due to diurnal curling
cycles, and higher damage risks from vehicle dynamic loading on deformed slabs (Rao &
Roesler, 2005).
To abate the thermal curling of slabs, the most commonly used techniques in field
practice are setting of expansion joint and application of constraints to resist deformation
(NRMCA, 2004). The former method is to saw the slab in order to allow releasing of
thermal stress, while the latter one is to control jointed space and reinforcement that
provide restraints to resist curling (Banthia et al., 2014). Besides, there also exists the
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built-in curling during pavement constructions due to the presence of a temperature
gradient at the time of initial set of concrete, especially on hot-weather or sunny days. To
control and accurately estimate the built-in curling in the design stage is another approach
to control slab curling (Eisenmann & Leykauf, 1990). However, it is still very complex to
assess and quantify the built-in curling, which mostly relies on empirical experience
(Merritt et al., 2015; Yu & Khazanovich, 2001). Recently, a new strategy has been
proposed to mitigate thermal curling by incorporating phase change materials (PCMs)
into concrete slabs (Sharifi & Mahboub, 2018).
PCMs have been widely proposed for thermal storage because of their high latent
heat storage capacity in a narrow temperature range. For decades, PCMs have been
studied and exploited for their intrinsic feature linked to their high thermal capacity (Da
Cunha & Eames, 2016; Farid et al., 2004; Kürklü, 1998). Based on outcomes of the
fundamental research, there have been numerous applications of PCMs devoting to
improving the performance of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) plants
and buildings, as well as exploiting the coupling effects between them and periodical heat
loads (Gracia & Cabeza, 2015; Memon, Cui, et al., 2015; Memon, Liao, et al., 2015;
Zalba et al., 2003). Incorporating PCMs into construction materials (e.g., concrete) is
expected to endow them a strong thermal regulation function or reduced temperature
fluctuation. In recent years, apart from energy storage for building applications, there
have been a rising number of studies focusing on the applications of PCMs in the
mitigation of thermal damages of concrete (e.g., in pavement and urban engineering).
These efforts include: (1) thermal cracking control of mass concrete (Bentz & Turpin,
2007; Fernandes et al., 2014); (2) thermal fatigue mitigation (Arora et al., 2017); (3)
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ice/snow melting (Farnam et al., 2017); and (4) mitigation of urban heat island effect
(Santamouris et al., 2011).
Thermal curling plays an important role in concrete pavement deterioration. The
magnitude of the thermally induced stresses in the pavement can be comparable to that
induced by traffic loads (Choubane & Tia, 1992; Kuo, 1998). Since PCMs have been
acknowledged for their capacity in thermal regulation, it is logical to hypothesize that the
incorporation of PCMs in concrete pavement can gentle the temperature fluctuations,
reduce temperature gradient through the pavement slab, and, thus, mitigate thermal
curling. However, there are some uncertainties about this proposed curling mitigation
strategy. For PCM-embedded concrete pavement, on the one hand, a larger overall heat
capacity can be expected theoretically because of the high latent heat of PCMs (Cui et al.,
2017); therefore, with the same input heat, a lower average temperature of pavement can
be expected (Sakulich & Bentz, 2012). Furthermore, pavement slab tends to get a smaller
thermal conductivity due to the much lower thermal conductivity of commonly used
organic PCMs, which leads to a lower bottom surface temperature of slab (Cui et al.,
2014). On the other hand, the density of the pavement may decrease due to the lower
density of the porous/polymer carrier and the PCMs, comparing with normal aggregates
(Memon, Cui, et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2015). It tends to impair the heat capacity and
thermal conductivity of pavement slab. In the literature, to the best knowledge of the
authors, two numerical studies (Arora et al., 2017; Sharifi & Mahboub, 2018) have been
published regarding the incorporation of PCM in pavement for curling control. Arora et
al. (2017) indicated that the curling stress was reduced after incorporating PCM, using
the equivalent linear temperature gradient method for simplicity and assuming the
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stresses and strains in the z-direction were zero. Whereas, Sharifi and Mahboub (2018)
suggested that the incorporation of PCM in the whole pavement slab was possibly
exacerbate curling deformations based on the COMSOL simulation. It is worth noting
that both of them assumed that the top surface of the slabs with and without PCM had the
same solar absorptivity and heat transfer properties when calculating the top surface
temperature, which may bring significant errors. The effect of PCM incorporation on the
top surface temperature of slab also deviated from the realistic. Moreover, it has been
known that the temperature gradient across pavement slab thickness in the field can be
non-linear, which would alter the stress inside the slab (Mohamed & Hansen, 1997;
Nishizawa et al., 2017; Westergaard, 1927). The phase change feature of PCMs would
enhance such nonlinearity, which, however, was not included in the existing numerical
studies. To sum up all of the afore-discussed uncertainties, the detailed effects of PCM
incorporation in concrete pavement slab on the top surface temperature, temperature
gradient, stress distribution, and deformation of slab are not yet clear; therefore, they will
need to be elucidated to test our hypothesis.
We aim to develop strategies for mitigating thermal damages of concrete (e.g.,
thermal cracking, thermal fatigue, thermal curling, and freeze/thaw damage) through
scientifically incorporating PCMs into this material. The focus of the present paper is to
test the feasibility of controlling thermal curling of concrete pavement slab by PCM. The
objective of this study is to characterize the effects of PCM (stabilized by porous
lightweight aggregate) on the thermo-mechanical behaviors of pavement slab, so as to
test the feasibility of the proposed strategy. In this study, it firstly confirms that the
compressive strength of pavement can be maintained after completely replacing the
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normal aggregate with the PCM-loaded lightweight aggregate in concrete, taking
advantage of a well-designed PCM-loading method. Secondly, the heat capacity of
pavement is evaluated to acknowledge the enhancement of thermal performance after the
incorporation of PCM. The first two tasks provide a good foundation for the subsequent
investigation of curling behaviors of pavement slabs with and without PCM
incorporation. Several monitoring techniques (i.e., thermal couples, truly distributed
fiber-optic temperature/strain sensors, and a high-resolution optical fiber inclinometer)
are applied to examine the curling phenomenon of the lab-scale concrete slab and the
effect of PCM. To capture more details of the distributions of temperature, stress, strain,
and displacement throughout the concrete slab, this study also establishes a numerical
simulation framework, which is experimentally validated and used for in-depth studies of
the curling behaviors. Based on the outcomes of experimental and numerical studies,
strategies of thermal curling control using PCMs are proposed.

EXPERIMENTAL WORK AND SIMULATION METHODS
Mortar (instead of concrete) was used in this study to simplify the system, since
mortar allows much smaller representative volume in preliminary lab-scale tests. To
effectively incorporate PCMs into the mortar with minimized strength compromise, we
used sand-sized lightweight aggregate (LWA) as the carrier and designed a surface
processing method to avoid surface PCM residue on LWA particles after loading PCM.
PCM-loaded mortar was prepared using the LWA-stabilized PCM, while its counterpart
was prepared using river sand with the same gradation. The mechanical and thermal
properties of mortars were firstly characterized by compression test and differential
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scanning calorimetry (DSC) test, respectively. Then a heating/cooling slab test was
implemented on well-instrumented mortar slabs, for the sake of characterization of slab
curling phenomenon. Further, a simulation framework of the heating/cooling test was
established and validated with the experimental data. The experimental and numerical
methodologies are complementary to each other: the information of temperature
differences and real deformation shape could be assessed by the experimental monitoring
system without ignoring the fact of heterogeneity of cementitious materials, but it is
impossible to obtain the full fields of temperature and strain; while for the validated
simulation model, the nonlinearity and possible turning points in the temperature gradient
curves across the slab could be captured and analyzed in depth. The joint effort of the
experimental and numerical tools will achieve a comprehensive understanding of the
effect of PCM on the thermal curling of pavement slabs.
5.2.1. Preparation of Mortar Slab with and without PCM. Cement
conforming to the technical requirements of ASTM C150 Type I cement was used. Its
chemical composition was examined by an X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analyzer (XSupreme 8000, Oxford Instruments, UK), and is listed in Table 5.1. The PCM adopted in
this study was a Rubitherm 28 °C paraffin manufactured by Rubitherm Technologies
GmbH, Germany. Two types of fine aggregates used in the mortar mixtures were river
sand (NS) and lightweight sand (LWS, expanded shale). The received LWS was sieved
and remixed to match the gradation curve of the NS to eliminate the effect of particle size
on mortar properties. Therefore, the NS and LWS had the same fineness modulus of 3.47
and shared the same gradation curve shown in Figure 5.1. Their shapes and surface
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textures are shown in Figure 5.2(a) and (b). The porous LWS works as the carrier of the
PCM.

Table 5.1 Chemical compositions of cement (wt%).
Component

CaO

SiO2

Al2O3

Fe2O3 SO3

K2O

MgO

TiO2

Type I Cement

67.78

19.37

4.15

3.56

0.66

1.81

0.19

2.48

Figure 5.1 Gradation curve of the two fine aggregates, i.e., river sand (NS) and
lightweight sand (LWS).

To prepare lightweight sand stabilized phase change material (LWS-PCM), only
large LWS particles retained on #16 sieve (opening size of 1.19 mm) were used to load
PCM, since the LWS particles smaller than #16 have a clustering tendency and are
thereby difficult to remove the surface PCM residue after loading of PCM (Li et al.,
2014). The large LWS particles were soaked in melted PCM for 72 hours then drained for
48 hours in order to get rid of most extra PCM. Then the LWS-PCM was rinsed for 1 min
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using warm water (whose temperature was right above the phase transition temperature
of the PCM) until little oily PCM appeared in the drained water. This warm water rinsing
has been proven to remove the rest surface PCM residue of LWS-PCM effectively (Liao
et al., 2019). After air-drying, the LWS-PCM particles were surface-clean, which can be
clearly seen in a comparison of Figure 5.2(c) and (d). The LWS-PCM particles were then
re-mix with the small LWS particles without PCM to meet the original gradation. After
re-mixing, the obtained LWS-PCM aggregates were saturated with water before being
used to make mortar. The final PCM absorption in the mixed dry LWS-PCM was tested
to be 9.24 wt% (26.3 vol%) with respect to the original mass (volume). This pretreatment
has been proven to be effective (Liao et al., 2019) in preventing PCM leakage during and
after mortar/concrete mixing that has been sometimes reported in past studies (e.g.,
(Farnam et al., 2016)).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.2 Shapes and surface textures of the (a) NS, (b) LWS, (c) LWS-PCM before
rinse, and (d) LWS-PCM after rinsing for removing surface PCM residue.

When casting the mortar slabs, the water-to-cement ratio was 0.4, and the sand
accounted for 60 vol% of total volume. The river sand is used in the NS mortar slab,
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while it is replaced by the same volume of LWS-PCM composite in the PCM mortar slab.
The densities of the raw materials and the mix proportion were presented in Table 5.2 and
Table 5.3, respectively.

Table 5.2 Densities of the raw materials.
LWSRiver
Material

Cement

LWS

PCM
PCM

Water
sand
Dry

SSD

Liquid Solid

SSD

1598.3
Apparent
2290.0
density

3150

998

2605

1910 782.3

890.6

1862.3

(skeletal
(kg/m3)
density)

Table 5.3 Mix proportion of mortar slab (unit: kg/m3).
Material

Cement

Water

NS mortar slab

535.54

214.21 1472.72

-

-

214.21 -

1052.84

97.28

LWS-PCM mortar slab 535.54

River sand (NS) LWS-PCM PCM

5.2.2. Compressive Strength Test. The slabs were cured in a moist room at a
temperature of 23.0 ± 2.0 °C and relative humidity of ≥ 95 % for 28 days before testing.
Cubes with a side dimension of 50 mm were prepared using the same mortars, cured
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under the same conditions, and used for compressive strength tests at the ages of 3, 7, 14,
28, and 56 days. Compressive strength tests complied with ASTM C109/109M.
5.2.3. Measurement of Thermo-physical Properties. The phase transition onset
and peak temperatures and the latent heat of fusion of the PCM and LWS-PCM were
obtained by using a DSC2000 (TA instruments, U.S.A.). The measurement was carried
out for a temperature range of 15-35 oC with a ramp rate of 2 oC/min, under a nitrogen
environment with a flow rate of 40 mL/min. The temperature repeatability and
calorimetric precision for the calorimeter were ±0.1 oC and ±1%, respectively. The
standard DSC and modulated DSC (MDSC) techniques were implemented to acquire
enthalpy-temperature curves and specific heat of targeted materials, respectively (Cui et
al., 2015; Schuman, 2020; Thomas, 2005). It is noted that the MDSC test was performed
with an amplitude of ± 0.32 °C and a 40-second period.
5.2.4. Curling Monitoring. In order to monitor the curling phenomenon, the
temperature distribution, thermal strain, and curling angle of slabs – when they were
heated/cooled – were measured automatically using pre-set sensors. The normal sand
mortar slab (NS slab) was used as the reference. The experimental setup is shown in
Figure 5.3. The dimensions of the mortar slab were 50×50×5 cm, and a light heater with a
500 W halogen lamp was located at 35 cm above the slab surface. Thermocouples (TCs)
on the slab top/bottom surface and optical fiber sensors (OFSs) placed inside the slab
were arranged as shown in Figure 5.4(a) and (b), respectively. The distributed Brillouin
scattering OFSs were used to monitor the temperature and strain against time inside the
slabs, using the optical frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR) technology (Sun et al.,
2019; Zhong et al., 2018). As shown in Figure 5.4(b), the fiber-optic strain sensors were
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placed at three different levels inside the mid-slab, including levels of 5mm-from-top,
middle, and 5mm-from-bottom. The OFSs in alumina tubes for temperature
compensation were 5 mm away on the same levels. Additionally, in order to monitor the
air temperature close to the top surface, thermal couples were fixed at 5 mm above the
top surface. The inclinometer for monitoring the tilt angle of the curled slab was attached
next to the left edge of the top surface. The mechanism of the inclinometer has been
elaborated in (Zhuang et al., 2018). A double polymer insulation was used to surround
the slabs during testing, for the sake of a relatively uniform temperature field above the
slab and prevention of heating up the steel table, as shown in Figure 5.3(b).
During the heating/cooling test, the mortar slab was firstly heated for 6 hours (0360 min), and then the heater was turned off to allow for natural cooling for another 6
hours (360-720 min). The room temperature was 22±1 °C.
The solar light and tungsten bulb light have common visible wavelength spectra,
though the intensities of various wavelengths are a little different (Lata et al., 2007). This
fact suggests that an ordinary light bulb, enabled by hot tungsten, is a good choice as a
solar simulator. Halogen light bulb contains a tungsten filament that is resistive heated
when a current is conducted through it. Therefore, the light heater with a halogen
lightbulb was used in this study.
Since the light is unevenly distributed when reaching the top surface of the slab,
the distribution of the light luminance on the top surface of the slab is measured by the
luminometer. Then, the distribution of the heat radiance (𝛷𝑒 , W/m2) from the light heater
is converted from that of the light luminance (𝛷𝑉 , lux) using Equation (5.1).
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𝛷𝑒 = 𝛷𝑉 ×

1
𝐾

(5.1)

where K (lumens per watt, lm/W) is the luminous efficacy measuring how well a light
source produces visible light. The value of K is 15 lm/W for halogen light bulbs
(Murphy, 2012). The result of the distribution of the heat radiance is presented in Table
5.4, in which the origin point (0,0) is the center point of the top surface of the slab.

(a)

(b)

Optical fiber
sensor processor

Heat source
Inclinometer
data processor

Inclinometer
Optical fiber
sensor (Interior)

Mortar slab
Temperature
logger

Thermal couples
(Top and
bottom surfaces)

Water

(c)
Figure 5.3 Experimental setup (OF: Optic fiber): (a) Sensors, (b) During the test, and (c)
Schematic layout.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.4 Detailed positions of thermal couples and optic fiber sensor (OFS): (a)
Thermal couples (TCs) on the slab top and bottom surfaces; and (b) OFSs distributed
inside the mid-slab.

Table 5.4 The distribution of the light radiance reaching the top surface of the slab
(W/m2).
(x,y), cm

-25

-12.5

0

12.5

25

-25

182

309

435

310

186

-12.5

166

398

673

415

209

0

150

584

690

585

232

12.5

158

396

648

415

205

25

167

314

461

319

177

Furthermore, to evaluate the albedo of the slab surface, the luminance emitted by
the slab surface was measured by pointing the luminometer at the top surface. Comparing
with the incoming luminance measured by pointing the luminometer directly to the
incoming light source, the albedo (i.e., the ratio between these two luminance values) can
be determined by Equation (5.2) (Hatfield et al., 2005), consulting to the guidance of
ASTM E402.
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𝐴=

𝐸𝑣
𝑀𝑣

(5.2)

where A is the albedo, Ev is the luminous flux emitted from the surface, and Mv is the
luminous flux incident on the surface.
5.2.5. Numerical Simulation Model. A three-dimensional pavement slab is
modeled in commercial finite element software Multiphysics COMSOL as shown in
Figure 5.5, adopting two modules of solid mechanics and heat transfer in solids. It has the
same dimension as the experimental slab, i.e., 50×50×5 cm. The steel base underneath
works as rigid support without deformation during the simulation.

Figure 5.5 Three-dimensional geometry of mortar slab on the steel table.

As shown in Figure 5.5, the slab is placed on the steel table that provides support
in the z-direction. To prevent bodily movement of the model, the prescribed
displacements in the x- and y- directions of the slab center are zero. Besides, a thin elastic
layer is inserted between the slab and the steel table for the sake of numerical stability,
and the spring constant per unit area of the layer is small enough that it has a negligible
effect on the mechanical reaction of the slab. The NS slab and PCM slab have the same
boundary conditions in the solid mechanics module. As for the settings in heat transfer in
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the solids module, the boundary conditions of the slab model are determined by the heat
transfer and radiation between the slab and the surroundings. The halogen light has a
direct radiation heat flux on the slab surface and heat convection with the upper air space
that will increase the upper ambient temperature. The exposing surfaces, including the
top and side surfaces, of the slab will have an emissive radiance to air and heat
convection with air. The bottom surface of the slab has heat convection with the steel
table that has a consistent and stable temperature as room air. The detailed boundary
conditions are shown in Figure 5.6. To enable numerical modeling, some values or
expressions of the boundary conditions shown in Figure 5.6 needed to be determined
from experimental results or adopted from literature, as detailed below.

Figure 5.6 Heat transfer and interaction schematic illustrating the thermal boundary
conditions in the 3D FE model.

In Figure 5.6, the heat generated in the spiral tungsten filament is transported to
the slab and surroundings mainly through radiation and convection, respectively. The
radiation reaching the top surface of the slab is q0. The twenty-five measured values of q0
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(i.e., experimental results in Table 5.4) are pinned, and a linear interpolating heat flow
map is given in Figure 5.7(a).

(a) Interpolant linear fitting

(b) 2nd polynomial fitting

Figure 5.7 Measured heat flow map (left, blue points are the measurement points for
interpolant linear fitting) and its second-order polynomial fitting (right).

To further simplify the expression of light irradiance as the input of numerical
simulation, the best curve fitting, as shown in Figure 5.7(b), was found to be polynomial
of second degree with the following form:
𝑞0 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑥 + 𝑐𝑦 + 𝑑𝑥 2 + 𝑒𝑥𝑦 + 𝑓𝑦 2

(5.3)

where the constants of a, b, c, d, e, and f are obtained as 658.9, 0.6647, 0.01361, -0.5667,
-0.002767, and -0.2237, respectively. It returns a coefficient of determination of 0.86.
It is worth noting that not all radiation reaching the slab can be absorbed and
result in temperature rise. When radiation strikes a surface, it can be absorbed, reflected,
and transmitted. The sum of absorptivity (αb), reflectivity (ρr), and transmissivity (t) of a
surface is 1. For the studied slab that is opaque, transmissivity is zero. The albedo of the
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NS slab and the PCM-slab are measured to be 0.32 and 0.27, respectively, following the
steps in Section 5.2.4. Consequently, the absorptivity (αb) of the slabs without and with
PCM are 0.68 and 0.73, respectively. Their absorptivities are different due to slight
differences in surface color and roughness (Levinson & Akbari, 2002). Knowing the αb
values of the slabs, the heat flux thermal load of slab top surface is adjusted as αbq0.
Moreover, the heat from reflection and emission by the slab surface and
convection between the heater and air will warm up the air temperature above the slab
surface. The insulation layer surrounding the slab (see Figure 5.3(b)) separates the upper
ambient temperature of the slab (Tamb,u) from the room temperature (Tamb) of 22.3 oC, as
shown in Figure 5.6. The average upper ambient temperatures (Tamb,u) of the slabs are
tracked in the experiment (for the purpose of feeding the numerical simulation) and
drawn in Figure 5.8. It is seen that the Tamb,u of PCM slab is higher than the NS slab
during heating, which can be attributed to the higher absorptivity (i.e., 0.73 vs. 0.68) and
lower thermal conductivity of the former, leading to higher top layer temperature and,
thus, more convection and irradiation to the upper ambient air.

Figure 5.8 Upper ambient temperatures (Tamb,u) of the slabs with and without PCM.
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Per Newton’s law of cooling (Newton, 1701), the surface convection heat flux (q)
is acquired by multiplying the temperature difference between surface and ambient by a
convective heat transfer coefficient (h0), as displayed in Equations (5.4) and (5.5). The
value of h0 relates to wind velocity (due to air circulation/conditioning and human
disturbance), which was reported to be 10 W/m2‧K for concrete exposed to air in a room
(Park et al., 2008). With regard to the emissive radiation (E) from a matter, it is
determined by the Stefan-Boltzmann law in Equations (5.6) and (5.7), where σ is the
Stefan-Boltzmann radiation constant, ε is surface emissivity of slab, and Ttop and Tside are
respectively the top and side surface temperature of the slab. The Stefan-Boltzmann
radiation constant (σ) is 5.6697×10-8 W/m2K4, and the surface emissivity of concrete (ε)
was reported to be 0.92 (Nayak et al., 2019; Nayak & Das, 2019). Therefore, the
convection heat flux (q) and radiative heat flux (E) are calculated as follows for the top
and side surfaces of the slabs:
𝑞𝑡𝑜𝑝 = ℎ0 (𝑇𝑡𝑜𝑝 (𝑡) − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏,𝑢 )

(5.4)

𝑞𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 = ℎ0 (𝑇𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 (𝑡) − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 )

(5.5)

4
4
𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑝 = 𝜎𝜀(𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏,𝑢
− 𝑇𝑡𝑜𝑝
(𝑡))

(5.6)

4
4
𝐸𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 = 𝜎𝜀(𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏
− 𝑇𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒
(𝑡))

(5.7)

When it turns to the bottom surface of the slab, the air gap between the curled slab
and the steel table is treated as a thermal resistive film between them. Owing to the
variation of gap width during slab curling, the thermal resistive film has a changing
thermal resistance (Rs, unit: Km2/W) against time (t, unit: min). By correlating with the
experimental result, the thermal resistance is found to be in line with Equation (5.8)
during the heating stage, which will recover at the natural cooling stage.
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𝑅𝑠 = 0.94 − 0.002 × 𝑡

(5.8)

The above parameters are summarized in Table 5.5.

Table 5.5 Parameters used in the heat transfer model.
Model

NS slab

PCM slab

Equation (3)

Equation (3)

Light irradiance, q0

Source
Fitting from

(for light heater)

measured data

Upper ambient
Figure 8

Figure 8

Measured

0.68

0.73

Measured

5.6697×10-8

5.6697×10-8

Constant

temperatures, Tamb,u (°C)
Absorptivity, 𝛼𝑏
Stefan-Boltzmann radiation
2

4

constant, σ (W/m K )
(Nayak et al.,
Emissivity, ε (for concrete)

0.92

0.92

2019; Nayak
& Das, 2019)

Heat transfer coefficient, ℎ0
(W/m2K)

(Park et al.,
10

10
2008)

(for air, free convection, in
room)

Correlation
Resistivity, Rs (Km2/W)

Equation (8)

Equation (8)

with measured
data
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Table 5.5 Parameters used in the heat transfer model. (cont.)
Model

NS slab

PCM slab

Source
(Nayak et al.,

Equations (4)

Equations (4)

Convection heat flux, q

2019; Nayak
and (5)

and (5)
& Das, 2019)
(Nayak et al.,

Equations (6)

Equations (6)

and (7)

and (7)

Radiative heat flux, E

2019; Nayak
& Das, 2019)

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
5.3.1. Experimental Evaluation of Compressive Strength. The developments
of the compressive strengths of the NS mortar and the PCM incorporated mortar are
shown in Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9 Evolution of the compressive strengths of the NS and PCM mortars.
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It can be seen that, with our effort in removing the surface PCM residue in LWS,
the incorporation of PCM in the mortar only whittles slightly down the compressive
strength. At the age of 28 days, the PCM mortar has a compressive strength of 64.5 MPa,
which is only 3% lower than the NS mortar (66.5 MPa). It means that the PCM loading
method (loading in only large particles of LWS) and the surface processing method
(rinsing and sieving) of the LWS-PCM can effectively minimize the negative effect of
surface PCM residue on the strength of mortar – a widely reported compromise
associated with PCM incorporation (Cui et al., 2015; Drissi et al., 2019; Liao et al., 2019;
Pilehvar et al., 2017). This result can be attributed to two effects: (1) the LWS particles
are more angular than the NS particles, as shown in Figure 5.2, which enhances the
mechanical interlocking between aggregate and the paste matrix; and (2) the LWS
particles have more condensed and interpenetrated interfacial transition zones, resulting
in better interfacial bonding. Figure 5.10(a1) clearly shows the interface between a NS
particle and the cement paste; however, in the LWS-PCM mortar of Figure 5.10(b1), the
cement paste can intrude into the surface pores of the LWS and create an interpenetrated
microstructure. This has been clearly demonstrated by the elemental mapping of cementrepresenting calcium and aggregate-representing silicon in Figure 5.10(b2). Moreover,
since the surface pores were saturated by water, the cement paste nearby the surface
would be better cured to achieve a denser microstructure due to the so-called internal
curing effect (Bentur et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2017). Under these effects, no interface can
be clearly identified between the LWS and the cement paste matrix. These benefits
guarantee the compressive strength of the PCM incorporated mortar, in spite of the lower
strength of the porous LWS-PCM aggregate.
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(a1)

(a2)

(b1)

(b2)

Figure 5.10 SEM characterizations of the interface between cementitious matrix and fine
aggregates, i.e., NS and LWS-PCM: (a1) NS mortar; (a2) Ca-Si element mapping (redgreen); (b1) LWS-PCM mortar; (b2) Ca-Si element mapping (red-purple).

5.3.2. Input of Mechanical Properties in Simulation. Regarding the
mechanical properties of the slabs in the simulation model, they are listed in Table 5.6.
The densities were measured. The Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the slabs were
obtained based on literature (Cui et al., 2012; Mohamad et al., 2006). The Young’s
modulus of PCM slab was obtained by a prediction model of Equation (5.9) proposed by
Cui et al. (Cui et al., 2012).
𝐸 = 25.279 − 0.144𝑅𝑚 − 26𝑉𝑎 + 0.009503𝜌𝑎 − 0.419𝑅𝑇 + 5.266𝐼𝑠

(5.9)
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where compressive strength of Rm is 64.5 MPa according to the Section 5.3.1, LWS
volume content of Va is 60%, density of ρa is 1731 kg/m3, tube crushing strength of LWS
of RT is 6.6 for expanded shale, and shape factor of LWS of Is is 1.3 for expanded shale.

Table 5.6 Physical/mechanical properties used in the simulation.
Slab type

Density (kg/m3)

Young’s modulus (GPa)

Poisson’s ratio

NS slab

2400

26.4

0.25

PCM-slab

1731

21.0

0.25

THERMAL PROPERTIES
5.4.1. Experimental Evaluation of Heat Capacity. The curves of the heat flow
against the temperature of the LWS, PCM, and the LWS-PCM, obtained through DSC
tests, are shown in Figure 5.11. These results are used for the analyses of the phase
change temperature range and the heat capacity.
According to Figure 5.11(a), the melting enthalpy values of PCM and LWS-PCM
are calculated as 231 J/g and 32.1 J/g, respectively, and the endothermic peaks are both
located at 29.5 oC. In Figure 5.11(b), the solidification enthalpy values of PCM and
LWS-PCM are calculated to be 230 J/g and 31.3 J/g, and the exothermic peaks are at
27.2 oC and 27.1 oC, respectively. Their phase change behaviors are summarized in Table
5.7. In the table, the start and end points of the bumps in the curves correspond to the
minimum and maximum temperatures of the phase change zone. The onset point is the
extrapolated start temperature of the phase change zone (Höhne et al., 2003). The peak
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temperature is the temperature corresponding to the highest absolute heat flow. The ways
to determine these characteristic temperatures have been illustrated in Figure 5.11(c). In
most cases, the observed characteristic temperatures of LWS-PCM are lower than those
of PCM. This phenomenon can be attributed to the carriers buffering effect that delays
heat transfer, as well as the pore confining effect that reduces the characteristic
temperatures. According to the Gibbs-Themson equation, PCM contained in small pores
has a lower effective phase transition temperature than bulk PCM (Sun & Scherer, 2010).

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5.11 DSC results of the LWS, PCM, and LWS-PCM: (a) at heating stage and (b)
at cooling stage; and (c) illustration of determinations of characteristic temperatures.
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Table 5.7 Phase change properties of the PCM and the LWS-PCM during melting and
solidification.
Melt
Min. T (oC)

Onset T (oC)

Peak T (oC)

Max. T (oC)

Enthalpy (J/g)

PCM

25.69

27.99

29.46

33.15

231.0

LWS-PCM

26.25

27.92

29.48

30.45

32.13

Max. T (oC)

Onset T (oC)

Peak T (oC)

Min. T (oC)

Enthalpy (J/g)

PCM

27.82

27.82

27.15

22.61

230.1

LWS-PCM

27.26

27.25

27.11

21.5

31.29

Solidification

As expected, the LWS does not show any phase transition behavior in the
involved temperature range (see Figure 5.11). Therefore, the enthalpy of the LWS-PCM
mortar can be calculated via Equation (5.10) and determined to be 21.3 J/g and 20.7 J/g
for melting and solidification, respectively:
∆𝐻𝑝,𝑝𝑐𝑚−𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑏 = 𝜑𝐿𝑊𝑆−𝑃𝐶𝑀 ∙ ∆𝐻𝑝,𝐿𝑊𝑆−𝑃𝐶𝑀

(5.10)

where ΔHp,pcm-slab is the enthalpy of the PCM incorporated mortar/slab, ΔHp,LWS-PCM is the
enthalpy of the LWS-PCM, and ϕLWS-PCM is the mass percentage of the LWS-PCM, i.e.
66.3%.
5.4.2. Input of Thermal Properties in Simulation. In the simulation model, the
phase change of the PCM mortar is modeled with the apparent heat capacity method
(Bonacina et al., 1973), when the latent heat is included as an additional term in the
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effective heat capacity. The effective heat capacity of the PCM mortar varies with
temperature and is determined on the basis of fitting to the measurement results. The
fitting curve is shown in Figure 5.12. The heat capacity of the normal mortar with NS is
1.082 J/g/℃ that is assumed to be a constant when the temperature changes.

Figure 5.12 Fitting curve of the heat capacity of the PCM mortar.

The thermal conductivity of NS mortar is 1.831 W/mK. The thermal
conductivities of the PCM mortar are specified as 0.583 W/mK and 0.557W/mK for
PCM in the solid or liquid phase, respectively. The thermal conductivity during the phase
change zone is assumed to change linearly, so that there is a relation as Equation (5.11)
for the input of thermal conductivity of PCM slab (kPCM-Mortar) in the model.

k PCM − Mortar

k PCM − Mortar , solid
, T  TPCM −crystallization

= k PCM − Mortar , solid − S slope  (T − TPCM −crystallization ), TPCM −crystallization  T  TPCM − melt
k
, T  TPCM − melt
 PCM − Mortar ,liquid

(5.11)
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where kPCM-Mortar,solid is 0.583 W/mK when the PCM is in the solid state, kPCM-Mortar,liquid is
0.557 W/mK when the PCM is in the liquid state; TPCM-crystallization is 26.3°C and 21.5 °C
for melting and crystallization process, respectively; TPCM-melt is 30.5°C and 27.26 °C, for
melting and crystallization process, respectively; Sslope is calculated to be 0.00619 and
0.00451 W/mK/°C, for melting and crystallization process, respectively.
The coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) of the NS mortar and the PCM
mortar, defined as the ratio of strain to temperature change, are measured to be 16.27×106 o

/ C and 12.51×10-6/oC, respectively.
More details about the determination of the thermal properties are available in the

Appendix.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF HEAT TRANSFER IN SLAB AND
VALIDATION OF THE NUMERICAL MODEL
In this section, the experimental heat transfer results on basis of temperature
developments of the slabs are presented and used for the validation of the numerical
model.
In order to validate the numerical model, the selected boundary conditions of
solid mechanics and heat transfer in the slabs were simulated and compared with the
theoretical result and the experimental monitoring result, respectively. On the one hand,
as shown in Figure 5.5, the NS slab and PCM slab have the same boundary conditions in
the solid mechanics module. For the sake of ensuring the proper restraints have been
applied to the numerical model, the stress state of the slab under a simple thermal load
(i.e., a positive temperature difference of 30 oC between the top and bottom surfaces of
the slab, while adiabatic conditions for the other surfaces) is adopted for verification,
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since it is widely acknowledged that the stress inside the slab should be zero when the
gravity is ignored and the temperature gradient along slab thickness is linear (Mohamed
& Hansen, 1997). As shown in Figure 5.13, the result of the verification study
substantiates a near-zero stress inside the slab, suggesting that the boundary conditions of
restraints are correct in the solid mechanics module. . The small fluctuation of the stress
in the figure is within the total computational tolerance set to be 10-6 and can be ignored.
As seen from the figure, the maximum perturbed stress of the free slab is 4×10-7 Pa, while
the thermal stress of a constrained slab subjected to a temperature gradient of 30 oC is
calculated to be 12.89 MPa (σ = coefficient of thermal expansion × elastic modulus ×
temperature gradient = 16.27×10-6/oC × 26.4 GPa × 30 oC = 12.89 MPa) and can work as
a characteristic stress. So, the corresponding stress fluctuation ratio is 3×10-14, which is
much less than the total simulation tolerance. Therefore, the computational result is
reliable and has good accuracy. On the other hand, the simulated temperature
developments and distributions are compared with the experimental outputs, for the sake
of verification of boundary conditions in heat transfer.

Figure 5.13 Stress under linear temperature gradient without gravity.
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In Figure 5.14, the computed and experimental results (from thermal couples) of
the temperature developments of the center points on the top and bottom surfaces of the
slabs are compared, which proves reliable temperature predictions at the center points.
Figure 5.15 contrasts the computed and optical-fiber-measured temperature
distributions along the mid-line at the 5mm-from-top depth, at 360 min when heating is
just finished. The comparisons show good matches.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5.14 Temperature evolutions of the center points on the top and bottom surfacees
of the slabs (Numerical vs Experimental results): (a) NS slab; (b) PCM slab; and (c) topvs-bottom temperature differences of the two slabs.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.15 Temperature distributions of the 5mm-from-top levels of the mid-slabs at
360min when heating is just ended (Numerical vs. Experimental results): (a) NS slab; and
(b) PCM slab.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.16 Strain variations and distributions of the mid-slabs: (a) strain vs. time of the
center point at 5mm-from-top level of the NS slab; (b) strain vs. time of the center point
at 5mm-from-top level of the PCM slab; (c) strains at 360 min of the center points at
three levels (i.e., 5mm-from-top, middle, 5mm-from-bottom) of the NS slab and the PCM
slab.
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(c)
Figure 5.16 Strain variations and distributions of the mid-slabs: (a) strain vs. time of the
center point at 5mm-from-top level of the NS slab; (b) strain vs. time of the center point
at 5mm-from-top level of the PCM slab; (c) strains at 360 min of the center points at
three levels (i.e., 5mm-from-top, middle, 5mm-from-bottom) of the NS slab and the PCM
slab. (cont.)

Apart from the above validations of solid mechanics or heat transfer model, the
computed strains in Figure 5.16 substantiate that the coupling of heat transfer and solid
mechanics of the simulation model returns close results to the experimental outputs from
fiber-optic sensors. Additionally, a validation of the tilting angles after heating, by
comparing the experiments and simulations, is manifested in Table 5.8 in Section 5.6.2.

COMPUTED SLAB CURLING BEHAVIORS
As suggested by the validations in the last section, the simulation outputs are
proved to have good matches with the experimental results, exhibiting consistent trends.
Therefore, all discussions hereafter are launched on the basis of the modeling while the
discussion on the experimental result is not repeated.
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When the slabs are under heating, they are subjected to three-dimensional heat
transfer, thermal expansion, and thermal curling. In Figure 5.17, the surface temperatures
and curled slabs right after heating simulated numerically are delineated. The maximum
temperatures of the NS slab and PCM slabs are 60.6 oC and 67.5 oC at the top center,
respectively. The outward and downward diffusion patterns of temperature distribution
can be found due to the point light source and heat transfer. It leads to a hunch-up of the
slabs, supported by four corners of the bottom surface. It should be noted that the
deformation is exaggerated with a scale factor of 800. With the simulation results, the
temperature developments and gradients, thermal strains and stresses, and corresponding
curling profiles, are further analyzed in this section.

Figure 5.17 Contour maps of temperature distributions and curling phenomena of the
slabs at the end of the 360-min heating stage.

5.6.1. Heat Transfer and Temperature Gradient. With respect to heat transfer,
the temperature distributions across mid-slab thickness at different times during heating
stage are captured. For the y-z planes where x=0 (see the position in Figure 5.17),
temperature developments during the heating stage are displayed in Figure 5.18.
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Figure 5.18 Heat transfer in the slabs during the heating stage.

In Figure 5.18, it can be seen that the temperature near the upper layer of the PCM
slab increases faster than the NS slab. However, due to its smaller thermal diffusivity, the
temperature of the PCM slab bottom is apparently lower, and the temperature distribution
on the cross-section is less even. Additionally, the isothermal contour line exhibits an
inverted trapezoidal shape, and the lowest temperature appears at the lower corners. It
can be explained by the faster heat dissipation rate closing to the edges.
After the heating stage, the slabs are allowed for natural cooling. In Figure 5.19,
the temperature evolutions of the slabs as time goes are manifested. According to Figure
5.19, the top surface temperatures for both slabs go down more rapidly, while the slab
cores maintain their temperatures for a longer time. By contrast, the PCM slab cools
down slower than the NS slab, which is due to the temperature buffering effect of the
PCM.
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Figure 5.19 Heat transfer in the slabs during the natural cooling stage.

To compare the heat transfer rates quantitatively and analyze the top-bottom
temperature differences of the slabs, the centers of the top and bottom surfaces are used
as the characteristic points. To begin with, the center temperatures of the top and bottom
surfaces of the slabs are plotted against time in Figure 5.20, in order to trace the thermal
reaction orders of slab surfaces and top-bottom temperature differences. As seen in
Figure 5.20(a), the top surface temperatures of both slabs have fast reactions of
increasing/decreasing to the heating/cooling at the beginning. Then the reaction rate
slackens, and the temperatures of the slab top surfaces have tendencies to reach new
equilibriums with the environment. The bottom surface temperature owns a reacting
pattern akin to that of the top surface temperature, except for the time-lags because of
heat transfer. According to Mohamed and Hansen (Mohamed & Hansen, 1997) and Yu et
al. (Yu et al., 2004), the length of the time-lag has a negative relation with thermal
conductivity but a positive relation with density, specific heat, and thickness of the slab.
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When PCM is incorporated, the time-lag is obviously enlarged. Consequently, according
to Figure 5.20(b), the top-vs-bottom temperature difference for the NS slab (the PCM
slab) has a spike of 11 oC (28.4 oC) for the first 25 min (92 min) at the heating period or a
drop of 8 oC (23.3 oC) abruptly in the first 28 min (90 min) at the natural cooling period,
attributing to the time-lags. The top-vs-bottom temperatures differences then reduce
gradually since the bottom surface is warming up or cooling down during the heating or
natural cooling period, respectively. Ultimately, stable temperature differences can be
expected when the equilibrium of heat flow is achieved.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.20 Top and bottom surface temperatures of the center points of (a) the slabs with
and without PCM (a) and (b) their temperature differences.

When comparing the PCM slab with the NS slab, it can be found that the top
surface of the PCM slab has a higher temperature than that of the NS slab in the heating
stage of Figure 5.20(a). It is a result of multiple factors but dominated by the low thermal
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conductivity and the upper surface air temperature (see Figure 5.8), inspired by the
following sensitivity study detailed in Figure 5.21. On the contrary, the bottom surface
temperature of the PCM slab increases much slower than that of the NS slab before the
PCM melts, regardless of the higher top surface temperature in the PCM slab. Although
the bottom surface temperature of the PCM slab goes up faster after PCM is completely
melted, it remains to be slower than that of the NS slab. As a result, the top-bottom
surface temperature difference of the PCM slab is larger than that of the NS slab in the
majority of the heating stage, as shown in Figure 5.20(b). Once the light is off, the top
surface temperatures of the PCM slab as well as the NS slab plunge, and they have close
proximity of temperatures. It indicates that the top surface temperature during the natural
cooling process is not obviously affected by the PCM incorporation, except a small
influence at the later stage of the process. However, the bottom surface temperature of the
PCM slab is apparently influenced by the PCM incorporation and declines much slower
than that of the NS slab. The dropping top surface temperature and the slow decreasing
bottom surface temperature for both slabs make their differences become negative from
positive within a short time, as shown in Figure 5.20. The PCM slab reaches a maximum
negative temperature difference of -4.9 °C after 148 min of natural cooling, while the NS
slab has a larger maximum value of -6.5 °C after only 23 min. It means there are chances
that the PCM slab can get a smaller top-bottom surface temperature difference in the
natural cooling period. Nevertheless, the top-bottom surface temperature difference of the
NS slab diminishes faster and becomes smaller than that of the PCM slab again in a later
cooling stage.
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Figure 5.21 Sensitivity analysis of factors influencing the top surface temperature of the
PCM slab when heating.

It is known that the top surface temperature of the LWA-PCM slab is higher than
that of the NS slab, so a sensitivity study of influential factors is carried out in order to
learn which factors are prominent to this phenomenon. In Figure 5.21, the effects of
radiance absorptivity of slab surface (αb), heat capacity of slab (Cp), thermal conductivity
(k), density (ρ), slab thickness (d), and upper surface air temperature (Tamb,u) of the PCM
slab are presented. By making single factors equal to the property of the NS slab,
sensitivities of the top surface temperature are studied by computing its variation
following heating. Based on Figure 5.21, changes of all factors but heat capacity can
decrease the top surface temperature. The changes in surface radiance absorptivity (αb
decreases from 0.73 to 0.68), slab density (ρ increase from 1731 to 2400 kg/m3), and slab
thickness (d increases from 5cm to 24 cm) show similar reduction effects of 1.4-2.0 oC on
the top surface temperature. In contrast, the increase of thermal conductivity (k) from
around 0.55 W/mK to 1.831 W/mK can considerably temper the top surface temperature
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and keep it as low as that of the NS slab at the early stage. Moreover, replacing the upper
surface air temperature (Tamb,u) with a lower one from the NS slab is also able to bring
down the top surface temperature substantially. When coupling the augment of thermal
conductivity and the reduction of upper surface air temperature, the PCM slab can
achieve a top surface temperature closing to that measured from the NS slab. Based on
this discussion, it can be concluded that thermal conductivity and upper surface air
temperature are the primary factors influencing the top surface temperature of the PCM
slab.
After discussion of the top and bottom surface temperatures and their differences
in the slabs, the temperature distribution inside the slab should be further analyzed in
order to understand temperature gradients across the slabs. In Figure 5.22, the
temperature variations along the thicknesses at the center of slabs are presented.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.22 Temperature variations across the slab thickness at the center of slabs: (a) NS
slab; and (b) PCM slab.
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In Figure 5.22, the temperature distributions across the slab thickness are revealed
at a time interval of 40 min. It evinces nonlinear temperature distributions at the early
stage, especially for the PCM slab. The temperature distribution tends to become linear
when the top and bottom temperatures are stabilized. In the PCM slab, there is a
noticeable turning point captured at around the peak melting temperature of PCM (i.e., 29
o

C) at the early stage of heating, as shown in Figure 5.22(b). This observation indicates

that more heat is accumulated in the upper layer of the PCM slab due to its lower thermal
conductivity and the latent heat effect; thus, the temperature gradient in the upper layer is
much larger than that in the lower layer, enlarging the nonlinearity of temperature
distribution. Consequently, the upper layer of the slab generates a larger driven force for
curling, while the lower layer has a smaller driven force. As a whole slab, the PCM slab
has demonstrated larger temperature differences, implying larger driven forces for
curling; therefore, the incorporation of PCM in the slab may lead to larger curling
deformations as compared to the NS slab. This speculation will be tested in Section 5.6.2.
5.6.2. Curling Shape and Thermal Stress/Strain. The temperature gradients
(e.g., in Figure 5.22) lead to non-uniform thermal expansion across the slabs, which
induces the curling phenomenon. As shown in Figure 5.17, downward curling is the
result of a positive top-bottom surface temperature difference (i.e., the top is hotter than
the bottom). A curled slab can be subjected to not only curling stress due to gravity and
external restrains but also internal residual stress due to the nonlinear temperature
gradients. External loads (e.g., from vehicles) that can be coupled with curling to
accelerate pavement damage are not considered in this study. In this section, the
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corresponding curvatures and states of strain and stress of slabs, as well as the effects of
PCM, are elucidated.

Figure 5.23 Major principal stresses (σ1) of the curled slabs after heating.

In Figure 5.23, the curled slabs and their major principal stress distributions are
revealed. It should be noted that the deformations displayed in this figure have been
exaggerated with a scale factor of 500. It can be seen that the PCM slab has a higher
potential to curl down due to heating. More details of the curling deformations (i.e., local
displacements and tilting angles) are analyzed in Figure 5.24. Apart from the
deformations, the stress maps manifest that the slab is mainly subjected to compression;
the critical regions of compression failure are usually at the center and the supports. If the
failure of the slab is controlled by tensile stress, the major principal stress distributions of
the slabs indicate that the outer edges of the bottom surface are the most susceptible to
failure; and the regions colored in magenta (maximum stress regions) in Figure 5.23
represent where the first cracks will likely to appear. The patterns of stress distributions
are consistent with the study by Bradley and Gohnert (Bradley & Gohnert, 2016). More
thermal stress and strain details are discussed in Figure 5.25.
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In Figure 5.24(A1) and 24(B1), the curvature shapes at different times of the top
surfaces of the mid-slab planes at x=0 (see Figure 5.17 for coordinates) are provided. The
NS slab has relatively smaller local upward displacements during the heating stage. For
the NS slab, the center displacement increases promptly to 177.4 μm in the first 48 min of
heating, followed by a gradual reduction to 74 μm at the end of the heating stage, as
shown in Figure 5.24(a2). The tilting angle of the NS slab at the edge ascends rapidly to
0.027o and starts to descend 7 min before the maximum displacement is achieved, as seen
in Figure 5.24(a1). For the PCM slab, it has the same change trend in both surface
displacement and tilting angle, whereas it reaches the largest displacement of 378.9 μm
and the largest tilting angle of 0.067o both at 109 min, as shown in Figure 5.24(b1) and
(b2). A comparison between the tilting angles after heating in the experiments and
simulations is manifested in Table 5.8. To sum up, though the incorporation of PCM can
retard the appearance of the maximum displacement and tilting angle, it does enlarge
these parameters, which may lead to a higher risk of damage.
Moreover, an overall volumetric expansion of the slabs should be kept in mind,
which leads to the difference between displacements of top and bottom surfaces as shown
in Figure 5.24(B1) and (B2). Thermal expansions in the z-direction are observed in the
two slabs, which are small when achieving their maximum displacements but enlarge
gradually afterward. The NS slab has a bigger thermal expansion along with its thickness
than that of the PCM slab, due to its higher average body temperature. PCM slab has less
significant thermal expansion in z-direction due to its relatively lower average body
temperature regardless of its larger temperature gradient and displacement.
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Figure 5.24 Curvatures, displacements and thermal expansions in z-direction of the slabs:
(a1, b1) Tilting angle of the left edge of the NS and PCM slabs; (a2, b2) Displacement of
the center of NS and PCM slabs; (A1, B1) Curvatures at different times of top surface of
the NS and PCM slabs; (A2, B2) Displacements of top and bottom surface at mid-slab of
the NS and PCM slabs when having the maximum displacment and at the end of heating
period.

Table 5.8 Comparison between the tilting angles after heating in experiments and
simulations.
Tilting angle (o)

Experimental

Numerical

NS slab

0.011

0.010

PCM slab

0.030

0.027
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The computed y-direction (orientation of fiber-optics sensors) thermal strain and
stress along the depth of the slab center are shown in Figure 5.25. In Figure 5.25(a) and
(b), good linearity of strain distribution across the thickness of slab center is observed
during this heating simulation. This is due to the interlaminar constraints and, at the
center, the plane section along the slab depth basically remains a plane after slab curling
(Pane et al., 1998). It is also noticed that the PCM slab has a smaller strain than that of
the NS slab. At the end of the 360-min heating, the strains at the top of the PCM slab and
the NS slab are 532 µε and 642 µε, respectively. In Figure 5.25(c) and 25(d), stress
distributions along the slab depth are found to be highly nonlinear during the heating
process that has similar patterns with (Mohamed & Hansen, 1997; Pane et al., 1998), and
the magnitude of nonlinearity decreases slowly. According to Mohamed and Hansen
(Mohamed & Hansen, 1997), the total stress can be divided into two parts, one is the
residual stress (i.e., non-linear self-equilibrating stress (Ioannides & Khazanovich, 1998;
Thomlinson, 1940) caused by a nonlinear temperature gradient and internal restraint, and
the other is the bending stress due to external restraint (i.e., self-weight in this case). The
nonlinearity of stress is mainly from the residual stress (Hiller & Roesler, 2010;
Mohamed & Hansen, 1997), and the residue stress becomes smaller during the heating
process as the temperature distribution becomes more linear as time goes (see Figure
5.22). That is why the nonlinearity of stress decays slowly. Additionally, the stress
profiles suggest that the closer to the slab surface the position is, the larger the stress is.
Moreover, after the incorporation of PCM in the pavement slab, the nonlinearity of stress
is strengthened due to larger temperature difference across the slab thickness (see Figure
5.22), and the stress at the center of the top surface of PCM slab becomes much higher
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before 120 min because of it much higher top surface temperature. However, after 120min heating, the stress distribution is not significantly affected by the PCM, and the
compressive stress at the middle becomes even smaller than that of the NS slab.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.25 Strain and stress in y-direction across the slab thickness at selected time: (a)
Strain εyy – NS slab; (b) Strain εyy – PCM slab; (c) Stress σyy – NS slab; (d) Stress σyy –
PCM slab.

To sum up, the heated slab is mainly under compression. The compressioncontrolled critical regions are usually at the center and the supports of corners, while the
tension-controlled critical region is the outer bottom edges. Moreover, the PCM
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incorporation in the pavement slab leads to more severe curling, because of higher top
temperature resulting from the lower thermal conductivity of PCM. The higher top
temperature brings larger top-vs-bottom temperature difference, larger top-vs-bottom
strain difference, larger stress nonlinearity, and larger early-stage stress of slab top.
However, the strain of the PCM slab is smaller due to its lower CTE, and the compressive
stress in the PCM slab can be smaller after the 120-min heating.

DISCUSSION ON STRATEGIES OF APPLYING PCM IN PAVEMENT FOR
CURLING CONTROL
It appears that the incorporation of PCM in pavement slab tends to enlarge the
top-bottom temperature difference, and thus enlarge curling, especially during a heating
stage. This effect can mainly be attributed to the lower thermal conductivity that traps
heat energy in the upper layer and the resultant higher emissive radiation that leads to
higher above-surface air temperature. Based on the results – to better control the curling
phenomenon of pavement – cares should be taken when mixing the PCM in rigid
pavement slab, and the following measures are suggested for preventing increases of
radiance absorptivity, thermal resistivity, and thus top surface temperature of the
pavement: 1) To avoid using PCM carriers with deep color that tends to absorb more
heat; 2) To maintain the surface smoothness of pavement after incorporating PCM to
prevent enhancing surface radiance absorptivity; 3) To use PCM with high thermal
conductivity in pavement, at least as high as that of concrete. Since most organic PCMs
have low thermal conductivities while most inorganic and low-temperature PCMs are
soluble in water, it needs a careful screen or modification of currently available PCMs for
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a PCM with insolubility in water, suitable phase change temperature, high heat capacity
and high thermal conductivity.
Based on the above results, new strategiesto utilize PCM for curling control could
be to apply PCM only in an overlay, instead of the whole pavement slab. The results
suggested that, in this way, it could probably reduce the “surface” temperature of the
parent concrete pavement slab, and, thus, mitigate curling and damage risk to the
pavement. In the light of this strategy, a preliminary numerical simulation with an
assumption of perfect bonding between overlay and pavement slab beneath has been run,
as shown in Figure 5.26.

(a)

(b)
Figure 5.26 Simulation of pavement overlay: (a) Simulation model; (b) Simulation results
of temperature difference between top and bottom of parent pavement slabs with 1cm
overlay with and without PCM.
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It can be seen that the temperature gradient between the top and bottom surface of
the parent pavement slab can be reduced significantly after incorporation of PCM in the
overlay. More details of this strategy – including selections of phase change temperature
(tied to local climate conditions), heat storage capacity, and thermal conductivity of
PCM, as well as overlap thickness among many other factors – will be elaborated in a
future study.

SUMMARY
In this research, the feasibility of utilizing PCMs in pavement curling control is
evaluated from the perspectives of strength, heat capacity, and thermo-mechanical
reactions of PCM-incorporated slab. Curling behaviors of the NS slab and the PCM slab
are compared experimentally and numerically. The following conclusions can be drawn
from this study.
(1) The surface rinsing and selective loading method can effectively load PCM
into cement mortar and diminish the adverse effect of LWS-PCM aggregate on
compressive strength.
(2) The PCM incorporation can enhance the thermal performance of pavement,
introducing an extra latent heat capacity of about 21 J/g to the pavement slab by replacing
normal sand with LWS-PCM composite.
(3) For free rigid pavement slabs subjected to heating, the incorporation of PCM
tends to enlarge the top surface temperature and top-vs-bottom surface temperature
difference, predominantly because of the reduced thermal conductivity of the slab. These
effects tend to enlarge the curvature of curling. Nevertheless, the heat mainly
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accumulates at the upper layer, thereby most of the temperature difference induced by
PCM is located in the upper layer before the PCM completely melts.
(4) Incorporation of PCM into the pavement slab tends to enlarge the top-vsbottom strain difference, the stress nonlinearity, and the early-stage stress of slab top.
However, the linear strain of the PCM slab is smaller due to its lower CTE, and the laterstage (after 120 min) stress could be smaller.
(5) PCM incorporation in pavement for curling control requires suitable types of
PCM and PCM carrier ensuring low surface radiation absorptivity and high thermal
conductivity. The other feasible way to mitigate curling is to incorporate PCM in an
overlay of the pavement only, instead of the whole pavement body.
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6. APPLICATION IN GEOTHERMAL BOREHOLES FIELD FOR ENERGY
EFFICIENCY ENHANCEMENT

BACKGROUND
Energy storage has been becoming more and more essential to enhance grid
resilience, especially under a background of increasing penetration of renewable energy
forms (e.g., solar, wind, geothermal, and deep direct use of low-temperature geothermal)
due to their variable natures (Cole & Conover, 2016; McKenna et al., 2018). One
promising storage solution is the distributed, decentralized thermal energy storage (TES)
on the demand side of the grid, such as distributed TES for heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC) systems in buildings (IEA-ETSAP & IRENA, 2013; Lott & Kim,
2014). Low-temperature geothermal energy systems typically utilize ground-source heat
pumps and represent such decentralized TES pathways to assist in the heating and
cooling of buildings as well as other energy-consuming functions (e.g., hot water
supplying, laundry drying, pool heating, and ice-making). One of the most critical aspects
of ground-coupled TES systems is to enhance heat exchange efficiency during long-term
operation of the system. The heat transfer rate of circulating water in the system relies on
temperature difference between water and rest parts of system. The rate decreases with
the proceeding of heat transfer and the narrowing of temperature difference thereby.
PCMs are good at delaying peak and lessoning change of matter temperature.
This study aims to develop a strategy of using PCMs to advance the low-temperature
geothermal system with higher-efficiency ground-source heating/cooling and higher
thermal energy storage capacity. Moreover, it can expect that PCMs can reduce the soil
thermal interference radius and avoid thermal imbalance that may occur at high load or in
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cases where there is insufficient heat compensation. Therefore, the PCM is incorporated
into the grout of borehole, and its effect on the heat transfer efficiency of borehole is
investigated by numerical modeling.

SIMULATION MODEL
6.2.1. Simulation Method. A two-dimensional numerical model was developed
for performing energy efficiency analysis of borehole by utilizing the readily available
modules of COMSOL Multi-physicsTM, a finite element simulation environment. The
simulation model used a horizontal cross-section of the heat exchanger borehole–soil
system. It consisted of several components, including heat transfer fluid, circulation pipe
with single loop, grout, and soil surrounding borehole, as shown in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1 Cross-section of the heat exchanger borehole-soil system.

The variation of temperature distribution along the vertical direction of the
borehole is slight, since the predominant heat exchange takes place radially. Therefore,
any vertical thermal process was assumed to have negligible influence on the long-term
thermal borehole operation, and the 3D heat transfer problem could reduce to a 2D timedependent heat conduction problem which was governed by the following equation:
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𝜕𝑇

𝜌𝑐𝑝 𝜕𝑡 + ∇ ∙ (−𝑘∇𝑇) = 𝑞

(6.1)

Equation (6.1) was solved for temperature, T, making use of the assigned
boundary conditions. No heat flux (insulation–Neumann) boundary condition was
specified for the extent of the model. The extent of the model was selected to be
relatively large (50 m was used in this study) in order to eliminate potential external
boundary effects during the long-term thermal operation. It ensured that there was no
temperature change at these boundaries throughout the runtime of the model. The
Neumann boundary condition with no heat flux could be expressed as follows:
𝑞" = (−𝑘∇𝑇) = 0

(6.2)

Fluid flow inside the pipes and the associated convective heat transfer was
simulated by an equivalent solid, which had same heat capacity (i.e., mass density and
specific heat capacity) as circulation fluid. On the other hand, the thermal conductivity of
the equivalent solid was selected to be very high (1000 W∙m-1∙K-1 was used in this study).
With this approach, the fluid domain could be utilized to apply a specific temperature or
to inject/extract heat per unit length to the borehole, at selected time periods during the
analysis. High thermal conductivity also led to a practically uniform temperature
distribution within the cross-section of each pipe leg.
In this modeling approach, the thermal loading was simulated by applying
prescribed specific heating or cooling temperature as a time-dependent heat source on the
interior wall of the pipe. The thermal resistance due to convective heat transfer between
water and the inner pipe wall was neglected. On the contrary, the convective thermal
resistance was taken into account as a conductive resistance in the pipe wall, by
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considering an effective thermal conductivity of the pipe material kp,eff in the analyses
given by:
𝑘𝑝,𝑒𝑓𝑓 =

ln (𝑑𝑝𝑜 /𝑑𝑝𝑖 )
ln (𝑑𝑝𝑜 /𝑑𝑝𝑖 )
2
+
𝑑𝑝𝑖 ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑡
𝑘𝑝

(6.3)

where hint was the internal convective heat transfer coefficient, kp was the actual thermal
conductivity of the pipe material, dpo and dpi were the outside and inside diameters of the
pipe, respectively. The internal convective heat transfer coefficient depended on flow
characteristics and thermal properties of the water, and it was evaluated using the
correlations developed by Gnielinski (Gnielinski, 1976) and Churchill (Churchill, 1977).
The modeling technique involving the equivalent solid approach explained above was
adopted from a study by Lazzari et al. (Lazzari et al., 2010). It should also be noted that,
since the axial direction was not considered in the model, the heat rate per unit length was
equally distributed in all pipes without making any distinction between upcoming and
downgoing pipes. Thus, the temperature of the equivalent solid corresponded to the mean
temperature of the fluid in the pipes.
6.2.2. Details of Borehole Field Model. In this study, a simulation model of a
borehole field with a 10×16 borehole group was built, as depicted in Figure 6.2. The
borehole used in the analyses was 15 cm in diameter, within a homogeneous and
isotropic soil medium. The borehole was assumed to have a single loop of HDPE pipe
that has a wall thickness of 0.38 cm. The center-to-center distances between the left and
right legs of the pipes and between the adjacent boreholes were 8 cm and 6 m,
respectively. Quarter symmetry was used in the simulation to reduce the computational
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effort since the geometry and the physical processes in the simulation of the borehole
field were symmetrical.

Figure 6.2 Depiction of compositions of borehole group (10×16 group) and the use of
quarter symmetry.

Moreover, the extent of soil surrounding the borehole group in the model was
selected to be relatively large (50 m addition to the borehole group) in order to eliminate
potential external boundary effects during the long-term thermal operation. It ensured that
there were no temperature changes at these boundaries throughout the runtime of the
model. The boundary conditions used in the simulation are exhibited in Figure 6.3.
In addition to the boundary conditions in Figure 6.3, during the simulation, the
thermal loading (charging) of boreholes was simulated by applying prescribed specific
heating or cooling temperature as a time-dependent heat source on the interior wall of the
pipe. The heating temperature was 50°C, occurring at 9:00 – 17:00, which meant a
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frequency of 8 hrs/day. The heat extraction temperature was 20 °C, applied to the rest
time of the day.
The finite element mesh discretization of the model was performed by using
triangular elements, as shown in Figure 6.4. The mesh of the model has total 100,689
triangular domain elements.

Figure 6.3 Boundary conditions used in the simulation.

Figure 6.4 Finite element mesh of the model.
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Regarding the material properties used in the numerical analyses, the input
parameters are listed in Table 6.1. The thermal properties of the ground and the heat
exchanger material were selected by referring to the studies of Farouki (1981) and
Salomone and Marlowe (1989).

Table 6.1 Parameters used in the thermal analyses.
Parameter

Value [Unit]

Ground (Soil)
Soil Dimension

200 [m]

Soil Thermal Conductivity

1 [W/m/K]

Soil Specific Heat Capacity

1500 [J/kg/K]

Soil Density

2000 [kg/m^3]

Borehole (Grout: sand-bentonite)
Borehole Diameter

20 [cm]

Borehole Spacing

6 [m]

Borehole Thermal Conductivity

1 [W/m/K]

Borehole Specific Heat Capacity

1600 [J/kg/K]

Borehole Density

1500 [kg/m^3]

Pipe (HDPE)
Pipe Spacing

10 [cm]

Pipe Wall Thickness

0.38 [cm]

Pipe Inside Diameter

2.54 [cm]
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Table 6.1 Parameters used in the thermal analyses. (cont.)
Parameter

Value [Unit]

Pipe (HDPE)
Pipe Thermal Conductivity

0.39 [W/m/K]

Pipe Specific Heat Capacity

2300 [J/kg/K]

Pipe Density

960 [kg/m^3]

Pipe Roughness

0.0015 [mm]

Pipe Effective Thermal Conductivity

0.36855 [W/m/K]

Filled Circulation/Heat exchange Fluid (i.e., water)
Effective Thermal Conductivity

1000 [W/m/K]

Thermal Conductivity

0.48 [W/m/K]

Specific Heat Capacity

3962 [J/kg/K]

Density

1020.91 [kg/m^3]

Flow rate

5.28344 [gal/min]

A similar simulation model had been previously employed for not only the longterm performance assessment of heat exchanger piles under different climatic conditions
(Olgun et al., 2015) but also the numerical evaluation of two thermal response tests
performed in Northern Italy (Zanchini & Terlizzese, 2008). The simulation results
reproduced the measured values of the mean fluid temperature versus time with excellent
accuracy. Thus, validations of the model were already available.
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6.2.3. Application Method of PCM in the Borehole. A strategy of mixing PCM
into the grout of borehole was developed to advance low-temperature geothermal system
in order to enable high-efficiency ground-source heating/cooling, as sketched in Figure
6.5.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.5 Vertical geothermal heat exchange boreholes (a) without PCM and (b) with
PCM.

As depicted in Figure 6.5, the PCM was mixed into the grout of the borehole. The
content of PCM was assumed to be 50 vol% of the volume of PCM-modified grout. The
PCM used was considered to be n-octadecane. The PCM density is 773 kg/m3, and the
thermal conductivity of PCM is around 1 W/mK in either a solid or liquid state. The
PCM has a latent of 237 J/g and a phase transition zone within temperatures ranging from
26–30 °C. The latent heat of PCM-modified grout could be calculated via Equation (6.4):
∆𝐻𝑝𝑐𝑚−𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝜑𝑝𝑐𝑚 ∙ ∆𝐻𝑝𝑐𝑚

(6.4)

where ΔHpcm-grout was the enthalpy of the PCM incorporated mortar/slab, ΔHpcm was the
enthalpy of the PCM, and ϕpcm was the mass percentage of the PCM. In the simulation
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model, the phase change of the PCM-modified grout was modeled with the apparent heat
capacity method (Bonacina et al., 1973), when the latent heat was included as an
additional term in the effective heat capacity.
6.2.4. Implementation of Simulation. This study computed the models of
10×16 borehole fields with and without PCM modification for a season (i.e., 3 months or
90 days) operation. The averages of temperatures and heat fluxes of the surface of all heat
exchange pipes in the borehole field were monitored.

EFFECT OF PCM ON TEMPERATURE DEVELOPMENT OF BOREHOLE
In Figure 6.6, the temperature developments of the heat exchange pipe surfaces
are plotted. According to Figure 6.6(a), after PCM modification, the pipe surface
temperature of the PCM-modified borehole has a lower temperature during the heating
period while it has a higher temperature during the cooling period. This is because of the
higher heat capacity from the PCM-modified grout. Moreover, since the heating (50 °C)
and cooling (20 °C) temperatures are constant throughout the heating and cooling
periods, respectively, it can be found that the differences between the pipe surface
temperature and the heating/cooling temperature become higher after the incorporation of
PCM.
Regarding a relatively longer term, Figure 6.6(b) shows a temperature
development in 90 days. It can be seen that the 90-day operation has the same
phenomenon as that observed in the first three days. Additionally, the minimum
temperature of the pipe surface increases a little bit each day. This is because, each day,
the heat charging to the borehole field dissipates to the soil around and cannot be entirely
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extracted under the current charging/discharging scheme. So, the borehole field stores
some heat each day, thus leading to the temperature increase of the borehole field, so as
the temperature of the borehole pipe.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.6 Temperature development of heat exchange pipe surface: (a) first 3 days; (b)
90 days.
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EFFECT OF PCM ON HEAT FLOW OF BOREHOLE
In Figure 6.7, the heat fluxes (rate of heat energy transfer through a given surface)
of the heat exchange pipe surfaces are presented. The heat transfer rate is highly related
to the temperature difference between surface and ambient, abiding by Equations (5.4).

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.7 Heat fluxes of heat exchange pipe surfaces: (a) first 3 days; (b) 90 days.
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During the figure at the first 3 days, as shown in Figure 6.7(a), the heat flux
surges up when the heating is just turned on and then decreases readily. This is because
the temperature difference is the largest when the heating initiates, making the heat
exchange rate maximum. As heating continues, the temperature of the borehole goes up,
then the temperature difference between the borehole and the water temperature (heating
temperature of 50 °C in this study) in the pipe goes down, so as the heat flux.
It can be noticed that the heat flux of the pipe surface of the PCM-modified
borehole is more significant than that of the normal borehole, either in the heating stage
or in the cooling stage. It means the rate of heat transfer of the PCM-modified borehole is
higher, suggesting a higher heat exchange efficiency for the PCM-modified borehole than
that of the normal borehole.

EFFECT OF PCM ON ACCUMULATED HEAT FLUX OF BOREHOLE
FIELD
In Figure 6.8, the heat fluxes are integrated to get the accumulated heat fluxes, in
order to show the benefit of enhancement of heat exchange efficiency by PCM
modification. In the figure, it can be clearly seen that more heat can be digested
(absorbed & released) daily for the PCM-incorporated borehole. At the end of the heating
period of the first day (17:00), the accumulated heat fluxes are 9.2578×105 J/m and
1.2165×106 J/m for the borehole without and with PCM modification, respectively,
which presents a difference of 2.9072×105 J/m. It demonstrates that around 31.4% more
heat can be stored at the end of the heating stage in the PCM-modified borehole field
daily, suggesting a good improvement in the heat exchange efficiency.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6.8 Accumulated heat flux of heat exchange pipe surface: (a) first 3 days; (b) 90
days.
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SUMMARY
In this study, the PCM is incorporated into the borehole field so as to study the
effect of PCM on heat exchange efficiency. According to the analyses of temperatures
and heat fluxes of outer surfaces of the heat exchange pipes in the boreholes, the addition
of PCM to the grouts of boreholes is proved to be beneficial to its efficiency.
With PCM modification of borehole grout, the PCM-modified grout endows the
borehole with higher heat capacity. It results in a lower pipe surface temperature during
the heating period while a higher temperature during the cooling period for the PCMmodified borehole. Because of this, the difference between the pipe surface temperature
and the heating/cooling temperature becomes higher, which leads to a more considerable
heat flux of the pipe surface of the PCM-modified borehole. The higher heat exchange
rate of the PCM-modified borehole is substantiated by the heat flux monitored. The
higher heat exchange rate suggests a higher heat exchange efficiency for the PCMmodified borehole than the normal borehole. According to the calculated accumulated
heat flux, much more heat (31.4 % at the end of the heating period on the first day, for
example) can be digested by the PCM-modified borehole field.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

CONCLUSIONS
In this dissertation, several types of novel thermal energy storage (TES) materials
and composites are explored, and a series of numerical simulation models and
experimental protocols are developed to evaluate the potentials of these materials to be
applied in concrete, pavement, and thermal energy storage systems. Regarding these TES
materials/composites:
(1) The first two types of novel TES materials/composites are at the micro-scale,
which use micro diatomite (DE) and cenosphere (Ceno) as carriers of phase
change material (PCM), respectively. The DE-PCM composite and the
CenoPCM composite were able to carry 30wt% and 46wt% PCM, possessing
melting latent heat of 68 J/g and 109 J/g, respectively. Moreover, both DEPCM composite and CenoPCM composite have been proved to have
pozzolanic reactivity, which prevents leakage of PCM and maintains
mechanical properties of the functional construction materials incorporated
with PCM.
(2) The third type of novel TES material is at the macro scale, utilizing
lightweight sand (LWS) and lightweight coarse aggregate as carriers to load
PCM. The LWS-PCM composite was prepared and able to load 8.7 wt% (15.6
vol%) PCM, and new manufacturing procedures of the LWS-PCM composite
incorporated mortar were proposed. Compared with natural sand, the irregular
shape, rough surface, and internal curing effect of the LWS-PCM composite
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allowed the LWS-PCM incorporated mortar to had comparable compressive
strength to that of normal mortar using normal rive sand. The LWS-PCM
composite also reduced the autogenous shrinkage of mortar by 63% and
reduced the peak temperature by 7oC during semi-adiabatic calorimetry.
(3) The last two types of novel TES materials are solid–solid PCM (SSPCM, i.e.,
PEG-PMDI-Graphite composite) and thermochemical material (TCM, i.e.,
struvite-K). Their phase change mechanisms/properties and thermal
stabilities/reliabilities are revealed. The results suggested high potentials of
them in specific TES applications. Specifically, the SSPCM achieved
relatively high latent heat capacity, high thermal conductivity, and superior
form stability as well as durability; it, therefore, is suitable to be used as a
bulk TES material (e.g., in building envelope). Struvite-K, as a TCM,
demonstrated an extremely high energy storage capacity (i.e., 4-5 times higher
than PCMs), a high thermal conductivity, and a good reusability (much better
than already-known TCMs); thus, it could be applied in building systems or
geothermal systems for seasonal or even short-term TES.
The above multi-scale TES materials and composites can be used independently
or in combination, according to specific application scenarios. To evaluate the
performance of TES materials in various scenarios, numerical simulation frameworks and
experimental protocols have been developed and implemented. Three representative
scenarios (i.e., thermal cracking control for concrete, thermal curling mitigation for
pavement, and TES enhancement for geothermal systems) have been selected for study in
this work.
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(a) When using porous lightweight aggregate (LWA) composited with PCM in
concrete, firstly, simulation of the heat transfer properties (i.e., thermal
conductivity) of PCM-LWA composite started from image-based micro-level
to macro-level modeling, assisting in capture the 3D pore structure of LWA
and getting more accurate overall effective thermal conductivity of the PCMLWA composite. Then, the simulation could upscale to a concrete-level to
probe into the hydration heat of PCM-LWA incorporated concrete. This threelevel simulation framework was validated by experimental data, and the
results matched well and were agreed on mitigating effect of PCM-LWA
composite on thermal cracking of massive concrete during hydration stage.
(b) To investigate the role of PCM in thermal curling mitigation of pavement, a
heat transfer and solid mechanics coupled simulation model was developed
for predicting curling behavior on the basis of the computed distribution of
temperature, stress, and strain. The simulation framework has been built and
validated, and the feasibility study results indicated that the incorporation of
PCM throughout the pavement body tended to enlarge the top-vs-bottom
surface temperature difference, thus exaggerating thermal curling.
Nevertheless, improvement of thermal conductivity of PCM and/or addition of
PCM only in pavement overly could have a good potential in reducing
pavement thermal curling.
(c) As regard to utilizing PCM in the geothermal energy storage system, a twodimensional numerical model was developed for performing heat exchange
analyses of a large borehole field with/without PCM in a three-month
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operation. The PCM was mixed into the grout of borehole. The monitored
temperature and heat flux of the exterior surface of the heat exchange pipe in
the borehole demonstrated a faster temperature response and an enhanced heat
exchange after incorporating PCM, which suggested an improvement of heat
exchange efficiency of the borehole field. It is, therefore, beneficial to reduce
heat accumulation and increase heat exchange capacity of the borehole field in
daily energy storage operations, and also to fortify charging and discharging
rate in the seasonal energy storage operation.
To sum up, this research has discovered/proved several novel promising TES
materials at different size scales. The simulation techniques for application scenarios of
TES materials have been explored and/or improved. It paves a solid foundation for the
simulation/experimental frameworks in performance evaluations of TES materials in a
variety of application scenarios and the multi-scale application of TES materials in
practice.

RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE WORK
In this research, several novel TES materials have been explored, and
simulation/experimentation frameworks in three application scenarios have been
developed. It has paved a solid foundation for further in-depth studies in projected fields.
Several aspects are recommended for future research:
(1) In Sections 3.1 and 3.2, both micro- and macro-PCM composites have been
explored. These multi-scale TES materials are expected to have a multi-scale
synergistic interaction, which can maximize the latent heat capacity of
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concrete without compromising mechanical performance. This will ultimately
overcome the technical barriers of TES functionalized structural concrete.
(2) The SSPCM in Section 3.3 is able to absorb a large amount of heat by solid–
solid transition instead of solid-liquid transition. On the one hand, it is also
shapable, so it is suitable to work as an independent layer in the building wall.
The performance evaluation of the SSPCM in real buildings will be an
interesting topic. On the other hand, the SSPCM can be crushed/grounded into
macro aggregate or micro powder, offering it broad application varieties in
practice, for example, aggregate/filler role in the asphalt pavement for
depression of thermal degradation. Researches on performance assessment of
the SSPCM in the various applications can lead to a better understanding and
possible improvements.
(3) In Section 3.4, struvite-K is found to have a good potential as TCM. However,
TCM is storing/releasing heat via a hydration/dehydration process. It means
applications of TCM in practice require deliberate designs of the TCM battery
cells/units for the sake of water/vapor management, based on specific
properties of the TCM in use. Hence, designing a complete battery cell using
struvite-K is a topic required to be studied in the future.
(4) The image-based multi-level simulation framework in Section 4, a bottom-up
simulation method, can be widely used in other application scenarios in which
the porous lightweight aggregates are used as carriers of TES material.
However, it only relates to the heat transfer aspect in the thermal cracking
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problem of mass concrete. To develop a more comprehensive framework
addressing both heat transfer and solid mechanics aspects is needed.
(5) The simulation frameworks for waning thermal curling of pavement slab and
enhancing heat exchange efficiency of the geothermal system in Sections 5
and 6 provide a good base model to play with under different climate zones.
Since there are a large amount of TES materials available for selection, the
two simulation frameworks will need advancement in order to do performance
evaluations as well as to achieve quick selections for optimum TES materials
in specific applications.
(6) The life-cycle cost estimations of PCM incorporation in the three applications
are desired in practice. Moreover, the cost-efficiencies of incorporations of
different types’ PCMs regarding performance improvements can be a future
research topic.
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APPENDIX

1. DETERMINATION OF THE EFFECTIVE THERMAL PROPERTIES OF
MORTAR SLABS

The thermal properties of the slabs include effective heat capacity, effective
thermal conductivity, and coefficient of thermal expansion.

1.1. EFFECTIVE HEAT CAPACITY
Regarding the heat capacity of the PCM slab, the heat capacity of the LWS-PCM
was first examined by MDSC, and the result is in Figure A1(a). By fitting to the
experimental results using the least square method and piecewise method, the heat
capacity of the LWS-PCM (Cp,agg) during the phase transition period was acquired as
Figure A1(a) that can be expressed in Eqs. (1) and (2) for melting process (Cp,agg,melt) and
crystallization process (Cp,agg,cry), respectively. The difference in heat capacity of melting
and crystallization processes results from a lack of nuclei during cooling [1, 2]. Based on
the mass fractions (ϕ) of the LWS-PCM and paste in the PCM-Slab, Equation (3) is used
to calculate the heat capacity (Cp) of the PCM-Slab, in which the specific heat of the
paste with a w/c of 0.4 (𝐶𝑝,𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒 ) is taken as 1.28 J/g/℃ [3]. The calculated heat capacity
of the PCM-Slab capacity was showing in Eqs. (4) and (5) for melting process (Cp,slab,melt)
and crystallization process (Cp,slab,cry), respectively. Their curves were drawn in Figure
A1(b). Comparing with the enthalpy methods, this effective heat capacity method by
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virtue of the real DSC curve gives a consideration of the hysteresis phenomenon and the
true shape of the heat capacity profiles in both melting and solidifying stages [4].

(a) LWS-PCM

(b) PCM-Slab

Figure A1. Fitting curve of the heat capacity of the LWS-PCM and the PCM-Slab in the
three stages of solid, phase change transition, and liquid zone.
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(3)
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Similarly, the heat capacity of the NS slab (Cp,ns-slab) is calculated using Equation
(6) and the mass fractions (ϕ) of the NS and paste in the NS slab. The specific heat
capacity of the river sand (Cp,NS) is 0.83 J/g/℃ [5], and, consequently, Cp,ns-slab is
calculated as 1.082 J/g/℃.
𝐶𝑝,𝑛𝑠−𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑏 = 𝜑𝑁𝑆 ∙ 𝐶𝑝,𝑁𝑆 + 𝜑𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒 ∙ 𝐶𝑝,𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒

(6)

1.2. EFFECTIVE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
According to the study of Brailsford and Major [6], the thermal conductivity of a
three-phase mixture of wet porous aggregate could be estimated from thermal
conductivities of its three components of solid, air in pores, and liquid water in pores.
Similarly, the thermal conductivity of the PCM-wet porous lightweight aggregate of
LWS-PCM can be evaluated via Equation (7) in this study.
3𝑘0
3𝑘0
+ 𝑘2 𝑣2
2𝑘0 + 𝑘1
2𝑘0 + 𝑘2
3𝑘0
3𝑘0
𝑣0 + 𝑣1
+ 𝑣2
2𝑘0 + 𝑘1
2𝑘0 + 𝑘2

𝑘0 𝑣0 + 𝑘1 𝑣1
K=

where K is the thermal conductivity of LWS-PCM; k0, k1, and k2 are thermal
conductivities of the three phases of LWS-PCM, that is, solid, air, and PCM,

(7)
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respectively; v0, v1, and v2 are the volume fractions of the three phases. The thermal
conductivities of solid and air are taken as 0.54 W/mK [7] and 0.026 W/mK [8],
respectively. The thermal conductivity of PCM is 0.36 W/mK in the solid state and 0.15
W/mK in the liquid state [9]. The volume fractions of the three phases of LWS-PCM of
solid, air, and PCM are measured to be 0.7, 0.14, and 0.16, respectively. Consequently,
the thermal conductivity of LWS-PCM is 0.413 W/mK in solid-state and 0.372 W/mK in
liquid-state.
Moreover, the mortars are solid mixtures of two components – cement paste and
fine aggregates (NS or LWS-PCM). When assessing the thermal conductivity of the twocomponent solid mixtures, an interfacial thermal resistance between solid components
should be taken into consideration due to the relatively weak interfacial bonding.
Therefore, the Hasselman–Johnson’s model [10] that considers the interfacial effect is
used in calculating the thermal conductivities of the mortars, as shown in Equation (8).
𝐾 = 𝑘1

2𝑘1 + 𝑘2 (1 + 2𝛽) − 2(𝑘1 − 𝑘2 (1 − 𝛽))𝑣2
2𝑘1 + 𝑘2 (1 + 2𝛽) + (𝑘1 − 𝑘2 (1 − 𝛽))𝑣2

(8)

where K is thermal conductivity of mixture; k1 and k2 are thermal conductivities of
cement paste and aggregate (NS or LWS-PCM), respectively; v2 is the volume fraction of
sand, i.e., 0.6; β is interfacial thermal resistance coefficient between cement paste and
aggregate, which equals 0.122 [11]. The thermal conductivity of cement paste with a w/c
of 0.4 was reported to be 0.94 W/mK [12]. The thermal conductivity of river sand is
equal to 4.45 W/mK [13]. As a result, the thermal conductivity of normal mortar with NS
is calculated to be 1.831 W/mK. The thermal conductivities of the PCM mortar with
LWS-PCM are calculated for stages when PCM is in the solid or liquid state, and the
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values during phase transition period are obtained via linear interpolation. Therefore,
there is a relation as Equation (9) for the input of thermal conductivity of PCM slab
(kPCM-Mortar) in the model.

k PCM − Mortar

k PCM − Mortar , solid
, T  TPCM −crystallization

= k PCM − Mortar , solid − S slope  (T − TPCM − crystallization ) , TPCM −crystallization  T  TPCM − melt
k
, T  TPCM − melt
 PCM − Mortar ,liquid

(9)

where kPCM-Mortar,solid is 0.583 W/mK when the PCM is in solid-state, kPCM-Mortar,liquid is
0.557W/mK when the PCM is in liquid-state; TPCM-crystallization is 26.3 and 21.5 °C for
melting and crystallization process, respectively; TPCM-melt is 30.5 and 27.3 °C, for
melting and crystallization process, respectively; Sslope is calculated to be 0.00619 and
0.00451 W/mK2, for melting and crystallization process, respectively.

1.3. COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION (CTE)
Taking advantage of the multiplexing capacity of the embedded distributed fiber
sensors that measuring both temperature and strain, the coefficients of thermal expansion
of the slabs can be calculated when dividing strain by temperature change, and the results
are plotted in Figure A2.
In light of Figure A2, the average CTEs of the NS slab and the PCM slab are
calculated as 16.27×10-6/oC and 12.51×10-6/oC, respectively. In the existing literature, the
cement paste with a w/c ratio of 0.4 has a CTE of (18-20)×10-6/oC [14], and the CTE of
quartz sand was reported to be (9.9–12.8)×10-6/oC [15]. Therefore, the measured CTE of
the NS slab is in the reasonable range.
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Figure A2. Coefficients of thermal expansion of the NS slab and the PCM-slab.
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